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INTRODUCTION 

 

A co-operative bank is a financial entity, which belongs to its members, 
who are at the same time the owners and the customers of their bank. 
Co-operative banks are often created by persons belonging to the same 
local or professional community or sharing a common interest. Co-
operative banks generally provide their members with a wide range of 
banking and financial services (loans, deposits, banking accounts).  
They are registered under the Cooperative Societies Act, 1912, and 
governed by the Banking Regulations Act 1949 and Banking Laws (co-
operative societies) Act, 1965. 

They are organized and managed on the principal of cooperation, self-
help, and mutual help. They function with the rule of one member, one 
vote.  Function on "no profit, no loss" basis. Co-operative banks, as a 
principle, do not pursue the goal of profit maximization. Co-operative 
bank performs all the main banking functions of deposit mobilization, 
supply of credit and provision of remittance facilities.  Co-operative 
Banks provide limited banking products and are functionally specialists 
in agriculture related products. However, co-operative banks now 
provide housing loans also. 

 

HOW ARE COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES FORMED ? 

 

According to the Cooperative Societies Act, 1912, at least 10 adult 
members are needed to form a Cooperative Society solely based on 
mutual aid and self-help principles. The members should work for a 
common benefit with a motive to help each other.  

History of Cooperatives in India: Cooperative societies in India have 
evolved ever since the Pre-Independence period. During the late 1890s, 
many farmers rebelled against money lenders’ oppression in Western 

Maharashtra. In 1904, the British government in India enforced an Act 
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–the Cooperative Society Act, 1904 for poor farmers who were 
dependent on moneylenders’ loans for agriculture. The provisions of 

this Act were later expanded by covering cooperative financing 
agencies and banks both in rural and urban areas. However, during 
World War II, cooperative societies in India faced issues due to the 
price hike of agricultural commodities. 

After Independence, this ‘cooperative movement’ of India gained 

momentum. The government realized that the cooperative sector plays 
a significant role in boosting the rural economy. It provisioned for plans 
for this sector in its series of development plans Five Year Action 
Plans. Every village was encouraged to have at least one cooperative 
society. It also helped setting up cooperative farms.  

Cooperative societies in India expanded from agricultural market to the 
credit sector, and later to large scale sectors, housing, fisheries, 
banking, etc. This led to the formation of different types of cooperative 
societies in India. 

 

FEATURES OF COOPERATIVE BANKS 

 

• They are organized and managed on the principles of co-operation, 
self-help and mutual help. 

• Some of the well-developed co-operative banks are scheduled banks. 

• Co-operative banks are financial institution. 

• Co-operative banks belong to the money market and capital market. 

• Co-operative banks are also required to comply with requirements of 
SLR and CRR and liquidity requirements as other scheduled and non-
scheduled banks. 

• Co-operative banks are perhaps the first government supported 
agency in India. 
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• Co-operative banks accept all types of deposits including current, 
saving and fixed or time deposits from an individual both members and 
non- members. 

 

MAIN FUNCTIONS COOPERATIVE BANKS 

 
• Co- organized and managed on the principal of co-operation, Self- 
help and mutual help. They function with the rule of ―no profit, no 

loss basis. Co-operative banks, as a principle, do not pursue the goal of 
profit maximization. Co-operative bank performs all the main banking 
functions of deposit mobilization, supply of credit and provision of 
remittance facilities. Co-operative banks provide limited banking 
products and are functionally specialists in agriculture related products. 
However, co-operative banks now provide housing loans also. UCB ‘s 
provides working capital loans and term loan as well. 

• Co-operative banks do bank business mainly in the agriculture and 
rural sector. However, UCBs, SCBs and CCBs operate in semi urban, 
urban and metropolitan areas also. The urban and non-agricultural 
business of these banks has grown over the years. 

 The co-operative banks demonstrate a shift from rural to urban, while 
the commercial banks, from urban to rural. Co-operative banks belong 
to the money markets as well as to capital market. Primary agricultural 
credit societies provide short term and medium-term loans. 

 

  ROLE OF CO-OPERATIVE BANKING IN INDIA 
 

Co-operative Banks are much more important in India than anywhere 
else in the world. The distinctive character of this bank is service at a 
lower cost and service without exploitation. It has gained its 
importance by the role assigned to them, the expectations they are 
supposed to full fill, their number, and the number of offices they 
operate. Co-operative bank’s role in rural financing continues to be 
important day by day, and their business in the urban areas has 
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increased phenomenally in recent years mainly due to the sharp 
increase in the number of primary Cooperative banks. In rural areas, 
as far as the agricultural and related activities are concerned, the 
supply of credit was inadequate, and moneylenders would exploit the 
poor people in rural areas providing them loans at higher rates. So, 
Co-operative banks mobilize deposits, purvey agricultural and rural 
credit with a wider outreach, and provide institutional credit to the 
farmers. Co-operative bank has also been an important instrument for 
various development schemes, particularly subsidy-based programs 
for poor. 

 

OBJECTIVES OF CO-OPERATIVE BANKS 

 

• To provide support and services to the members of the society and not 
to earn the profit. 

• To help each other mutually and not to have competition. 

• To provide easy credit facilities to the farmers. 

• To practice fair and transparent business activities. 

• To deliver the quality goods and produce to the end customers. 

• To develop self-reliance, co-operation and self- respect among the 
members. 

• To purchase and supply raw materials, tools and equipment needed 

by workers. 

• To obtain contacts from government and other organizations. 

• To purchase machinery and other equipment’s required by members 

and to hire them to the members for quality production. 

• To construct take-on rent godowns for finished products and raw 
materials. 
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• To undertake all such activities needed for the welfare and well-being 
of the member and the society. 

 

ADVANTAGES OF CO-OPERATIVE BANKS 

 

• Membership of the co-operative society is open to all, who have a 
common object of providing service without expecting returns on it. 
The member can join and leave the society as per their wish. 

• Capital Invested for the society is contributed by the member and 

various grant and subsidies are received from the government for 
smooth processing of business. 

• A cooperative society is registered under Cooperative Societies Act, 
it is a separate legal entity where the liability of its member is limited. 
It can run the business under its name. 

• Where the cooperative society earns more profit while conducting 

their business operation, it is distributed among the members based on 
their participation in business. 

 

DISADVANTAGES OF CO-OPERATIVE BANKS 

 

• Co-operative society targets small and medium-size businesses. 

• Due to lack of funds, it is difficult to promote the business operation 

and sales promotion. 

• Lack of management skills to control and monitor the members. 

• Management has to depend on Honesty, Integrity, and loyalty to the 

members. 

• Unavailability of new technology. 
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• These are not businesses in true sense. People might not have 

confidence in these businesses. 

• Interference of the government. 

• Lack of business secrecy. 

• Cash trading. 

• Lack of motivation. 

• Political interference. 

• Lack of public confidence. 

• Limited scope for expansion. 

 

REGISTRATION OF COPOPERATIVE SOCIETY 

 

• To form a society, minimum 10 Individuals shall be desirous of 
forming a society for mutual benefit. 

• Once the group is formed, a provisional committee is established and 

they elect a chief promoter for the society. 

• The name for the society is selected the chief promoter and members 
mutually. 

• An application has to be made to registration authority explaining the 

business operation to be conducted by the members. After submitting 
documents and confirming, the concerned authority issues a certificate 
of name approval. 

• After name approval, the registration fees and the share capital 

amount has to be collected from prospective members. 

• A separate bank account in the name of the society must be opened. 

Registration fees and share capital amount has to be deposited in that 
bank account. The bank will issue a certificate for it. 
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• Once the bank formalities are completed, the chief promoter has to 

apply for the registration process with all set of documents. 

• The application for registration has to be made in Form No. A, which 
needs to be consent of 90% of the members. 

• Once the documents are submitted, the concerned authority will cross 

verify the documents and decide whether to issue a certificate or not? 

• The register of application is maintained by the registrar of the 
particular ward to enter the details of the new forming society. An 
application has to be made in Form B. 

• The Registrar issues a receipt for submission of application and 

provide the status of such application from time to time. 

• If there is any discrepancy in the application, it must be sent for 
rectification. 

• The registering authority after being satisfied will notify society 

registration in the gazette and issue a registration certificate to its 
members. 

Elected persons manage the society: Honorary secretary and members 
of working committee. Financial sources: Admission fees to become a 
member, share capital, deposits from the people, finance from Central 
co- operative banks or State co-operative banks if needed. Field of 
Action: As per the act of co-operative credit society 1904, 10 or more 
individuals who are not from the same family and they are belonging 
to the same village or town can establish the primary credit society. As 
per the co-operative society Act, 1912 as per the regulation of the state, 
each such society is required to be registered. The field of jurisdiction 
is limited only up to the field of area of a particular village or a town 
where it has been established. 
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COMPANY PROFILE 

 

MUNNAR SERVICE CO-OPERATIVE BANK 

The Munnar Service Co-operative bank was started on 28th December 
1988.The bank registered on 7th December 1988 under Kerala 
Cooperative Act. The name of the bank is Munnar Cooperative Bank 
Ltd No. E-209. 

The branches of the bank are: 

● Munnar (Head Office) 

● Town Branch 

● Evening Branch 

OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIETY 

1. Provide agricultural loans to the members and also encourage and 
promote a moderation, self-sufficiency and environmental service 
awareness among members. 

2. Provide short term and medium-term loans to the members. 

3. Provide seeds, fertilizers, implements, pesticides for agricultural 
purposes and resources for agro-industries and household needs. 

4. Assist members to produce new varieties of seeds. 

5. Provide gold loans. 

6. Conducting general banking business. 

7. Prepare and implement agricultural production plans for members. 

8. Establishment of branches with the approval of the registrar. 

9. Implementation of post-death assistance fund for subsidiaries 
approved by the registrar to posthumous assistance of members. 

LIABILITY: The liability of the members on the debt of the bank is 
equal to the share price they have taken. 
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MEMBERSHIP  

A Class: A person resident in the banks working area, owning or 
owning property on the land, over 18 years of age and well off, non-
criminal and not declared bankrupt can be considered as A class 
member. 

B Class: State Government, district cooperative bank, local self-
government institutions or self-help groups can become a member by 
acquiring shares in the bank. 

C Class: Anyone over the age of 18 who is calm, who has not been 
declared bankrupt and who has not been convicted of any criminal 
offence can be added. They are considered as C class members. C class 
shares will not be refunded. They are not residents in the locality of 
bank. Not eligible to avail loan facilities. 

 MINIMUM ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA TO BECOME A MEMBER 

1. An individual has to attain 18 years, should be mentally sound and 
resident of the area of operation or is in occupation of land in the 
area of operation of the society, who may become A class 
membership. 

2. Person is not an employee of the bank  

3. He has not carried out the same activity of the bank. 

4. Surcharged to the society under sec 68. 

DISQUALIFICATION OF MEMBER 

1. He/she is below 18 years. 

2. Is residing in out of the area of operation of bank. 

3. Has unsound mind. 

4. Declared as insolvent. 

5. An employee in the same cooperation bank. 

6. Carry out the same activity of business.  
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WORK DONE 

• Sorting of payment and receipt vouchers and cross checking with 
daybook 

• Sorting of fixed deposit register 

• Writing details on payments made to pensioners 

• Day book preparation 

• Recording of membership details 

• Sending auction notice to gold loan customers.  
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● Pension Form 
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● Death Fund Form 

 

● Membership Form 
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● Fixed Deposit Form 

 

 

● KYC Form 
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● Medium Term Loan Form 

 

● C Class Membership Form 
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● Savings Account opening form 

BENEFITS 

1. Able to learn new theories and concepts 

2. Understand the working conditions in a cooperative bank. 

3. Gain experience on clerical duties in a cooperative bank. 

4. Learned various banking operations. 

LIMITATIONS 

1. Pending workload was huge. 

2. Office space needs to be renovated. 

3. There is time lag or wastage while handling customer’s queries and 

duties 
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CONCLUSION 

My internship experience in Munnar Service Cooperative bank helped 
me to gain knowledge about cooperative banks, its objectives, benefits 
and limitations. It was a great experience that helped me in 
understanding the working of cooperative banks in a short span of time. 
This internship threw light on my strengths and weaknesses. I was able 
to utilize my theoretical knowledge and implement it practically. I was 
able to understand and learn new concepts and applications in the 
banking sector. 
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REPORT
             
                  I had joined for my internship, in
the company Intellify, which is the education
initiative set up under SOLVE Foundation, as
a YouTube Publisher.   The duration of the
internship was from 4/11/2020 - 3/01/2021.
              Good editing skills were required to
prepare attractive and informative content.
My role at Intellify was to create interactive
presentations for their  YouTube channel by
extracting information from the given script
and coordinating with other members of the
YouTube  Interactive Project. I was able to
coordinate with other members of the
Youtube interactive team. It also helped to
improve my creativity and video editing
skills.
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hard working and to the best of our knowledge, her conduct and character were 

found good. 

This certificate is provided by us for the study of MS. KHADEEJA HAMSA C H and 

is strictly for academic purpose only. 

Regards 

For Keerthi Agro Mills (P) Ltd 
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Johnson Varghese 
Managing Director 
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FLORA 
AIRPORT HOTEL & CONVENTION CENTRE 

KOCHI 

21st January 2022 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

This is to certify that Ms. Liya Lawrence, doing B. Sc Nutrition and Dietetics, 

Women's Study Centre, St.Teresa's College, Ernakulam has completed the ten days 

hotel Intemship training with Flora Airport Hotel, Cochin from 10h January 2022 to 

21st January 2022.

During her tenure she was found to be hard working and sincere. 

We wish her success in all her future endeavors. 

For Flora Airport Hotel,

LORA 
Sakkeena Ashraf 

Human Resources 

NFAH HR-INT./2022/002 

Opp. International Terminal Kochi Airport, Nedumbassey, Nayathode P.O, Kochi 683572, India T: +91 484 240444 I F: +91484 2611524 I 

E: kochi.info@florahospitality.com I www.florahospitality.com 

GST # 32AABCF3263A2ZD I PANHAABCF3263A I MSME# UDYAM-KL-02-0005757 

FLORA HOTELS AND RESORTS INDIA PVT LTD 

CIN: US5101 KL2008PTCO23056 

Reg. Address: Oberon Mall, NH Bye Pass, Edappally, Cochin 682024, Kerala, India





Liz James 

September 2021



Maulik Markan
Founder and CEO
 Growth Central VC 

 

As a Human resource intern at Growth Central

VC .  She has successfully completed all the

assigned tasks and worked at Growth Central

VC from 04th January 2022 to 04th April

2022 .

This Certificate Recognises the Work of 

LIZ JAMES

GROWTH CENTRAL VC























































CERTIFICATE 
OF PARTICIPATIOON 

Aarambh 5.0 

HR Internship 

This Certificate is awarded to 

Madhavi Murali 
For successful participation of this IHR Internship Progrum at Universal Tribes. 
The internship was condueted from ist September, 2021 to 15th October, 2021 

(UTARVRSMIURPo29) 

10,10,2021 UNIVERSAL TE Rajat Raghatwan 
Awarded on CEO 

















BADLAV SEVA SAMITI 
"Together we can make a difference" 

 
 

LETTER OF COMPLETION 
 

REGISTRATION NUMBER: LUC/03881/2018-2019 
DATE: May 03, 2022 

SERIAL NUMBER:COR/I/10058722 

This is to certify that Malavika Ramesh, B. Com. student of St. 

Teresa’s College, Ernakulam has successfully completed her internship 

with BADLAV SEVA SAMITI for a period of two months. 

During the period, she worked as a Human Resource Intern. 
 

During the course of internship, Malavika Ramesh has shown great 

amount of responsibility, sincerity, and a genuine willingness to learn and 

zeal to take on new assignments & challenges. In particular, her 

coordination skills and communication skills are excellence and her 

attention to details is impressive. 

We wish her all the very best for the future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

With Regards, 
Dr. Sumit Singh 

CEO and General Secretary 



Palaaram 
Atr;,dltlonal eatery 

StgcrmalMroad.NorthPaMIVUr 

GSTIN:32AAQFP9367BlZO 

This Is l<>c«lify that Ms. Mala\llU Prabsh. nao,uc011 .. fullycornpleted h.,.inte nnl,lp ,n 

Pa laara,.,fto,n03.02.2022to03.03.Z02linHumanll•sourc,,. Durlnctl>loinlem>llip, 

M,.Malavibwas ~ tothe ..,rlousilC'IMt leolnU,O~dofllum.., , • .....,, oo _rt,, 

pos.ibl/~iesand•"'lic1tions 

During t his period sh• demonstrated inlerpe<'Sonal and communl<:a'tion sl;TI!s. Hff perfo,mance 

exceededexpectationsandsh1was al>letocompleteth1lnumship....:ce,.sful\y0ntime. 

We wi<hher a/lthevr,rybestinh•rfutureendeavor>. 

Mana1ingP.irtner. 





CSBBank 
Formerly The Catholic Syrian Bank Ltd. 

INTERNSHIP CERTIFICATE 

TO WHOM SO EVER IT MAY CONCERN 

This is to certify that Ms. Maria lgnatius who is doing her graduation at St. Teresa' College 
Lmakulam has undergone internship training at CSB Bank Malay attur Branch from 

September to 31 Septemeber. During the training she leamed Retail Branch Banking. 
Front office Management and KYC Updation. Her conduct and character is good. 

For C S BBANK LTD 
Malayatlur 
29.12.21 

3EBASTINMK 
Branch Manager, Malayattur 

Branch Manager 

CSB Bank Ltd., St. Thomas Church Building Malayatur 683587 Via Kalady Enakulam Kerala 

Branch Location or Department | Contact No | Email 1D 

Regd. Office: CSB Bhavan, St. Mary's College Road, Post Box No. 502, Thrissur, Kerala 680 020, India. 
Ph +91 487 2333020 | 24x7 Toll ree: 1800 266 9090 | Email: customercare@csb.co.in www.csb.co.in ClIN: L65191KL1920PLCO00175 



DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 
ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS) 

 

Report of Internship  
By  

MARIA JOSELINE NUNEZ
REGISTER NO: AB20AMAT020

(2020 – 2023)  

         
 

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 
ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS) 

ERNAKULAM, KOCHI - 682011 
2022 

 
 

 

MARIA JOSELINE NUNEZ 
AB20AMAT020 

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 
ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS)  

682011  



 DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 
ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS),

This is to certify that the Internship Report 
AB20AMAT020 is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at the 
Solutions, PRRA No.122, Galaxy Lane, Vaduthala 
   
Dr. ELIZABETH RESHMA M T                                              
(Internal Mentor)                                                                                              
Assistant Professor                                                                                            

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 
.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS),

 
 

CERTIFICATE  

Internship Report submitted by MARIA JOSELINE NUNEZ,
is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at the 

Solutions, PRRA No.122, Galaxy Lane, Vaduthala - 682023 during the academic year 

                                                                   Dr. URSALA PAUL
                                                                                             ( Head of the department )  

                                                                                          Assistant Professor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 
.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS),ERNAKULAM  

MARIA JOSELINE NUNEZ, 
is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at the AJNL Smart 

during the academic year 2022 

Dr. URSALA PAUL  
( Head of the department )  
Assistant Professor   



REPORT  
 
 

1. Company name and profile : 
 
Company name: AJNL Smart Solutions 
Company profile: AJNL Smart Solutions (Accounting and Tax Consultancy) 
undertakes Income Tax Return, GST Registration and Returns & TDS Return Filing. 
 
 

2. Nature of the work:  Office Trainee 
 
 

3. Duration of internship: 
 
Duration: 5 weeks  
From: 3rd May 2022  
To: 11th June 2022 
 
 
 

4. Skills required and skills gained:  
 
Skills required: 
 

 Communication skills 
 Time punctuality 
 Basic skills on MS Office 

 



Skills gained: 
 

 Better communication skills 
 Time management 
 Better interpersonal skills 
 Confidence  
 Gratitude 

 
 

 
5. Personal experience: 

 
This internship has been an excellent and rewarding experience. AJNL Smart 
Solutions a good place to do the internship since it provide numerous benefits and 
advantages to the trainees. The treatment by the company was just, equitable and 
professional. They also help me to handle some of my weaknesses and provided 
guidance to me whenever I am in need. 
 
During five weeks of internship, I have accumulated various experiences and wider 
new knowledge through activities and tasks had been assigned to me. I have been able 
to meet and network with so many people that I am sure will be able to help me with 
opportunities in the future. One main thing that I have learned through this internship 
is time management skills as well as self-motivation. Being a person with basic 
knowledge on MS Office and computer, after the internship I can happily say that I 
have developed and discovered many things in the same. 
 
Overall, it was a good experience and memories as not only I have gained experience, 
but also new friends and knowledge. 



  Certificate from Employee 
 

 



Maria Treesa Roy

September 2021



Swiss International 
AL HAMRA DAMMAM 

21t December, 2021 

TO WHOMMSOEVER IT MAY CONCERN 

This is to certify that Miss. Mariam has done her internship in all departments at 

Swiss international Alhamra hotel Dammam KSA from 10th December 2021 to 21st 

December 2021 as a part of the curriculum of UG clinical nutrition and dietetics 

from St. Teresas College Ernakulam. 

During the tenure with us, Miss. Mariam was participative and inquisitive. 

We wish her all the best. 

General Manager 

Momen Tayser 

MAM 
CR. 2050133901 

DAMMA 

Swiss 

Part ot 

Swiss International 
HOSPITALITY COMMONS 

King Khaled Street, P.O.BOX 1411 Dammam 31431 Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

Tel.: +966 13 8333444- Fax: +966 13 8330944 

International Quality- Local Affinity 



Swiss International 
AL HAMRA - DAMMAM 

FORMAT FOR EVALUATION 

DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

B. Sc. NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

S. Name of the Performance Involvement 

20 Marks) 

Total Punctuality Attendance 

(20 Marks) No. Student (20 Marks) (20 Marks) (80 Marks) 

Mariam Ismath 20 20 18 18 76 

Evaluation Sheet for Hotel Internship 

Place: Dammam, Saudi Arabia Momen Tayseer (General Manager) 

Date: 20/12/2021 Name & Signatureof the Evaluator 

AMRA OAMM 

Part of 

Swiss International Swiss 

HOSPITALITY COMMONS 

King Khaled Street, P.O.BOX 1411 Dammam 31431 Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

Tel.: +966 13 8333444 Fax: +966 13 8330944 

CR.200 205013390 

AMMAM 
International Quality - Local Affinity 









HIGHRANGE FOODS PVT. LTD., 
IX/119,Panamattom Temple Road, Panamattom.P.0, 

Ponkunnam,Kottayam,Kerala-686522. 
CIN:U15205KL1987PTCO04739, GST No:32AAACH6076L1ZH. 

Tel: 04828-297155, E-mail: hrp.manager@lazza.co.in 

Date: 28h May, 2022 

TO WHOME SO FVER IT MAY CONCERN 

This is to certify that Ms.Maziya, student of St. Teresa's College, Ernakulam has successtully 

cDmpleted 20 days Internship at Highrange Foods(P)Ltd.(Laza Icecreams), Panamattom.P.o, 

Ponkunnam, Kottayam. 

She has been regular in her attendance and her conduct during the period was good. We 

wish all the best in her future endeavors. 

Thanking 

FRr Highrange Foods(P)Ltd., FA Yours Truly 

Director,

GOLD GOLD 
ODS( FOO0 

EPONMUNNAM

PANA MATTO 

OM P 

Administrative Office: 28/3030, Cheruparambath Road, Near Old Post Office, Kadavanthra ,Cochin-20

ONVW 



 

 

Report of Internship 

By 

SONA BINU 

REGISTER NO: AB19BMAT054 

(2019 – 2022) 

 

 

 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS  

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS)  

ERNAKULAM, KOCHI – 682011 

 

 

 



 

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS  

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), ERNAKULAM 

 
 

CERTIFICATE 

 
This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by SONA BINU, 

AB19BMAT054 is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at the 

Organization Youth Empowerment Foundation (NGO), 3426B, 3rd Floor, 

Mahindra Park, Rani Bagh, Pitam Pura, Delhi, 110034 during the 

academic year 2020. 

 

Dr. Susan Mathew Panakkal                                                   Dr. Ursala Paul 

(Internal Mentor)                                                        (Head of the Department) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



REPORT 

I did the internship as a fundraiser in an organisation named Youth 

Empowerment Foundation. It is a Non-Governmental Organization 

helping and supporting the Youth facing obstacles to their development 

in different walks of life. Empowering youths to grow, learn and be the 

torchbearers for the future is one of the major impacts that the 

organisation aims to achieve. YEF is a non-profit organization founded in 

June 2017 by Mr. Rambabu Sharma. Inspired by his own life journey, the 

founder along with his team has laid a strong foundation to educate the 

underprivileged children of the society and hence bridge the gap between 

them and the world.  

      The work comprised of three stages. The first stage was to find a 

customer to buy candles that has been prepared at their centre by people 

struggling for livelihood. Completion of the first stage led me to the 

second and main stage of the internship, fundraising. A minimum of 

rupees 3000 was to be collected as per the rules. Along with it, every intern 

was assigned with 10 activities out of which atleast 6 must be completed 

before the deadline. I collected 3560 rupees and completed 6 activities.    

      It was a 4 weeks internship from 1st November 2020 to 30th November 

2020.  Good communication skills and Interpersonal skills was required 

for it. After the completion of the internship, I developed other skills 

including being a good listener, ability to motivate volunteers and donors, 

true concern for people etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CERTIFICATE OF INTERNSHIP 

 

 



  

Report of Internship 

 

By 

SRUTHY K BENNI 
 

                          REGISTER NO: AB19BMAT056 

                       (2019– 2022) 

 

 
  

 

 

  

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS  

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS)  

  

ERNAKULAM, KOCHI - 682011  

  

2022 
  

  

  

  

  



  

  

 

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS  

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), ERNAKULAM  

  

 

CERTIFICATE  

  

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by SRUTHYKBENNI, 
AB19BMAT056 is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at the Innovators and 
You, Trade school at Meerut, Radha Garden, Ganga Nagar, Meerut, Uttar Pradesh, 250001 
and Claylab Education Foundation, 525 First floor, Sector 9-A, Gurugram, Haryana, 122001 
during the academic year 2020. 

                                            
  

Dr. Susan Mathew Panakkal       Dr. Ursala Paul 

(Internal Mentor)                        (Head of the department )           

                                               

  

    
 

 

 

  

  

  

  



 

REPORT 

● I did my first internship as Marketing Intern at Innovators and You, which is a leading 
education institution providing online and offline training courses in Advance share markets, 
Advance Mutual Funds and much more. Innovators and You was founded by Mr. Ajay 
Kumar, an MBA Professional with vocational experience in financial analysis. He is Expert 
in proceeding placements and imparting workshops. Active orator in share markets, 
micro/macro economics and stock analysis. A wordsmith in writing articles. Certificate 
holder in various modules of top financial institutes. He is the only one who has 
made Innovators and You  as the best and the fastest growing institute for stock market in 
Asia. 

My work there included Lead generation & revenue generation, Fetching business from the 
existing clients through relationship building and relationship management, Collecting 
feedback from the clients and updating it to the operations manager. 

It was a 1 month internship from 3rd November 2020 to 3rd December 2020. Good 
communication skills and Interpersonal skills was required for it. After the completion of the 
internship, I developed other skills including being a good listener, ability to motivate others 
who needs support and this intership helped me to learn more about business management 
through our teamwork. 

 

● My second internship was as Teaching Assistant at Claylab Education Foundation, a Non-
Profit Organization (A section 8 company) working towards providing quality education to 
our children,  the leaders of future,  during their higher secondary grades. They provide after 
school support to high school students from less privileged backgrounds at a very affordable 
price. They not only provide academic support, but also support students towards 
development of 21st century skills like Critical thinking, Collaboration, Ownership, 
Resilience and Empathy. All their structures are online and students from any part of the 
country can join them. Claylab initiative was started by 3 Teach for India fellows on 27th  
April 2020 with an aim to support their students who had just cleared their 10th board 
exams. It was formally registered as a Section 8 company on 20th July 2020 and since then, it 
has grown into a large network of some amazing teachers and learners who constantly work 
together towards a better future for everyone on this planet. 

I took part by preparing the Academic Resources for Class-11 Mathematics and as an intern 
they also welcomed me to help them on their daily operations as well as strategic decisions.  



I completed almost 2 months intership from 1st November 2020 to 30th December 2020. 
They require creative and passionate people who can create interactive and immersive 
content for students and they are always happy to welcome committed people who can help 
them increase their overall reach to the world. I feel so happy to part of Claylab and they 
give me opportunities to share my suggestions for their future growth and to explore and 
work upon my talents. 

 

 

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

                          

  



CERTIFICATE OF INTERNSHIP 





                        Report of Internship 
 

                                               By 

                  MEERA AJAYAKUMAR 
 

              REGISTER NO: SM20AS016 

                           (2020 – 2022) 
 

 
 

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS    

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS) 

                            ERNAKULAM, KOCHI - 682011  

                                                         2021 



DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), ERNAKULAM 
 

 
CERTIFICATE 

 

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by MEERA AJAYAKUMAR, 
SM20AS016 is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at The Sparks Foundation, 
KPMG and Lets Grow More during the academic year 2020-2022. 

 
 
 
ANU MARY JOHN              SHANTY B P 

 
(Internal Mentor) (Head of the department) 

 
 CLASS TEACHER       HOD 



                                                 REPORT 
 
1. THE SPARKS FOUNDATION 
 
The Sparks Foundation which was an initiative of Mr. Pranav Dubey with an aim of providing 
internship opportunities for students from various fields. I was fortunate enough to join as a 
Data Science and Business Analytics intern. My work included Completing 2 beginner level 
tasks in the Domain Data Science and Business Analytics. The duration of the internship was 
one month from 1st May 2021 to 1st June 2021. The skills required for joining the internship 
was: a basic knowledge of python programming. After completion I was able to gain an 
intermediate knowledge in Python and various machine learning models, moreover they also 
introduced the website called Github. It was a great experience and I also appreciate the efforts 
taken by them to provide an internship opportunity to various students, which helped them to 
improve their skills in the respective fields.  
 
2. LETS GROW MORE 
     
Lets grow more which was an initiative of Mr.Aman Kesarwani with an aim of providing 
internship opportunities for students from various fields. I was fortunate enough to join as a 
Data Science intern. My work included Completing 2 beginner level tasks and 2 intermediate 
level tasks in the Domain Data Science. The duration of the internship was one month from 1st 
September 2021 to 1st October 2021. The skills required for joining the internship was a basic 
knowledge of python programming and data analytics. After completion I was able to gain an 
intermediate knowledge in Python and various machine learning models, data visualization 
and data handling methods. It was a great experience and I also appreciate the efforts taken by 
them to provide an internship opportunity to various students, which helped them to improve 
their skills in the respective fields.  
 
3. KPMG 
 
KPMG international limited is a British-Dutch multinational professional services network and 
one of the big four accounting organizations headquartered in Amstelveen, Netherlands. It 
offers Data Analytics Virtual Internship and I was enrolled in the month of May 2021 and is a 
self paced internship and the skill required in basic python and MS office and it will help to 
achieve a wider knowledge in data handling and cleaning. Visualization using the Tableau 
software was the key feature of this internship program. 
 
 
 
 
  



            Certificate from Employee  

 
                          THE SPARKS FOUNDATION 
 

 



                                        LETS GROW MORE 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



                                                 KPMG 
 

 





 

  

 

UMEED  

A Drop of Hope 

NGO REGISTRATION NO. S/792/DIST.SOUTH/201                                 Ref  No. UD21/FI-1479 
                      Date: 18-11-2021 

 

 Certificate of Internship 
We present this certificate to 

 

Ms. MEGHNA R NAIR 

 
In appreciation for your successful work as an intern at Umeed-A Drop of Hope                            

in the area of Social Work, HR, Marketing & Environment.                                                                             

The internship was conducted between 19-10-2021 and 18-11-2021. 

During the tenure of this internship the candidate was found to be dedicated, 
hard working and efficient. 

 

 

                                                                                                        

                      

 



 

  

 

UMEED  

A Drop of Hope 

NGO REGISTRATION NO. S/792/DIST.SOUTH/201                                 Ref  No. UD21/FI-1479 
                      Date: 18-11-2021 

 

 Certificate of Internship 
We present this certificate to 

 

Ms. MEGHNA R NAIR 

 
In appreciation for your successful work as an intern at Umeed-A Drop of Hope                            

in the area of Social Work, HR, Marketing & Environment.                                                                             

The internship was conducted between 19-10-2021 and 18-11-2021. 

During the tenure of this internship the candidate was found to be dedicated, 
hard working and efficient. 

 

 

                                                                                                        

                      

 



BELL FOODS (Marine Division) (« 
PALLICHAL ROAD, COCHIN 682 005. INDIA 

Phone 91- 484-2231684/ 2232066/ 2231671 Fax 91-4B4-2232972 

E-mail bellfoods 1968@gmail com, into@bellbrand com, Websto www.bellbrand.com 

To Whomsoever it may concern 

This is to certify that Miss. MEGHNA R, pursuing B.Voc Food 

Processing Technology in St.Teresa's College (Autonomous), 
Ernakulam has undergone On Job Training at BELL FOODS (MARINE 

DIVISION) from 18/10/2021 to 23/10/2021.During her tenure, she was 

found loyal and hardworking. 

We wish all the success for her future endeavours

Cochin-682005 

23/10/2021 

For BELL FOCDS (Marine Diyision) 

PV.y 
Chie E xecutivo 



KEERTHIAGRO 

Ref No.t2/KAMPL2021-22 

INTERNSHIP CERTIFICATE 
This is to ertify that MS. MEGHNAR, reg no : VB20FPTO28 B.Voc Food 

Processing Technology student of St Teresa's College, Park Ave Marine Drive 
Emakulam 682 011 has done Internship of 10 days from 03 January 2022 to 13 

January 2022 with us 

Her attendance during the period of Internship was regular, sincere, result oriented. 
hard workung and to the best of our knowledge, her conduct and character were 

found good. 

This certificate is provided by us for the study of S. MEGHNAR and is strictly for 

academic purpose only 

Regards 

For Keerthi Agro Mills Priad 

Johnson VarE 
Managing Director 

Keerth Agro Mls (P)Ltd www.keerthiagro com 

PeNo Matoor aay 683574 1800123012300 (To Free) ntoaveerthiagro.com Ermakuam Dst Keraa State, india Fax 0484-2460380



MERRY FRUIT PRODUCTS 
KAVANA, VAZHAKULAM 

MUVATTUPUZHA, ERNAKULAM (Dt.), 
KERALA, PIN - 686 670 

Mob: +91 9846607884 

E-mail: merryfruits@yahoo.com, www.merryfruits.com 

TO WHOMSOEVER IT MAY CONCERN 

This is to certify that MIss. MEGHNA R, pursuing B.Voc Food Processing lechnology in 

St.Teresa's College (Autonomous), Ernakulam has successfully completed the internship on 

"fruit and vegetable processing" in our company from 13th to 15th June 2022 as a part of the 

academic curriculum. 

During this period, we found her performance to be good and wish her all the best in future 

endeavours. 

PLACE: MUVATTUPUZHA 

DATE: 25/6/2022 SIGNATURE AND SEAL 

For MERRY 
FRUIT 

PRODUGTS 

CT 
FRUIT PROD 

ofietor 
VAZHAKULAM 

636 670 

KAVANA 



Melissa Mariam  Mathew

September 2021



NERIAH INDUSTRIA 
XVll-630/A, Neriathara Building, Kurichy P.O. 
Kottayam-686 532, Kerala, India 
Ph: +91 9446479200, 9446479100 
9497612822 

<Z> SIN(H995 
AZAREL TAPETE 

THE POLY CARPETS 

E-mail : neriahindustria@gmail.com 
ceo@neriahindustria.com 
info@neriahindustria.com 

Website : www.neriahindustria.com 

30.05.22 

CERTIFICATE 

This is to certify that Ms. Melissa Mariam Mathew, Fourth Semester B.Com 

(Taxation) student of St Tere.5a' s C',ollege, Emakulam has oodergone internship in the 
Accoums Department of our organization from 18/0412022 to 25/05/2022 as part of her 

curriculum requirement 

During the period of the study her attendance & conduct. was fmmd good 

Manufacturers & Exporters of Polypropylene, Rubber & Coir mats 

~-~ T 
Cl.JU II II.I) COMPANY CER'l'lt-11~1) COM l'ANY 



Merin James has been a part of MyCaptain Human Resource Executive Internship from 
7th May 2021 to 7th June 2021.

During this internship, Merin James has gained experience in Business Development, 
Marketing & Sales along with a focus on Community Building For Creating an Impact.

We wish Merin James all the best for all her future endeavours and are grateful for all 
her contributions. 



Merisa Tessa Correya

Jul-21



















CERTIFICATE
OF ONLINE PARTICIPATION

MINNU RACHEL ISAC
has successfully completed the Four - days training

program on the topic

Psychometric Testing in Children

THIS IS  TO CERTIFY THAT

Date Of Issue - 26th March, 2022

Dr. Mrigank Aggarwal
Program Coordinator

This training program is for the educational purpose

Dr. Shipra Gupta
Sr. Occupational Therapist, Rehab Psychologist
Director SensAble Child Clinic

























tW 
IJELL FOODS GltOUP 

--SINCE 1968--

urrcor· Dt1tt : 09-11-lOll 

Certificate 

This is to certify that Ms. Muz.aibunnisa Mohammed BVOC Food 

Processing Technology student of St. Teresa's College Ernakulam has successfully 

completed her Industrial Training Internship as a part of curriculum, with our 

organization at HT Foods Pvt.Ltd., Plot No. 17 SDF, Ground Floor, Cochin 

Special Economic Zone, Kakkanad, a division of Bell Foods Group, Kochi for a 

period from 18.10.2021 to 29.10.2021. She has acquired product/process 

knowledge in frozen products and freezing techniques like IQF and Blast freezing . 
.. 

We wish her all success in her future endeavors. 

For H.T.FOODS YT. LTD. 

CHIEF EXECU 

9 Pallichal Road, Cochin· 682005, Kerala, India • +91-484-2231684, 1Y 7356757110 

~ info@bellbrand.com , be11foods1968@gmail.com, hr@bellfoodsgroup.com, 41» www.bellfoodsgroup.com 

OUR PIYISIONS; 
Bell Exim I HT Foods I Bell Prlmax I Bell Neuvotech I BIRDS I Bel......_ 



KEERTHIIAGRO 

Ref No.7/KAMPL/2021-22 

INTERNSHIP CERTIEICATE 
This is to certify that MS. MUZAIBUNNISA MOHAMMED reg no 

VB20FPTO3O B.Voc Food Processing Technology student of St Teresa's College, Park 

Ave. Marine Drive. Ernakulam 682 011 has done Internship of 10 days from 03 
January 2022 to 13 January 2022 with us 

Her attendance during the period of Internship was regular, sincere, result oriented, 

hard working and to the best of our knowledge, her conduct and haracter were 

found good 

This certificate is provided by us for the study of MS. MUZAIBUNNISA MOHAMMED 

and is strictly for academic purpose only. 

Regards 

For Keerthi Agro Mills (PLtd 

s3 574 

Johnson Varghese 
Managing Director 

Keerthi Agro Mils (P) Ltd 
PBNO 16 Mattoor, Kalady -683574 1800123012300 (Toll Free) 
Ernakuiam Dist Kerala State, India 

www.keerthiagro.com
info@keerthiagro.com

Fax: 0484-2460380 



Nafi Badar 

September 2021
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BELL F0ODS 

(MARINE DIVISION) 
THOPPUMPADY, COCHIN 



BELL FOODS (Marine Division) 
PALLICHAL ROAD, COCHIN 5E2 9S NDIA 

Phone 91-484-2231684/ 2232066 2231671 Fax 91-44 223292 

E-mail belifoods 1968@gmail com, info@belbrarid com. Wetste www eltraid. urt 

To Whomsoever it mav concern 

B.Voc Food Processing Technology in St.Teresa's College 
This is to certify that Miss. NAHEEN NIMRA RASHEED, pursuing 

College 
(Autonomous), Ernakulam has undergone On Job T raining at BELL 

FOODS (MARINE DIVISION) from 18/10/2021 to 22/10/2021.During 

her tenure, she was found ioyal and hardworking. 

We wish all the success for her future endeavours. 

Cochin-682005 

23/10/2021 

For BELL FO0ODS (Marine Divrionj 



GSTIN : 32AAQPT4452M 124
TAN No: CHNG00397F
PAN No: AAQPT4452M

fr Office 0484'2808233, 2808273, 280827 4
Factory: 0484 - 2809754
Fax '. 0484'2808273
E-mail . fruitomanslg5T@gmail.com

MALABAR CAI{NING
Office :33/1885 87, COCHIN BYPASS ROAD, ERNAKULAM, COCHIN - 682 O28, KERALA, INDIA

Factory : 33 I 622A, VENNALA, KOCHI - 682 028

23.06.2022

TO WHOMSOEVERIT MAY CONCERN

This is to certify that Ms. NaheenNimra Rasheed, Bvoc Food Processing

Technology student of St. Teresa's College (Autonomous), Ernakulam,

Kerala has undergone an internship of 7 days from l3th June 2022 to 20th

June 2022.

She has completed the internship and we have explained and

experienced operations related to fruit processing.

We wish all success in her future endeavours.

For

"gExecutive

www.fruitomans.com



KEERTHI AGRO 

Ref No.neKAMPL2021-22 

INTERNSHIPCERTIFICATE
This is to certity that MS. NAHEEN NIMRA RASHEED, eg no : VB20FPTu31 

B.Voc Food Processing Technology student of St Teresa's College. Park Ave, Marine 

Drive Emakulam 682 011 has done Internship of 10 days from 03 January 2022 to 

13 January 2022 with us 

Her attendance during the period of Internship was regular, sincere, result oriented, 

hard working and to the best of our knowledge, her conduct and character were 
found good. 

This certificate is provided by us for the study of MS. NAHEEN NIMRA RASHEED 

and is stricty for academic purpose only. 

Regards 
For Keerthi Agro Mills (P) Ltd 

Johrson Varghese 
Managing Director 

*wwe agro.com eet y-683574 180o123012300 Tol Free) OA42460380 Ste Enaam Dist ersia Stae. 



BELL FOODS GROUP 
-SINCE 1968 

Date: 09-12-2021 
HT/EC/038 

Certificate 

This is to certify that Ms. Najiya Nasrin BVOC Food Processing 

Technology student of St. Teresa's College Enakulam has successfully completed 

her Industrial Training Internship as a part of curriculum, with our organization at 

HT Foods Pvt.Ltd., Plot No. 17 SDF, Ground Floor, Cochin Special Economic 

Zone, Kakkanad, a division of Bell Foods Group, Kochi for a period from 

18.10.2021 to 29.10.2021. She has acquired product/process knowledge in frozen 

products and freezing techniques like IQF and Blast freezing. 

We wish her all success in her future endeavors.

For H.T.FOODS PVT. LTD. 

CHIEF EXECUTIVEOFFICER 

Pallichal Road, Cochin- 682005, Kerala, India 

info@bellbrand.com, bellfoods1968@gmail.com, hr@bellfoodsgroup.com www.bellfoodsgroup.com 
T+91-484-2231684, 7356757110

oUR DIVISIONS
Bell EximI HT Foods Bell Primax | Bell Neuvotech BIRDS | Bell Farms 



Lakesho$
Global Lifecare

Lakeshore Hospital & Research Centre Ltd.
XVI/612, Maradu, Nettoor P.O, Kochi - 682 O4O, Kerala, lndia. Tel:91- 484-27OtO32t2tOtO33

Fax : 0484 270L996. E rnail : info@lakeshorehospital.com Web: wwwvpslakeshorehospital.com
Toll free number 1800 -313-8775, ctN No ; U85110K11996p1C010260

FoT LAKESHORE HOSPITAL AND RESEARCH CENTRE LTD

This is to certify that Ms. Namiya P. S.

internship under the guidance of Ms, Manju

Nutrition, Lakeshore Hospital and Research

to Sth December, 2021..

has undergone Registered Dietitian

P. George in the Department of Clinical

Centre Ltd., Kochi from sth Iune 2027

Maniu P.Geroge, RD
Reg. No.: RRD-018/2OLS

Dt. Manju P. George, RD
Chief Dietitian - Clinical Nutrition
Reg.No.RRD-01812015

Lakeshore Hospital & Research Centre Ltd., Kochi'4n

--;[-;
s.K.
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Date: December 6,2021 ft
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ARTOCARPUS FOODS PVT LTD 
PLOT F, KINFRA, PALLIVAYAL 

TALIPARAMBA, KANNUR-670142 
04602227271 

info@artocarpus.in 
GSTIN: 32AANCA1482C1Z2 

 
 
 

REFERENCE NO: AFPL/06/2023 

 

  

TO WHOMSOVER IT MAY CONCERN 

 

This is to certify that MS. NANDANA ANIL  5th  semester B.Voc Food processing 

Technology student of St.Terasas college (Autonomous) Ernakulam, has done her internship 

programme on Technology of Fruit and Vegitables  in our organization for a period of 10 days  

(13/06/2022 to  23/06/2022). 

His conduct during the period with us was good. We wish her all success. 

 

 

Checked and Recommended by                              Managing Director  

    

ANUJA T V      SUBHASH K 

  

Manager- Production & Quality     
                

 

 

Date of Issue: 29/06/2022                                                             
 

  



ARTOCARPUS FOODS PVT LTD 
PLOT F, KINFRA, PALLIVAYAL 

TALIPARAMBA, KANNUR-670142 
04602227271 

info@artocarpus.in 
GSTIN: 32AANCA1482C1Z2 

 
 

 

         





NANDANA J GOPAN



milma 
Ernakulam Regional Co-operative Milk Producers' Union Ltd. No. E-150 (D) 

Ernakulanm Dairy, P.B. No. 33, Tripunithura, Ernakulam 682 301 
An ISO 9001: 2015 & ISO 22000: 2005 Certified Company 

GSTIN 32AAAAE0621 L4Z6 

No.ED/P&A (1) /571/2022 //2/S 10.06.2022 

CERTIFICATE 
Certified that Ms.Nandana Jayan, B.Voc Food Processing 

Technology Student of St.Teresa's College, Ernakualm, has 
successfully completed her Internship/Project Work in our Dairy 
part of her curriculum. 

The period of training was from 01.06.2022 to 10.06.2022. 

LK PRODU G1ONAL 

ERNAKULAM DAIRY 

AL CO-OP: MIL 

SENIOR MANAGER 
TRIPUNITHURA 

QLT NOINO 

To Whomsoever it may concern 

PIN-682 301 

nyN83 

Phone:0484-2781694 -2784696,2780103, 2781680, E-mail : 1.ercmpued@milma.com, ernakulamdairy@yahoo.co.in 



NANDANA JAYAN



Report of Internship

NANDANA P JAYESH

By

REGISTER NO: AB19AMAT019
(2019-2022)

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS)

ERNAKULAM, KOCHI - 682011

2021



DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS),

ERNAKULAM

CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by
Nandana P Jayesh, Reg no.: AB19AMAT019 is a bonafide
record of the internship done by her at the InfoTech for
Visually Impaired during the academic year 2020-2021
 
Mrs. Donna Pinheiro                          Dr. Suzan Mathew Panakkal
Internal Mentor                                            Head of the department
Assistant professor                                                 Assistant professor



REPORT
             I had joined for my internship, in the
company InfoTech for Visually Impaired, as a
content writer. I had to prepare the contents
for websites, which provided various online
courses for the visually impaired people.
There were many others participating and
we were divided into groups, with mentors
guiding and monitoring our works. The
duration of the internship was from
4/12/2020 - 4/01/2021.
              Good writing skills was  required to
prepare precise and informative contents. I
also gained good communication skills, as we
had to talk and mingle with people from
different parts of the country, whom we
haven't met in person. Personally I see it as a
good opportunity and experience to work
together with different people, manage
internship works and academics. It also
helped to improve my creativity and writing
skills.



Certificate from Employee





Authorised Signatory

CIN : U75357257525KJG855557

Hedge Equities Limited

06/05/2022
 

ONLINE INTERNSHIP COMPLETION CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that Ms. Natasha Irene Konnully (Reg. No -

SB20CCM026) (Hedge ID - HSAE000055) from St Teresa\'s College,

Ernakulam has successfully completed her Online Internship

Program at Hedge Equities Ltd., Cochin from 4th February 2022 to

4th March 2022 in the topic "Junior Human Resource

Analyst".During the internship Natasha Irene Konnully was

exposed to the various activities of our Research Department.
 

During the internship, Natasha Irene Konnully demonstrated

problem solving and analytical skills. Her performance exceeded

expectations and she was able to complete the internship

successfully on time.
 

We at Hedge Equities Ltd., wish her all the very best in her future

endeavours.
 

For Hedge Equities Ltd.

REGISTERED OFFICE : 

B 302 Trade Square, Mehra Compound, Near DSK Madhuban, Sakinaka Kuria Road, Andheri East, Mumbai -  400 072, Tel : 9072530273 

CORPORATE OFFICE : Hedge House, Mamangalam, Kochi -  682025, Kerala, India I Tel: 0484 6130400, Mob : 9349312345 

Email : info@hedgegroup.in I Website : www.hedgeequities.com

mailto:info@hedgegroup.in?subject=&body=
http://www.hedgeequities.com/




BELL FOODS (Marine Division) 
PALLICHAL ROAD, COCHIN -682 005. INDIA. 

Phone:91-484-2231684/2232066/2231671 Fax: 91-484-2232972
E-mail: belfoods 1968@gmail.com, info@bellbrand.com, Webste www.bellbrand.com 

To Whomsoever it nmay concern 

This is to certify that Miss. NEENU JOHN, pursuing B.Voc Food 

Processing Technology in St.Teresa's College (Autonomous),
Enakulam has undergone On Job Training at BELL FOODS (MARINE 
DIVISION) from 18/10/2021 to 23/10/2021.During her tenure, she was 

found loyal and hardworking.

We wish all the success for her future endeavours.

Cochin-682005

23/10/2021

For BELL FOODS (Marine Division)

Chief Executive



KEERTHI AGRO 

Ref No. 79/KAMPL/2021-22 

INTERNSHIP CERTIFICATE 
This is to certify that MS. NEENU JOHN, reg no: VB20FPTO34 B.Voc Food 

Processing Technology student of St Teresa's College, Park Ave, Marine Drive,

Emakulam 682 011 has done Internship of 10 days from 03d January 2022 to 13 

January 2022 with us 

Her attendance during the period of Internship was regular, sincere, result oriented,

hard working and to the best of our knowledge, her conduct and character were 

found good. 

This certificate is provided by us for the study of MS. NEENU JOHN and is strictly 

for academic purpose only. 

Regards 

For Keerthi Agro Mills (P) Ltd 
M 

MATTOOR 
N- -583 574 

ALAD 
Johnson Varghese 
Managing Director 

Keerthi Agro Mils (P) Ltd 
PB.No 16. Mattoor. Kalady -683574 
Enakulam Dist. Kerala State. India 

www.keerthiagro.com
1800123012300 (Toll Free) info@keerthiagro.com

Fax: 0484-2460380 



Maraco MARACA MARACA FRUIT PROCESSING COMPANY 

TM GSTIN:32ABIFM1188012R 

VI/370 C, MADAKKATHANAM (P.O.), MUVATTUPUZHA,ERNAKULAM (Dist), KERALA, INDIA - 686 670 

Date: 27-06-2022 

Ref No: MARACA/2022/016 

TO WHOMSOEVER IT MAY CONCERN 

CERTIFICATE 

Certified that Miss. Neenu John, Admn No: BV315, B.Voc Food Processing 

Technology student of St. Teresa's College, Ernakulam, Kerala had undergone 

Internship at Maraca Fruit Processing Company, Thodupuzha, for a period from 

21-06-2022 to 25-06-2022. 

During this period we found her sincere, hardworking and diligent in her work. 

We wish her all success. 

For Maraca Fruit Processing Company 

Deepr 

Manager 
RUT PAO 

HADAKATHANAK 

686 610 

ULAN 

9745607840 maracafruit@gmail.com www.maracafrult.com 



Date: 21/06/2022 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERNN 

This is to certify that Ms. NEENU JOHN, D/O John T K; Reg. 
No:VB20FPT034; St. Teresa's College Ernakulam has done her internship 
at KR Bakes PVT LTD Ernakulum from16/06/2022 to 20/06/2022. 

During the internship she demonstrated good design skills with a self-
motivated attitude to learn new things. Her performance exceeded 
expectations and was able to complete the internship successfully on time. 

We wish her to all the best for her future endeavors. 

Warm regards, 

Anoop TP 

SPVI Regional Mgnager 
R.BAKE 

PALARIVATTOIA 
KR Bakés PVT LTD Ernakulam *coçHIN-682025 

SA, CN 
CIVIL 

= 

KR BAKES PVT. LTD 
GROUP 

Since 1969 
32/1175-A, CIVIL LINE ROAD, PALARIVATTOM,CoCHIN-682025 

0484 2349674krcochin@gmail.comwww.krbakes.com 

TD. 

2/119N 



Neetha	Anil
Corporate	Tax	Virtual	Case	Experience
Certificate	of	Completion
December	16th,	2021

Over	the	period	of	December	2021,	Neetha	Anil	has	completed	practical	task	modules	in:

Introduction
Tax	Provision	Calculation	
Acquisition	of	Swiss	Target
Swiss	Reorganisation
International	Reorganisation

Base	Erosion	and	Profit	Shifting	Considerations

Natalie	Vogel	|
Elisabeth	Ziller	
HC	Marketing	&
Recruitment	Leaders

	

Tom	Brunskill	
CEO,	Co-Founder	of
Forage

Enrolment	Verification	Code	6LbXxuonQz2bbtMAo			|			User	Verification	Code	RKZzDfAhApmAXRzjC			|		Issued	by	Forage

	

Inspiring	and	empowering	
future	professionals

http://theforage.com/


Report of Internship

NEHA PEEYUSH

By

REGISTER NO: AB19AMAT020
(2019-2022)

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS)

ERNAKULAM, KOCHI - 682011

2021



DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS),

ERNAKULAM

CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by Neha
Peeyush, Reg no.: AB19AMAT020 is a bonafide record of the
internship done by her at the Sarkari School for uplifting the
future of young generation studying in the government
schools of remote India during the academic year 2020-2021
 
Mrs. Donna Pinheiro                           Dr.Suzan Mathew Panakkal
Internal Mentor                                          Head of the department



REPORT
             I had joined for my internship, in the
organization Sarkari School, as a content
writer. I had to prepare the contents for their
websites, which  includes stories about
government school teachers  who are
maintaining the the real name of being a
GURU.  There were many others
participating and we were divided into
groups, with mentors guiding and
monitoring our works. The duration of the
internship was from 24/01/2021 - 24/02/2021.
              Good writing skills was  required to
prepare precise and informative contents.
For writing stories we want refer many
contents which help me to improve my 
 vision on our society. I also gained good
communication skills, as we had to talk and
mingle with people from different parts of
the country, whom we haven't met in person.
Personally I see it as a good opportunity and
experience to work together with different
people, manage internship works and
academics. It also helped to improve my
creativity and writing skills.



Certificate from Employee



Authorised Signatory

CIN : U75357257525KJG855557

Hedge Equities Limited 

19/04/2022
 

ONLINE INTERNSHIP COMPLETION CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that Ms. Neha Paul (Reg. No - 21WM30 B30)

(Hedge ID - HSAE000063) from St Teresa\'s college Ernakulam has

successfully completed her Online Internship Program at Hedge

Equities Ltd., Cochin from 9th February 2022 to 9th April 2022 in the

topic "Wealth management".During the internship Neha Paul was

exposed to the various activities of our Research Department.
 

During the internship, Neha Paul demonstrated problem solving and

analytical skills. Her performance exceeded expectations and she

was able to complete the internship successfully on time.
 

We at Hedge Equities Ltd., wish her all the very best in her future

endeavours.
 

For Hedge Equities Ltd.

REGISTERED OFFICE : 
B 302 Trade Square, Mehra Compound, Near DSK Madhuban, Sakinaka Kuria Road, Andheri East , Mumbai - 400 072, Tel : 9072530273 

CORPORATE OFFICE : Hedge House, Mamangalam, Kochi - 682025, Kerala, India I Tel: 0484 6130400, Mob : 9349312345 

Email : info@hedgegroup.in I Website : www.hedgeequit ies.com

mailto:info@hedgegroup.in?subject=&body=
http://www.hedgeequities.com/


In grateful recognition and sincere appreciation for his/her invaluable
support and sincere commitment towards our noble initiative in the fight
against Covid-19 and its variants.  We highly honour and applaud him/her
for helping us spread awareness among the masses and thus, in the
completion of this project organized by the Social  Education and Liberty
Foundation (SELF) sponsored by Oil  and Natural Gas Corporation Limited
(ONGC), New Delhi.

MR.INDER JETT
Secretary of SELF NGO

MR.SIDDHARTH GARG
Founder of ICS

MR.PIYUSH ROY
Board Chairman of SELF

Supporting Partner

http://selfedu.co.in/legal-identity/ Original seal All India Valid Certificate

has successfully contributed towards the completion of the COVID-19
Awareness Project organised by the Social  Education and Liberty
Foundation (SELF) sponsored by Oil  and Natural Gas Corporation Limited
(ONGC), New Delhi.
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Batch No

Name of Post

Duration

Organisation

Unique Code

St Teresa's college 

VFW-003-SELF
Internship for social
work 

1 Month

Self-01-2021-008-A

Ms.Neha Paul

20
.0

8.
20

21



FOOD CONSUMPTION PATTERN AND NUTRITIONAL 

ASSESSMENT OF ADOLESCENT GIRLS IN VYPIN 

- - - . . = :-

ESTO 1925 

DISSERTATION SUBMITTED 

In Partial Fulfillment of the Requirement for 

The Award of the Degree of 

MASTER'S PROGRAMME IN 

CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

BY 

NERINSILVI 

(Register No: SM20MCN013) 

DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

WOMEN'S STUDY CENTRE 

ST. TERESA'S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS) 

ERNAKULAM 

MAY2022 

CERTIFIED AS BONAFIDE RES_EARCH WORK 



FOOD CONSUMPTION PATTERN AND NUTRITIONAL·~ 
ASSESSMENT OF ADOLESCENT GIRLS IN VYPIN 

DISSERTATION SUBMITTED 

In Partial Fulfillment of the Requirement for 

The Award of the Degree of 

MASTER'S PROGRAMME IN 

CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

BY 

NERIN SILVI 

(Register No: SM20MCN013) 

DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

WOMEN'S STUDY CENTRE 

ST. TERESA'S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS) 

ERNAKULAM 

MAY2022 

CERTIFIED AS BONAFIDE RESEARCH WORK 

Sign~OD 
Head of the Department 
Dept. of Clinical Nutrition & Dietetics 

I 
r'L - ...JW~o~m~e!:!!n~•s !!.St-u--dy--C~ell"Jln~tre=~':l'"'r";""° ____________ 7.i St. Teresc1's College (Autonomous) 

Ernakulam 
email : teresas.wsc 11 gma, .com 



FOOD CONSUMPTION PATTERN AND NUTRITIONAL 

ASSESSMENT OF ADOLESCENT GIRLS IN VYPIN 

ESTO 1!l2!i 

DISSERTATION SUBMITTED 

In Partial Fulfilment of the Requirement for 

The Award of the Degree of 

MASTER'S PROGRAMME IN 

CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

BY 

NERINSILVI 

(Register No: SM20MCN013) 

DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

WOMEN'S STUDY CENTRE 

ST. TERESA'S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS) 

ERNAKULAM 

MAY2022 

CERTIFIED AS BONAFIDE RESEARCH WORK 

~ -
Signature of Internal Signature of External 



DECLARATION  

I hereby declare that the thesis entitled "FOOD CON SUMPTION  PATTERN  AN D 

N UTRITION AL ASSESSMEN T OF ADOLESCEN T GIRLS IN  VYPIN " submitted in 

partial fulfillment of the requirement for the award of the Degree of Master's Programme in 

Clinical N utrition and Dietetics is a record of original research work done by me under the 

supervision and guidance of Ms. N amitha Prastheena Joseph, Assistant Professor, 

Department of Clinical Nutrition and Dietetics, Women's Study Centre, St. Teresa's College 

(Autonomous),. Ernakulam and that the thesis has not previously formed the basis for the 

award of any degree work has not been submitted in part or full or any other degree/diploma/ 

fellowship or the similar titles to any candidate of any other University. 

Place: GR.N f\l( l)l,~ fl1 

Date: ~:f, C)5-~0ctcl. 

NERIN SILVI 



CERTIFICATE 

I hereby certify that the dissertation entitled "FOOD CON SUMPTION  PATTERN  

AN D N UTRITION AL ASSESSMEN T OF ADOLESCEN T GIRLS IN  VYPIN " 

submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirement for the award of the Degree of 

Master'sProgramme in Clinical N utrition and Dietetics is a record of original research 

work done by Mrs. N erio Silvi during the period of her study under my guidance and 

supervision. 

Signature of the HOD 

Ms. Ani Thomas Thottan 

Assistant professor 

Department of Clinical Nutrition 

and Dietetics 

Women's Study Centre 

St. Teresa's College, Emakulam 

Signature of .the Guide 

Ms. Namitha Prastheena Joseph 

Assistant professor 

Department of Clinical Nutrition 

and Dietetics 

Women's Study Centre 

St. Teresa's College, Emakulam 



Kerala State Electronics Development Corporation Ltd. 

(A Government of Kerala Undertaking) KEKELTRON 
CIN: U74999KL1972SGCo02450 

ITBG Knowledge Services Group 
GSTIN 32AABCK1319E4Z 

Phone: 0471-2724765|| Helpline No: +91 9188665545|| E-mailt: iteg@keltron.org l| Website Link: ksg.keltron.in 

05.03.2022 KSG/54/INTP/22-03/L1625 

CERTIFICATE 

Certified that the student has completed the Internship Program conducted at KELTRON as per 

the particulars given below: 

Name of the Student Ms. MARY NESHA 

Name& Address of the 
College/Institution at which 

the Student is Studying 
University/Board, which the 

Institution is Affiliated to 
Branch/Discipline of Study 

St. Teresa's College, Park Avenue, Marine Drive, 

Ernakulam, Kerala-682011 

Mahatma Gandhi University, Kerala 

B. Voc in Software Development 

Student's Registration No. VB20SWD011 

Semester /Year of Study 4th Semester 
Name & Address of the 

Institution/Centre where the 

Internship Program was 

Keltron Knowledge Centre (54), 
Near Govt. Ayurveda College, Trivandrum

Conducted
Online Portal Registration No. KI015397 

Roll No./Register No. K21541110288 

Program Category INTERNSHIP

Period&Durationof the 
Program

04.02.2022 to 10.02.2022 (1 Week) 

Domains in Cyber Security, Cybercrime Types, Hackers and 

Area of Exposure Hacking Familiarization to, Cyber Security Expert, Threats 

and Motives, Introduction to Networking Devices 

cOMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY | Status 

Hiduls 

Authorized Signatory 

(Knowledge Services) Temp.No..kSG/INTP/Type 1/2:01.04.2019 

Regd. Office: Keltron House, Vellayambalam, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala State, India. Pin:695 033, Tel: 0471-4094444 
Visit us at our website :http://www.keltron.org 

Doc No KSGLH03-210102500) 





Ref. No: HR/076/2022
Date: 08/03/2022

TO WHOMSOEVER IT MAY CONCERN

This is to certify that Ms. Nicole Fegy has served as an Intern in Faircode Technologies
Pvt. Ltd. from 01st February 2022 to 28th February 2022.

During her tenure with our Organization, she participated in performing the work with
determination and sincerity. As we observed, she could perform all of the assigned tasks
effectively.

We wish her all the very best in her future endeavors.

Authorized Signatory,

……………………
MGK Vishnu
CEO
Faircode Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

FAIRCODE TECHNOLOGIES Pvt. Ltd. | B1A PAIS AVENUE | WATER LAND ROAD | CHILAVANNOOR | ERNAKULAM | KERALA 682020 |



REPORT OF INTERNSHIP
 

by
 

NICOLE MARY PILLARD
 

REGISTER NO: AB20AMAT028
 

(2020 - 2023)

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
ST. TERESA'S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS)

CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by NICOLE MARY PILLARD,
AB20AMAT028 is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at the CAREER
DREAMS EDUCATIONS, Jaipur, Rajasthan during the academic year 2020 - 2023. 

SMT. BETTY JOSEPH
(Internal Mentor)

Associate Professor,
Dept. of Statistics

SMT. URSALA PAUL
(Head of the Department)

Assistant Professor,
Dept. of Mathematics



REPORT

COMPANY NAME AND PROFILE:

CAREER DREAMS EDUCATIONS
Divya Mall, B-5, Lalkothi, Jaipur, Rajasthan 302015

CAREER DREAMS EDUCATIONS is a young and innovative enterprise in the field of
Education Teaching and Counselling, Edu Management Edu Marketing and HR
Development. Working on staunch professional ethics, we take pride in being an earnest
advisor to the students in choosing their career options.

DOMAIN:

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

NATURE OF WORK:

Hiring, screening resumes, scheduling and conducting interviews, updating internal
database, preparing HR related reports, auditing the finance of certain projects,
participating in the events organised by the company, helping with the orientation session,
preparing and sending Offer Letters, Letter of Appraisal and Letter of Termination,
conducting meetings with the team leaders for weekly report and administrative works. 

DURATION OF THE INTERNSHIP:

01 MAY 2021 - 29 AUGUST 2021

SKILLS REQUIRED:

English proficiency (both verbal and written), leadership, problem solving, teamwork,
recruitment and selection, time management, technical skills, administrative skills, soft
skills.

SKILLS GAINED:

Got an opportunity to use my communication skills professionally, leadership, teamwork
and collaboration, recruitment and selection, time management, organised, advising skills,
administration, intercultural understanding, reporting skills, project management,
interpersonal skills, critical thinking, technical skills, soft skills, marketing, social media
marketing, dealing with clients, reviewing financial presentations.



PERSONAL EXPERIENCE:

Working for four months with this organisation has allowed me to learn and improve both
personally and professionally. I started working as an HR intern at Career Dreams
Educations and in 20 days of my internship program, I was promoted to the role of HR
Administrator and HR Team Leader for several finance internship batches. An additional
role was given to me, i.e., Social Media Marketing Administrator.
I have gained a strong interest in the Management sector as a result of this internship
program, and I will be continuing my further studies in the Management sector;
specifically, Healthcare Management.
Apart from the job experience, it provided me with the opportunity to network
professionally with students and professionals from all around India. This professional link
aided me in obtaining a permanent position as Head of Creative Department at
SIDALCEAS EduTech (a startup firm), where I earn a monthly stipend. 



CERTIFICATE FROM EMPLOYEE

CERTIFICATE OF INTERNSHIP:

CERTIFICATE OF WORK EXCELLENCE:



LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION:



CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION:
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
ST. TERESA'S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS)

CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by NICOLE MARY PILLARD,
AB20AMAT028 is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at the SARVAGYA
DOERS FOUNDATION during the academic year 2020 - 2023. 

SMT. BETTY JOSEPH
(Internal Mentor)

Associate Professor,
Dept. of Statistics

SMT. URSALA PAUL
(Head of the Department)

Assistant Professor,
Dept. of Mathematics



REPORT

COMPANY NAME AND PROFILE:

SARVAGYA DOERS FOUNDATION

Sarvagya Doers Foundation believes in Power of the Nation and it's Youth. The name itself
signifies that we are working in every field for the betterment of the society. The youth
plays a great role in nation-building. It has the power to help a country develop and move
towards progress. It is also responsible for bringing social reform within a country. The
youth of a country determines the future of that nation. Therefore, we encourage and help
the Youth in learning various new skills.

DOMAIN:

RESEARCH

NATURE OF WORK:

Researching on assigned topics, analysing the data, preparing reports and data reports,
preparing and giving presentations, working with the content writing interns.

DURATION OF THE INTERNSHIP:

15 SEPTEMBER 2021 - 15 OCTOBER 2021

SKILLS REQUIRED:

English proficiency (both verbal and written), research skills, problem solving, teamwork,
time management, technical skills, presentation skills, soft skills, collecting data, data
interpretation skills.

SKILLS GAINED:

Data interpretation skills, preparing reports based on the data, research skills, effective
teamwork.



PERSONAL EXPERIENCE:

This one-month research internship programme has provided me with extra abilities that
will be beneficial to my future studies. During my first year of study in Statistics, I learned
theoretical concepts of data, but this was an opportunity for me to put my academic
knowledge into practice. My reports stood out from those of my co-interns since they were
explained with the help of data and solutions were also provided. We had to collaborate
with the content writing team where we had to provide links of important information.



CERTIFICATE FROM EMPLOYEE

CERTIFICATE OF INTERNSHIP:



LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION:
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This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by NICOLE MARY PILLARD,
AB20AMAT028 is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at the SIDALCEAS
EduTech during the academic year 2020 - 2023. 

CERTIFICATE

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 
ST. TERESA'S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS)

(Internal Mentor)
Associate Professor,

Dept. of Statistics

SMT. BETTY JOSEPH
(Head of the Department) 

Assistant Professor,
Dept. of Mathematics

SMT. URSALA PAUL



DURATION OF THE WORK:

24 SEPTEMBER 2021 - 03 APRIL 2022

DOMAIN:

CREATIVE - GRAPHIC DESIGN, CONTENT WRITING

ROLE: HEAD OF CREATIVE DEPARTMENT

NATURE OF WORK:

Creating graphic contents like posters, video, etc. for the social media handles for the
company, design mentor, content writing.

SKILLS REQUIRED:

Knowledge in design tools, creating content, leadership, teamwork, English proficiency
(both verbal and written), time management.

SKILLS GAINED:

Time management, soft skills, technical skills, administrative skills, effective leadership
and teamwork skills, social media marketing, email marketing, Instagram marketing,
LinkedIn marketing, gained more knowledge in the design theory, content writing.

COMPANY NAME AND PROFILE:

SIDALCEAS EduTech

SIDALCEAS EduTech is an education based startup, started in the year 2021. We are
committed to impart training to the students approaching us. They will be able to get
educated under the command of our trainers. Your choice to join SIDALCEAS EduTech
accede you to ascend the higher steps of the academic ladder and go beyond. We are
optimistic and proud to state that students stepping in the organization will be able to
acquire knowledge as well as practical experience. We are registered under MSME act.

REPORT



PERSONAL EXPERIENCE:

Working at SIDALCEAS EduTech for almost seven months has helped me to grow both
personally and professionally. I started working as the Head of Creative Department at
SIDALCEAS EduTech. I have been creating all the graphic design contents for the
company from posters to videos. 

Since the company is a startup established in the year 2021, I have made significant
contributions to the organisation in order to increase cash flow and to achieve recognition
among students and professionals. I started a Graphic Design internship program during
the month of December 2021 and I have handled and mentored seven internship batches.
The internship program plan was well-structured and was different when compared with
the other organisation. On completion of each batch, 95% of the feedback were positive,
indicating that they had gained design knowledge, learned work ethics, and adjusted to the
work environment. I have also given a program plan for a research internship and it was
successful. I received a monthly stipend for my work performance.

Apart from the job experience, it gave me another chance to network professionally with
students and professionals from all around India.



CERTIFICATE FROM EMPLOYEE

CERTIFICATE OF WORK:



LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION:







lnte~ors Inspired by Innovation 

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION 

This is to certify that Ms. Akhitha Tom student of Diploma 
in Interior and Exterior Space designing, St Teresa's College 
(Autonomous), Ernakulam has successfully completed a one-month 
internship program under the guidance of lnterio Interiors. The 
duration of the internship was from 14-12-2021 to 14-01-2022. 

The internship on evaluation fulfills all the stated criteria and 
the student's findings are her original work. 

I hereby certify her work good to the best of my knowledge 

Forr,-: · · 
L!_.NT ER!O 

' n I C t J O r l 

Proprie tor 

,,,cvf? .. 
Kottayam, Kerala 

Tel: +91 7025380682 
+91 8921321750 

EmaU: lnteriointeriors3@gmall.com 
www.interiointeriors.com 

-



Authorised Signatory

CIN : U75357257525KJG855557

Hedge Equities Limited 

13/04/2022
 

ONLINE INTERNSHIP COMPLETION CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that Ms. Nisa chacko (Reg. No - SB20ACOM040)

(Hedge ID - HSAE000062) from St Teresa\'s has successfully

completed her Online Internship Program at Hedge Equities Ltd.,

Cochin from 9th February 2022 to 9th March 2022 in the topic

"CRM".During the internship Nisa chacko was exposed to the

various activities of our Marketing Department.
 

During the internship, Nisa chacko demonstrated interpersonal and

communication skills. Her performance exceeded expectations and

she was able to complete the internship successfully on time.
 

We at Hedge Equities Ltd., wish her all the very best in her future

endeavours.
 

For Hedge Equities Ltd.

REGISTERED OFFICE : 
B 302 Trade Square, Mehra Compound, Near DSK Madhuban, Sakinaka Kuria Road, Andheri East , Mumbai - 400 072, Tel : 9072530273 

CORPORATE OFFICE : Hedge House, Mamangalam, Kochi - 682025, Kerala, India I Tel: 0484 6130400, Mob : 9349312345 

Email : info@hedgegroup.in I Website : www.hedgeequit ies.com

mailto:info@hedgegroup.in?subject=&body=
http://www.hedgeequities.com/


Nisa Chacko

September 2021
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Baked with love. Since 1969 

Date: 14/01/2022 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

This is to certify that Ms. NOUKHILA MOIDU, D/O ISHAQUE, Reg: No

SB20ND016, St. Teresa's College, Emakulam ha.s done her internship in 

KR Bakes PVT LTD Ernakulam, from03/0l/2022 to 13/01/2022. 

During the internship she demonstrated good design skills with a self

motivated attitude to learn new things . Her performance exceeded 

expectations and was able to complete the internship successfully on time. 

We wish her to all the best for her future endeavors. 

Warm regards, 

/ 0 ~PVT. t..;-, 
<?-~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ 

KR Bakes PVT LTD Ernakulq, , ,t,.."\"\o i s O \ 
. ~\" ~'I..~ <[ 

I ~ ,;>t,..\-~y_\~'~ [ 

m l ~ c,0 I.. 

For K. R. BAKES PVT. L: • -'-

~ 

KR BAKES PVT. LTD. 

32/1175-A, CIVIL LANE ROAD, PALARIVATTOM, COCHIN -682 025. PH. OFF: 2205066, 2349674 

CIN : U 1 5 4 1 2 T Z 2 0 O O PT C O O 9 2 9 41 E-mail : krbakescvtm@gmail.com I Web : www.krbakes.com 















AUTHENTIC 
TASTE MAKERS 

SINCE 1979 

Olio Foods 
Mini Industrial Estate, Malipuram, Ekm Dist. 
mail@oliofoods.com, www.oliofoods.com 
Tel: 0484-249 3834, Mobile: 9495 808 333 

25h September 2021 

CERTIFICATE OF INTERNSHIP 

This is to certify that Ms. Khalida P.S, a student of B.Com 

has Taxation, 6" Semester at ST.Teresa's College, Ernakulam has 

undergone an internship programme of 30 days duration from 18" 

August 2021 to 22 September 202l at Olio Foods (Bread & Cakes 

Manufacturing Company), Malipuram, Ernakulam. 

Managing Partner 
OODS OLIO FFO 

oto Oustriel E Estate, allpuram, Vyp 

wpin-682 

Olio Foods 



Elizebeth Joseph

from St. Teresa's College - Science Block has successfully secured Organ 
Donation Ambassador - Volunteer For India (Openings: 2000)  internship at 

Bhumi through Internshala.

February 01, 2022

Certificate Number: DECB2948-98D6-3727-5124-FF5C3F8EC916
For certificate authentication please visit https://internshala.com/verify_certificate





K.R.BAKES 
Baked with love. Since 1969 

Date: 24/12/2021

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

This is to certify that Ms. OSHIN K DAISON, D/O DAISONKK, Reg: No- 

SB20NDO17 St. TERESA'S COLLEGE, ERNAKULAM has done her 

internship in KR Bakes PVT LTD Ernakulam, from 13/12/2021 to 

23/12/2021.

During the internship she demonstrated good design skills with a self- 
motivated attitude to learn new things. Her performance exceeded 

expectations and was able to complete the internship successfully on time. 

We wish her to all the best for her future endeavors. 

Warm regards, 

KR Bakes PVT LTD ErnakulamPALARIVATTOMCOCHIN-G82025

175A 
For K. R. BAKES PVT. LTD. 

Regional HR 

KR BAKES PVT. LTD. 

GRO 32/1175-A, CIVIL LANE ROAD, PALARIVATTOM, COCHIN-682 025. PH. OFF: 2205066, 2349674 
Since 1969

CIN:U15412TZ2000PTCO09294|E-mail: krbakescvtm@gmail.com | Web: www.krbakes.com



P S Saffah 

from St Teresa's College has successfully secured Volunteering (Daan Utsav)
internship at Muskurahat Foundation through Internshala.

September 25, 2021

Certificate Number: 883BF203-38CE-C162-9F20-DDB034BD52F0
For certificate authentication please visit https://internshala.com/verify_certificate



P S Saffah 

from St Teresa's College has successfully secured Student Ambassador - Social 
Work Movement (Openings: 2500) internship at Atypical Advantage through 

Internshala.

August 15, 2021

Certificate Number: 07AA25D9-12FB-9B64-0CB6-35DB46F7F726
For certificate authentication please visit https://internshala.com/verify_certificate



P S Saffah 

from St Teresa's College has successfully secured Upcycling Ambassador - 
Social Work Movement (Openings:3000) internship at Team Everest through 

Internshala.

August 16, 2021

Certificate Number: AAF77BF4-F5AB-6A14-B0AA-ACC47193B5B8
For certificate authentication please visit https://internshala.com/verify_certificate
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS  

ST. TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), 

ERNAKULAM 
 

 
CERTIFICATE 

 

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by PARVATHI S, Reg. No. 
AB21BMAT048 is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at the IFORTIS 
WORLDWIDE, BENGALURU during the academic year 2021-2022. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DONNA PINHEIRO MA’AM DR URSALA PAUL MA’AM 
(Internal Mentor)                                                                                       ( Head of the Department) 
Assistant Professor                                                                                      Assistant Professor 
                                                                



REPORT 
 
NAME OF THE ORGANISATION            : IFORTISE WORLD WISE 
NATURE OF THE ORGANISATION        : Provides HR consultancy, Information  
                                                                        Technology and Marketing services to 
                                                                         Clients across the globe    
INTERN DESIGNATION                            : MARKETING AND SALES INTERN 
DURATION OF THE INTERNSHIP           : 1 MONTH 
TIME PERIOD OF INTERNSHIP               : 14/03/2022 to 14/04/2022 
SKILLS REQUIRED                                    : COMMUNICATION SKILLS  
                                                                         MARKETING SKILLS 
                                                                         TIME MANAGEMENT 
SKILLS GAINED                                         : SALES FUNNEL 
                                                                         INTEGRATED MARKETING SKILLS 
                                                                         COMPPREHENSIVE KNOWLEDGE 
                                                                         SEGMENTATION & TARGETING 
                                                                         MARKETING & SALES STRATEGY 
                                                                         CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR 
 
PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 
 
It was completely new experience in my life. It was the first time that I was working as 
part of a company. My duty was to market an event led by IFORTISE WORLDWIDE 
to as many people as I can and ensure maximum participation. There were deadlines 
too. I managed to do my work with utmost dedication as I can. I learned a lot of values 
that are required to work in an organization such as patience, time management, 
communication skills etc. Also, by this internship I learned how to market products by 
explaining the customer how the product is beneficial.  
The internship was very much interesting and engaging. I look forward to do more 
internship to improve myself and enhance my career. 
 
 
                                              
 
 
 



                      Certificate from Employee 

 



Guiders Mission Tours & Travels 
Approved by: Govt. of India Ministry of Overseas Indian Affairs 
Lic. No. B-2396/KER/PART/1o00+/6/93n8/2018 
61 /802- A 1, 2nd Floor, Susandhya., Old Thevara Road, Ravipuram, 
Cochin 682016. Kerala, India. 
gmttcochin@yahoo.com/ vdesk@gmttcochin.com www.gmttcochin.com 

JATA IAAI 
Phone 0484 2374292, 4028960 

Date: 25th April 2022 

The Head of the Department 

MTTM, ST. Teresa's College 

Ernakulum. 

Dear Madam, 

Sub: Certificate of Intermship 
This letter confirms that Ms.Parvathy Rajeev, D/o Mr. Rajeev. K.S, has undergone internship at our 

agency for a period of twenty days. She started the training on 05 Apr 2022 and completed it today, 

on 25 Apr 2022. 

During this period, she has gained good knowledge in Flight reservation (Using CRS Galileo), Passport 

online Application and the Documentation procedures to Schengen Member States. She has also 

learned about various steps involved in overseas recruitment process- from the very first step to 

contact the candidates over phone till the final process to get the work visa stamped on the passport 

and issuing one-way ticket (Electronic) to the destination airport. 

We have briefed about both in-bound and out-bound tour packages; how to prepare tour itineray; 

what are the different types of hotels; various types of rooms and the meal plan. 

Ms. Parvathy is a girl keeping high aptitude to learn more on these subjects. She can be a very 

prospective professional for this industry in future. 

Wish herall the bests... 

SSION RS MIS 

Ph:0434chn- 
T 
Jaipál Krishnan 

Managing Partner 

STEAY 

NTOU 34747A 2d o 





CERTIFICATE OF INTERNSHIP
We present this certificate to:

In appreciation for your work as an _____________________ Intern at

Commondove. You have shown true commitment and diligence

during the course of this internship and have successfully

completed all the assigned tasks. The internship was

conducted between _________________ and _________________ .

Dr Ankita Nirwan

www.commondove.com
2018 © Commondove

Certi�cate UID : _________________________

commondove

Admin
Typewriter
CD/INT/2021-22/1472

Admin
Typewriter
09/03/2021

Admin
Typewriter
09/04/2021

Admin
Typewriter
Social Media Marketing

Manoj Gupta
Typewriter
Parvathy Raju






HOME MOTHER PRODUCTS
Koovappady, Perumbavoor, Kerala - 683 544

Ph : +91 {0} 484 - 3254921, 3258203, 329070S
Tele Fax :2649527 , E-mail ; mariyaspickles@yahoo"co"in

Date:.,.,,.. .., t. c,t,,,, .. o,,,. a... u.

I-p.-UV H Q}fl-I]- M AY' FQN C E BN

This is to certify that Miss.Sona Biju, a student of M.Voc (Food

Processi ng Technology),St.Teresa's College Erna ku la m has successful ly

completed 20 Days (from 26*t December zOZLto 14th January 20221

internship program'ht our company at Perumbavoor.During the

period of her internship program with us she was found punctual,

hardworking and inquisitive.

We wish her every success in life.

Fryr Horne Mother Fnoducts

Ref:

iW
Autho rized Signature

51 PERutBAtoon \A
T tE.[.11. 

ol$T., I(ERILU ?



EXPERIENCE LETTER OF AIESEC MEMBERSHIP

This is to certify that Ms. Pradeebha G has been an active member in the local chapter of
AIESEC in Kochi between 30/08/2020 and 31/01/2022.

SUMMARY OF PRADEEBHA G‘S EXPERIENCE IN AIESEC

Designation Department Start Date End Date

Team Leader
Team Leader
Team Member

Business Development
Outgoing Global Talent
Outgoing Global Talent

01/07/2021
01/02/2021
30/08/2020

31/01/2022
31/06/2021
31/01/2021

I consider the work to be of high quality and the ideas show to be of great value to our
organization. In daily work, tackling the tasks assigned, Pradeebha displayed flexibility
and creativity, and an ability to smoothly communicate to get the jobs done. Saying so, I
formally endorse Pradeebha for membership with the Start-Up of AIESEC in Kochi.

Best regards,

Akshat Jain
Vice President People Management
AIESEC in Bengaluru

Email:  akshat.jain2@aiesec.net

Address: Bengaluru





Princy	K	James
Human	Resources	Program
Certificate	of	Completion
September	14th,	2021

Over	the	period	of	September	2021,	Princy	K	James	has	completed	practical	task	modules	in:

Give	constructive	feedback	to	motivate,	change	and	inspire
Learn	about	Lean	Mindset	and	Practice	Lean	Principles	to	Improve	Processes	
Coach	a	leader	on	Compensation	&	Benefits	approach

Imola	Richards	
Global	Program
Manager	-	HR
Leadership	Program	at
GE

	

Tom	Brunskill	
CEO,	Co-Founder	of
Forage

Enrolment	Verification	Code	TMppsSEJCjkn6Ebv7			|			User	Verification	Code	w5eXmB2QgCcAW2Eso			|		Issued	by	Forage

	

Inspiring	and	empowering	
future	professionals

http://theforage.com/


Authorised Signatory

CIN : U75357257525KJG855557

Hedge Equities Limited 

25/04/2022
 

ONLINE INTERNSHIP COMPLETION CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that Ms. Princy K James (Reg. No - 21WM30 B30)

(Hedge ID - HSAE000280) from St Teresa\'s College Ernakulam has

successfully completed her Online Internship Program at Hedge

Equities Ltd., Cochin from 15th March 2022 to 13th April 2022 in the

topic "Wealth management".During the internship Princy K James

was exposed to the various activities of our Research Department.
 

During the internship, Princy K James demonstrated problem

solving and analytical skills. Her performance exceeded

expectations and she was able to complete the internship

successfully on time.
 

We at Hedge Equities Ltd., wish her all the very best in her future

endeavours.
 

For Hedge Equities Ltd.

REGISTERED OFFICE : 
B 302 Trade Square, Mehra Compound, Near DSK Madhuban, Sakinaka Kuria Road, Andheri East, Mumbai -  400 072, Tel : 9072530273 

CORPORATE OFFICE : Hedge House, Mamangalam, Kochi -  682025, Kerala, India I Tel: 0484 6130400, Mob : 9349312345 

Email : info@hedgegroup.in I Website : www.hedgeequities.com

mailto:info@hedgegroup.in?subject=&body=
http://www.hedgeequities.com/






Priyanka

who was part of MyCaptain's Campus Ambassador Program in recognition of their dedication and hard

work in completing their ambassadorship in Marketing

We wish you all the best for your future endeavours.



Priyanka

who was part of MyCaptain's Campus Ambassador Program in recognition of their dedication and hard

work in completing their ambassadorship in Marketing

We wish you all the best for your future endeavours.



Priyanka

who was part of MyCaptain's Campus Ambassador Program in recognition of their hard work and

dedication in completing their ambassadorship in Business Development & Sales.

We wish you all the best for your future endeavours.
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS  

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), ERNAKULAM  

  

 

CERTIFICATE  

  

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by   NAVYA MARIA JOMY, 
AB20AMAT027.  is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at the COMMONDOVE,  
during the academic year 2020 – 2023. 

                                            
  

   BETTY JOSEPH                       Dr. URSALA PAUL 

  (Internal Mentor)                         (  Head of the department )           

Associate Professor                  Assistant Professor                                        
       

  

    
 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  



REPORT  

Company name : Commondove 

Company profile : Commondove is a non – profit non – government trust Organization. Their mission is to connect 

the youth with the various social Causes which require their support. 

 

Nature of the work : Social Media Marketing 

 

Duration of the internship : 1 month 

                                      From: 27 August 2021 

                                           To: 27 September 3021 

 

Skills required and skills gained : 

 

Skills required : 

 

• Communication skills 

•Knowledge about several social medias 

• Time management 

• Punctuality 

 

Skills gained : 

 

• communication skills has  improved 

• Leadership skills 

• Time management 

• Gained more confidence 

• Task presentation skills 

• Got several connections in social medias. 

 

Personal Experience :My internship was done online  in a company named Commondove.Commondove is a non-

profit non-Government trust organization. They are working on various social causes which require the support of 

the youth. The internship was online and it lasted for one month, from 27 August 2021 to 27 September 2021. 

 

There I worked as a social media marketing intern  and it helped me to gain knowledge about various skills required 

in the field of social media marketing. I worked under a Team in Commondove, S. Dheshmukh was my Team Manger 

where I worked under the guidance of him. I was assigned several tasks which was completed on time  and I did 

promotions of many works in my social media account done by many NGO’s. It also helped me to get numerous 

contacts and  through this I improved my communication skills. I have also attended team meetings, seminars, paper 

presentations etc. This helped me to gain confidence, communication skills, to do presentations etc. Also I learnt to 

manage time and attained multi-tasking skills through which I completed my tasks on time. 

 

 It was a great experience with the Commondove team. The proper guidance of my Team Manager, S. Dheshmukh, 

helped me through my internship successfully. I am much delightful to complete my internship at the Commondove 

company where I had an opportunity to enhance my skills. 



 



PS Hilma 

September 2021



Ps Saffah 

from St Teresa's College has successfully secured Crowdfunding internship at 
Muskurahat Foundation through Internshala.

October 06, 2021

Certificate Number: 7D45703B-638F-90A7-4018-7AF6D3395C09
For certificate authentication please visit https://internshala.com/verify_certificate



PARlNERS 

P.T.BASTIN B.Com, F.C.A 

A.S. NARAYANA SWAMI B.Sc, F.C.A 

LAZAR DOMINIC B .Com, F.C.A 

BASTIN& SWAMI 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 

Room No. Xlll/1532, Good Shepherd complex, 

Good Shepherd Road, Kottayam - 686 001 

l.i481-2560033 

Email:ca.ptbastin@lgmail.com 

INTERNSHIP COMPLETION CERTIFICATE 

This is to certify that Ms. Racheal Mary Mathew (Reg No. SB20CCM030) from St. 

Teresa's College ( Autonomous), Ernakulam has successfully completed her 

internship at BASTIN & SWAMI CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS for a period of 1 

month in the topic "Book Keeping and Financial Statement Preparations ". 
During the Internship Racheal Mary Mathew was exposed to the various activities 

of our Chartered Accounting Firm. 

During the Internship, Racheal Mary Mathew demonstrated interpersonal and 

communication skills, her performance exceeded expectations and she was able to 

complete the internship successfully on time. 

We at M/5 Bastin & Swami chartered Accountants wish her all the very best in her 

future endeavours. 

For Bastin & Swami 
Chartered Accountants 

.... 



C E R T I F I C A T E  O F  I N T E R N S H I P

R A C H E L  M A T H E W S

W E  H E R E B Y  R E C O G N I Z E

for completing a two-month internship program as a
social media marketing Intern.

S H R E Y A  A G A R W A L

Founder



C E R T I F I C A T E  O F  I N T E R N S H I P

R A C H E L  M A T H E W S

W E  H E R E B Y  R E C O G N I Z E

for completing a two-month internship program as a
social media marketing Intern.

S H R E Y A  A G A R W A L

Founder



ACORRELATIVESTUDYTO ASSESS THE EFFECT OF CURDIN BLOOD GLUCO LEVELS AND SALIVARY pH 

DISSERTATION SUBMITTED 

In Partial Fulfillment of the Requfrement for the Award of the Degree of 

MASTER'S PROGRAMME IN 

CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

BY 

RASLY K P 

(Register No: SM20MCNO15) 

DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

ST.TERESA'S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS) 

ERNAKULAM 

MAY 2022 

CERTIFIED AS BONAFIDE RESEARCH WORK 



A CORRELATIVE STUDY TO ASSESS THE EFFECT OF CURD 
IN BLOOD GLUCOSE L.EVELS AND SALIVARY pH 

DISSERTATION SUBMITTED 

In Partial Fulfillment of the Requirement for the Award of the Degree of 

MASTER'S PROGRAMME IN 

CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

BY 

RASLY K P 

(Register No: SM20MCNO15) 

DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

ST.TERESA'S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS) 

ERNAKULAM 

MAY 2022 

CERTIFIED AS BONAFIDE RESEARCH WORK 

C 
DeLt J06C PI 

Signature ofHOD 
Signature of Guide 

Head of the Department 

Dept. of 
Clinical 

Nutrition 
& 

Dietetics 

Women's Study Centre 

AS COLLEGE 

ONO. DEPT. OF CUNICAL 
* College (Autonomous) 

NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

wse2010@8gmail.com 

RNALA 



A CORRELATIVE STUDY TO ASSESS THE EFFECT OF CURD IN 
BLOOD GLUCOSE LEVELS AND SALIVARY pH 

DISSERTATION SUBMITTED 

In Partial Fulfilment of the Requirement for the Award of the Degree of 

MASTER'S PROGRAMME IN 

CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

BY 

RASLY KP 

(Register No: SM20MCNO015) 

DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

ST.TERESAs cOLLEGE (AUTONOMOUs) 

ERNAKULAM 

MAY 2022 

CERTIFIED AS BONAFIDE RESEARCH WORK 

B 
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KR BAKEES eUerjaay 
Celebration Baked with love. Since 1969 

Date: 24/12/2021 

TO WHOM IT MAY cONCERN 

This is to certify that Ms. REBECCA MANUEL, D/O MANUEL 
KACHIRAMATTAM, Reg: No-SB20NDO 19 St. TERESA'S COLLEGE, 
ERNAKULAM has done her internship in KR Bakes PVT LTD Ernakulam, 

from 13/12/2021 to 23/12/2021. 

During the internship she demonstrated good design skills with a self- 
motivated attitude to learn new things. Her performance exceeded 
expectations and was able to complete the internship successfully on time. 

We wish her to all the best for her future endeavors. 

Warm regards, 

VT. LTO PALARIVATTOM COCHIN-682025 KR Bakes PVT LTD Ernakulam 

For K. R. BAKES PVT. LTD. 

2/1 175A,C 

Regional HR 

KR BAKES PVT. LTD. 

GRO 32/1175-A, CIvIL LANE ROAD, PALARIVATTOM, COCHIN-682 025. PH. OFF: 2205066, 2349674 
Sinco 1969 

CIN:U15412TZ2000PTCO09294| E-mail: krbakescvtm@gmail.com| Web: www.krbakes.com 



THE TIMES OF INDIA 

ACCESS 
Student's Window to the Corporate World 

This is to certify that 

Mr./ Ms. REBECCA.Ross.. ...of .T.1ERESAS.COLEM5.RNAKA LAM 
institute has successfully completed the Times Access internship program of 2021-22 
His/ her performance during the program is adjudged as... .n00R.. 

-

Rahul Arora 
Asst. Vice President RMD - South 

The Times of India 
F 

THE TIMES 
- GROUP 



  

Report of Internship  

  

By  

REEJA THERESA K J 

  

REGISTER NO: AB21BMAT049 (2021  

– 2024)  

 
  

  

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS  

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS)  

  

ERNAKULAM, KOCHI - 682011  

  

2021  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  



DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS  

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), ERNAKULAM  

  

 

CERTIFICATE  

  

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by   REEJA THERESA K J, 
Reg.No.AB21BMAT049 is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at the IFORTIS 
WORLDWIDE, BENGULURU during the academic year 2021-2024 

                                            
  

DONNA PINHEIRO         Dr. URSALA PAUL  

  (Internal Mentor)                         (  Head of the Department)          

Assistant Professor                   Assistant Professor                                       
       

  

    
REPORT  

NAME OF THE ORGANISATION.        : IFORTIS WORLDWIDE 

NATURE OF THE ORGANISATION.    : Provides consultancy,  

                                                                      Information Technology 

INTERN DESIGNATION.                        : MARKETING and SALES  

                                                                       TRAINEE 

  

  

  

  



DURATION OF THE INTERNSHIP.                                      : 1 MONTH 

TIME PERIOD OF INTERNSHIP.                                          : 14/03/2022 to 14/04/2022 

SKILLS REQUIRED                                                                 : Time Management 

                                                                                                  Communication Skills 

                                                                                                  Marketing Knowledge 

SKILLS GAINED.                                                                   : Marketing and Sales Strategy 

                                                                                                Sales Funnel 

                                                                                                Segmentation and Targeting 

                                                                                                Consumer Behaviour 

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 

               It was a nice experience for me to work as a Marketing and Sales Trainee in a prestigious company IFORTIS 

WORLDWIDE. My duty was to recruit applicants in various events .There was deadline for recruitment. I managed to 

complete the given task within the specified time. Communication skills ,time management, marketing strategy and 

much more could be learnt. It was a platform for me to gain new skills. I look forward to do more internship to engage 

myself and enhance my career. 

                  

 

Certificate from Employee 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 



  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

  







  

Report of Internship  

  

By  
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REGISTER NO: AB21AMAT055 

 

  

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS  
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ERNAKULAM, KOCHI - 682011  

  

2021  

  

  

  

  

  

  

(20 21    –   2024 )   

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS  

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), ERNAKULAM  

 

CERTIFICATE  

  

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by MARIYA DIYA, Reg. No: 
AB21AMAT055 is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at the IFORTIS WORLDWIDE 
during the academic year 2021 

                                            
  

SHANTY P B                                                   DR. URSALA PAUL 

 (Internal Mentor)                         (  Head of the department )           

   Designation                         Designation                                          
       

  

    
REPORT  

I worked as a marketing and sales intern for a period of 1 month (14-03-2022 to 14 -04-
2022 ) at IFORTIS WORLDWISE, a well-established, company which provides top-
notch HR Consultancy, Information Technology, and Marketing services to clients 
across the globe . The job required various skills like having a deep understanding of 
marketing funnel, sales funnel, integrated marketing communication, comprehensive 
knowledge etc. I too was able to gain all these skills and some additional skills like 
multitasking, Time bounded work practise, editing practise. During my internship I was 
asked to contact my clients and inform them about the various opportunities offered by 

  

  

  

  

  



our company to showcase their talents. I was part of various events conducted by the 
company like ARISE 2.0, AARAMBH. Throughout my internship I was able to 
improve my marketing skills. This internship has given me even more real-world 
experience. It has also given me the chance to learn mores skills and how I can use my 
skills in various ways. Personally, it gave me more insight into how marketing works as 
a profession. It has given me the confidence in areas like interacting with clients, 
advising clients and suggesting how to improve campaigns.  
 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

                          

  
 



                                           Certificate from Employee 



Report of Internship

By
ANICA REMIN FERNANDEZ

REGISTER NO: AB19AMAT007
(2019 – 2022)

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS)

ERNAKULAM, KOCHI – 682011
2021



DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), ERNAKULAM

CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by ANICA REMIN
FERNANDEZ,Reg no AB19AMAT007 is a bonafide record of the
internship done by her at the Team Everest, a non-government
organization as a English curriculam writing during the academic
year 2019-22.

Dr.ELIZABETH RESHMA M.T Dr.URSALA PAUL
(Internal Mentor) (Head of the department)

Designation Designation



REPORT
Team Everest is one of the biggest youth run NGO programme. It is a
non-governmental organization mainly focusing on helping children in
their academics by providing them with proper education, educational
facilities, proving them with subject wise papers which help them
improve their skills. They mainly aim students who study in
government schools.

I joined the organization as a volunteer. As a volunteer the task
assigned to me was curriculam writing. The duration of the programme
was two weeks, it started on 25th September 2021. A meeting was
held via zoom to explain the task assigned, how to submit the assigned
task, last date of submissiOn. As a volunteer my assigned work was to
prepare a English question paper in simple words which consists of 20
sections each sections containing 5
subsections each. Contents should not be copied from internet ,it
should be self written, font for writing , size of the words cannot be
changed. I completed the work assigned to me on date.

Writing abilities, ability to think, time management was needed in this
work. Most importantly got a great opportunity to work as a volunteer,
learned to trust my abilities and to manage time , set a time table to
complete my work before time. I really enjoyed the work as a student
and performed the task really well.





                                   Report of Internship 

                                                By 

                                    KARTHIKA S 

                                    REGISTER NO:SM21AS009 

                                              (2021-2023) 

                                      

             DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 

                   ST. TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS) 

                         ERNAKULAM, KOCHI-682011 

                                                2022 

 

  



               DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 

    ST. TERESA’S COLLEGE(AUTONOMOUS), ERNAKULAM    

                                     

                                         CERTIFICATE 

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by KARTHIKA S, 

Reg No.SM21AS009 is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at the 

Sparks Foundation during the academic year 2021-2022 

 

 

VRINDA MURALEEDHARAN                                                   SHANTY B.P                                                           

  Class Teacher                                                                                    HOD 

                                                                                        (Department of statistics)  

  



                                                REPORT 

The internship programme was completed in the academic year 2021-2022 as 
part of post graduate programme in ‘Applied Statistics and Data Analytics’. The 
internship was done under ‘The Sparks foundation’ under GRIP(Graduate 
Rotational Internship Programme).I was selected for internship for the function 
Data Science $ Business Analytics .It was one month internship programme and 
the internship was started by April and certificate was received by 2nd May 
2022.The internship was a great experience to know ,understand, and analyse 
with real data sets and that gave us a real application about the subject .The 
references were very much supportive .The guidance provided by them would 
really help to grow better. 

  



                                        CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION 

 

 



REPORT OF INTERNSHIP

By

VIJAYALAKSHMI.M

REGISTER NO: AB19BMAT060

(2019-2022)

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS)

ERNAKULAM, KOCHI - 682011

2021



DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), ERNAKULAM

CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by
VIJAYALAKSHMI.M, AB19BMAT060 is a bonafide record of the internship
done by her at ST.TERESAS’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS),ERNAKULAM
during the academic year 2019-2022

Dr.Susan Mathew Panakkal Dr.Ursala Paul

(Internal Mentor) ( Head of the department )

Assistant Professor Assistant Professor and HOD



REPORT

As part of my graduation studies ,I have completed an internship at
Kin-Ship Services (INDIA) Pvt.Ltd which is a maritime based company.
I have completed internship on job training programme on Shipping and
Logistics for a period of four weeks between August 16 th 2021 to
September 15th 2021 .And also prepared a organization study report
based on the s tudy .Th i s in t e rnsh ip a t Kin -Sh ip se rv ice s
(INDIA)Pvt.Ltd,was a very good experience which helped me to
understand about the various departments and also about their
functioning.My internship experience at the Kin-Ship services
(INDIA)Pvt.Ltd was amazing ,I was extremely honoured to get the
oppo r t u n i t y t o wo r k a s an i n t e r n f o r t h i s o r g a n i z a t i o n .





Report of Internship 

By 
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REGISTER NO: AB19AMAT022 

(2019 – 2022) 
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), ERNAKULAM 

  

CERTIFICATE 

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by NIRANJANA,AB19AMAT022  is a bonafide 

record of the internship done by her at the Shreshtha Bharat Foundation, The Jurni, Peaks Academy 

during the academic years 2020-2022. 

ELIZABETH RESHMA.M.T                                   DR.URSALA PAUL 

Internal Mentor        Head of the department  

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



REPORT 

In the academic year 2020-21, I have completed 3 internships. Two of them were one month long 

and one was of two months duration.  

Shreshtha Bharat Foundation 

Shreshtha Bharat Foundation (SBF) was set up in 2015 as a non-profit registered 

organization, public charitable trust to extend financial and non-financial support to 

grassroots level NGOs working in the areas of education, health and community 

development. I interned as volunteer for one month from 10.02.2021. During this one 

month time I had to create videos to increase awareness of the various programs conducted 

by SBF as well as do activities for the environment like planting saplings and cleaning the 

surroundings. All these helped to develop my technical skills and increased my empathy.  

The Jurni 

The Jurni educates and entertains readers ,from travel insights to cultural excursions, world 

music to workplace productivity, their range of topics is far-reaching and tailored to the 

inquisitive minds. As the Campus ambassador I had to increase the subscribers to this 

newsletter. The internship happened in the month of February in which I had targets to 

achieve. It was a very refreshing experience and increased my communicative and creative 

skills.  

Peaks Academy 

PEAKS Academy is an Initiative of 4TuneFactory, a UN Award-winning HR Company in India. 

They aim to provide high-quality personal growth and business growth programs for 

audiences across the globe. Sanjay Kumar IPS, DIG of Trivandrum (at the time) associated 

with Peaks Academy to develop an online course on Cyber Security and I was one of the E-

course developers for it. The internship was for 2 months from 06.11.2021 to 07.01.2022.  

We were split into different teams and made videos on different topics. This internship 

helped me boost my creative skills as each video required more creativity than the previous. 

It also helped me gain knowledge on various cybercrimes as part of developing the course. 

As this was a team project, I got the skills necessary to work well within a team. 



MRITYUNJAY KUMAR SINGH
Management Trustee

has successfully completed their One Month internship 

with Shreshtha Bharat Foundation as a Volunteer 

internship from 10/02/2021. 

During this time period, She was found efficient and 

dedicated towards Her work. 

CERTIFICATE OF INTERNSHIP

SBF/C21/0048

This is to certify that

Niranjana







REPORT OF INTERNSHIP 

BY 

RANIYA J ANTONY 

Register no: SM20MAT013 
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS) 
 

ERNAKULAM, KOCHI - 682011 
 

APRIL 2021 
 

  



 

1. COMPANY NAME 
 

Royal Enfield [A unit of Eicher motors Ltd]  
Royal Enfield Brand stores at Edapally are a sales showroom 
where two wheeler enthusiasts can choose from a variety of 

motorcycles. 
 

2. NATURE OF WORK 
   

       Interacting with customers, payment calling and 

motorcycle   invoicing and accounting. 

3. DURATION OF INTERNSHIP, SPECIFY DATES 
 

        5th April 2021 – 5th may 2021 

4. SKILL REQURIED AND SKILL GAINED 
 

It was a great experience in doing internship in Royal 
Enfield, which helped me to develop myself in multiple 
aspects. Handling the customers gave me the 

opportunity to develop communication skill. Self-
confidence, responsibility and initiating qualities have 
improved. Working with new people gave me contacts 
which would be helpful for my career.Learnt customer 
and employee relation. Adapted new skills and 
techniques. 

 
5. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 

 
My internship training in Royal Enfield was very good 
experience which guided and directed me to good and 
perfect in all aspects of works. The friendly 

environment at Royal Enfield was really much good 
enough for me one who is new comer and the staffs 



helps a lot to the new ones. This internship period 
taught me to be hardworking, sincere, loyal and 
discipline. Hence loved working there as an intern for 
a month. 
 

 
  



 
 



Report of Internship

Sharmila. M

By

REGISTER NO: AB19AMAT029
(2019-2022)

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS)

ERNAKULAM, KOCHI - 682011

2021



DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS),

ERNAKULAM

CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by
Sharmil. M, Reg no.: AB19AMAT029 is a bonafide record of
the internship done by her at Internshala during the academic
year 2020-2021
 
Mrs. Donna Pinheiro                                  Dr. Ursala Paul
Internal Mentor                                            Head of the department
Assistant professor                                       Assistant professor



REPORT

I have worked as an  content writing Internship in a
Ramchandra Kumble Diamond company  whose mission is to
equip students with relevant skills and practical exposure
through internships and online trainings. Developing Content
for the blog page of RC Diamonds was 91 – days
transformational program aimed at building the leaders of
tomorrow. I started my internship from 5th March 2021 to 5th
June 2021. During the entire duration of the program, I learned
to lead from the front and develop essential skills like marketing
& communication. From time-to-time, I have been participating
in various fun activities and contests with a fair chance of
winning really cool rewards and performance-based stipends.

My core responsibilities as an RC Diamonds intern was to
write the valuable content and designing for the advertising
blog page of the company and the Internshala brand,
products, and services among our peers, and host activities
like online seminars and build relationships with students
and faculty.



The company provide me with a lot of support, mentoring,
marketing ideas, and materials. The program  also helped to tickle
my creative bone from time to time and come up with innovative
ideas myself!
I have participated in many seminars, Contest and helped
students transform themselves, from a college-going-student to a
young professional by sharing experience and motivating peers
and juniors to apply for the  same. This Internship helped me
personally to recreate my writing skill. Special thanks to the
Founder and all the fellow friends.



Certificate from Employee





 
 

 

                              REPORT OF INTERNSHIP 
                       BY SNIGDHA K.M 
 

         Register number     : SM20MAT014    
                     {2020-2022}    
 
         DEPARETMENT OF MATHEMATICS        ST. TERESA`S COLLEGE ,[AUTONOMOUS] ERNAKULAM ,KOCHI-682011  
    APRIL  2021  
 
 
 
1.COMPANY NAME 
 
Royal Enfield [A unit of eicher motors Ltd]   

Royal Enfiled brand strores at Edapally are a sales showroom where two 
wheeler enthusiasts can choose from a variety of motorcycle. 

  

2. NATURE OF WORK  



Interacting with customers payment calling and motor cycle invoicing and 
accounting 

3.DURATION OF INTERNSHIP  

5th,April 2021 to 5th may 2021 

4 SKILL REQURIED AND  SKILL GAINED 

It was a great experience in doing internship in Royal Enfield which helped me 
to develop myself in multiple aspects. Handling the customers gave me the 
opportunity to develop communication skills. Responsibility and initiating 
qualities have improved . Working with new people gave me contacts which 
would be helpful for my career. Learn customer and employee  relation. 

5.PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 

My internship training in Royal Enfield was very good experience which guided 
and directed me to good and perfect in all aspects of works. The friendly 
environment at Royal Enfield was really much good enough for me one who is 
new comer and the staffs helps a lot to the new ones. This internship period 
taught me to be hardworking and loyal, hence loved working there as an intern 
for a month.  

 

 

    

  



                  



        Report of Internship  

By  

                        Mariya Peter 

REGISTER NO: AB20BMAT012  

(2020 – 2023)  

 

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 

 ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS)  

ERNAKULAM, KOCHI - 682011  

2021 

 
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS  

 
ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), ERNAKULAM  

 

 



CERTIFICATE  

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by MARIYA 

PETER,  AB20BMAT012 is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at the 

QDES Infotech, chemmanam square, Perumbavoor during the academic year 2020-

2023  

   

Neenu Susan Paul                                                                                 Dr. Ursala Paul  

 (Internal Mentor)                                                                      ( Head of the 

department) Designation                                                                 Designation  

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 REPORT  

  I did my internship at QDES Infotech multinational company. 

QDES Infotech is a leading Software and Web Application development 

Multinational company serving clients across the globe which commenced 

its operation in 1995. QDES has been supporting its clients to achieve a 

competitive advantage in the marketplace by providing flawless IT 

solutions. 

I am indeed proud and grateful to have got an opportunity to work at 

QDES Infotech as part of my internship. My internship duty was to study a 

new programming language called Angular JS and to make a typescript on 

programming. Rather than a working experience, it was a great learning 

experience. The employees of the company give me excellent training 

sessions. 

My internship duration was one month starting from 25th August 2021 to 

25th September 2021. Through the internship program, I got a skill in 



computer programming. Working on programming requires immense 

patience, hardworking skill, concentration, everyday knowledge, time 

punctuality, better communication skills ..etc.I gained a lot of patience 

skills during this internship. I got more professional contacts and 

communication skills. Better interpersonal skills and time management are 

also positive gains for me from this internship. I am very delighted to say 

that I have developed my programming skill with multitasking ability. 

I was satisfied with a lot of soft and hard skills which I can proudly say as 

my greatest achievement in being part of the company. At first, when I 

start my internship I never thought that this work will make this much 

impact on me. But surely it was a great experience. First of all, I was from 

the Biology-Maths stream and had no idea about computer programming. 

It was totally a new experience for me. But because of their good tutorial 

sessions, it was not much difficult to catch up with it. Once we thoroughly 

understand the basics it is easy. There were times when things went wrong, 

at that time I just calm myself and again start to learn. It was a wonderful 

learning experience that I will always cherish.  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Certificate from Employee 
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ST.TERESAS COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), ERNAKULAM 

COLLEGE WITH POTENTIAL FOR EXCELLENCE 

Nationally Re-Accredited at ‘A++’ Level (Fourth Cycle) 
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Introduction  

 

Cooperative bank is an institution established on the cooperative basis 
and dealing in ordinary banking business. Like other banks, the 
cooperative banks are founded by collecting funds through shares, 
accept deposits and grant loans.A cooperative society is not a new 
concept. It prevails in all the countries, this is almost a universal 
concept. The cooperative society is active in all countries worldwide and 
is represented in all the sectors including agriculture, food, finance, 
healthcare, etc.To protect the interest of weaker sections, the co-
operative society is formed. It is a voluntary association of persons, 
whose motive is the welfare of the members. 

 

 

Objectives of Cooperative Society 

• To provide support and services to the members of the society and 
not to earn the profit 

• To help each other mutually and not to have competition 
• To practice fair and transparent business activities 
• To deliver the quality goods and produce to the end customers 
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COOPERATIVE SOCIETY ACT, 1912 

 

The Co-operative Societies Act, 1912 

THE co-operative societies act, 1912 

 

1. Short title and extent.— 

(1) This Act may be called the Co-operative Societies Act, 1912; and 

(2) It extends to 1 [the whole of India except 2 [the territories which, 
immediately before the 1st November, 1956, were comprised in Part B 
States]]. 

2. Definitions.—In this Act, unless there is anything repugnant in the 
subject or context,— 

(a) “by-laws” means the registered by-laws for the time being in force, 
and includes a registered amendment of the by-laws; 

(b) “committee” means the governing body of a registered society to 

whom the management of its affairs is entrusted; 

(c)“member” includes a person joining in the application for the 
registration of a society and a person admitted to membership after 
registration in accordance with the by-laws and any rules; 

(d) “officer” includes a chairman, secretary, treasurer, member of 

committee, or other person empowered under the rules or the by-laws to 
give directions in regard to the business of the society; 

(e) “registered society” means a society registered or deemed to be 

registered under this Act; 

(f) “Registrar” means a person appointed to perform the duties of a 

Registrar of Co-operative Societies under this Act; and 

(g) “rules” means rules made under this Act. 

3. The Registrar.—The 3 [State Government] may appoint a person to be 
Registrar of co-operative Societies for the 4 [State] or any portion of it, 
and may appoint persons to assist such Registrar, and may, by general or 
special order, confer on any such persons all or any of the powers of a 
Registrar under this Act. 
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4. Societies which may be registered.—Subject to the provisions 
hereinafter contained, a society which has as its object the promotion of 
the economic interests of its members in accordance with co-operative 
principles, or a society established with the object of facilitating the 
operations of such a society, may be registered under this Act with or 
without limited liability: Provided that unless the 1[State Government] 
by general or special order otherwise directs— 

(1) the liability of a society of which a member is a registered society 
shall be limited; 

(2) the liability of a society of which the object is the creation of funds to 
be lent to its members, and of which the majority of the members are 
agriculturists, and of which no member is a registered society, shall be 
unlimited. 

5. Restrictions on interest of member of society with limited liability and 
a share capital.—Where the liability of the members of a society is 
limited by shares, no member other than a registered society shall— 

(a) hold more than such portion of the share capital of the society, 
subject to a maximum of one-fifth, as may be prescribed by the rules; or 

(b) have or claim any interest in the shares of the society exceeding one 
thousand rupees. 

6. Votes of members.— 

(1) Where the liability of the members of a registered society is not 
limited by shares, each member shall, notwithstanding the amount of his 
interest in the capital, have one vote only as a member in the affairs of 
the society. 

(2) Where the liability of the members of a registered society is limited 
by shares, each member shall have as many votes as may be prescribed 
by the by-laws. 

(3) A registered society which has invested any part of its funds in the 
shares of any other registered society may appoint as its proxy, for the 
purpose of voting in the affairs of such other registered society, any one 
of its members. 

7. Audit.— 

(1) The Registrar shall audit or cause to be audited by some person 
authorised by him by general or special order in writing in this behalf the 
accounts of every registered society once at least in every year. 

(2) The audit under sub-section (1) shall include an examination of over-
due debts, if any, and valuation of the assets and liabilities of the society. 
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(3) The Registrar, the Collector or any person authorised by general or 
special order in writing in this behalf by the Registrar shall at all times 
have access to all the books, accounts, papers and securities of a society, 
and every officer of the society shall furnish such information in regard 
to the transactions and working of the society as the person making such 
inspection may require. 

8.Restrictions on loans.— 

(1) A registered society shall not make a loan to any person other than a 
member: Provided that, with the general or special sanction of the 
Registrar, a registered society may make loans to another registered 
society. 

(2) Save with the sanction of the Registrar, a society with unlimited 
liability shall not lend money on the security of movable property. 

(3) The 19 [State Government] may, by general or special order, prohibit 
or restrict the lending of money on mortgage of immovable property by 
any registered society or class of registered societies. 

9. Restrictions on borrowing.—A registered society shall receive 
deposits and loans from persons who are not members only to such 
extent and under such conditions as may be prescribed by the rules or 
by-laws. 

 

 

 

HISTORY OF COOPERATIVE 

Cooperative movement in India was started primarily for dealing with 
the problem of rural credit. The history of Indian cooperative banking 
started with the passing of Cooperative Societies Act in 1904. The 
objective of this Act was to establish cooperative credit societies “to 

encourage thrift, self-help and cooperation among agriculturists, artisans 
and persons of limited means.” 

 

ations were- (a) A union, consisting of primary societies; (b) the central 
banks; and (c) provincial banks. 
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STRUCTURE OF COOPERATIVE BANKING 

 

There are different types of cooperative credit institutions working in 
India. These institutions can be classified into two broad categories- 
agricultural and non-agricultural. Agricultural credit institutions 
dominate the entire cooperative credit structure. 
Agricultural credit institutions are further divided into short-term 
agricultural credit institutions and long-term agricultural credit 
institutions. 
The short-term agricultural credit institutions which cater to the short-
term financial needs of agriculturists have three-tier federal structure- (a) 
at the apex, there is the state cooperative bank in each state; (b) at the 
district level, there are central cooperative banks; (c) at the village level, 
there are primary agricultural credit societies. 
Long-term agricultural credit is provided by the land development 
banks. The whole structure of cooperative credit institutions is shown in 
the chart given. 
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Short-Term Rural Cooperative Credit Structure: 
 
 
In rural India, there exists a 3-tier short-term rural cooperative structure. 
Tier-I includes state cooperative banks (SCBs) at the state level; Tier-II 
includes central cooperative banks (CCBs) at the district level; and Tier- 
III includes primary agricultural credit societies (PACSs). 
In 19 states, there exists a 3-tier short-term cooperative credit structure, 
comprising SCBs, CCBs and PACSs. And in 12 states, there exists a 2-
tier short-term cooperative structure. In the north-eastern states, 
including Sikkim, the structure is 2-tier, comprising only SCBs and 
PACSs. 
 

1. State Cooperative Banks (SCBs): 
 
Functions and Organizations : 
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State cooperative banks are the apex institutions in the three-tier 
cooperative credit structure, operating at the state level. Every state has a 
state cooperative bank. 
 
 
State cooperative banks occupy a unique position in the cooperative 
credit structure because of their three important functions: 
 

(a) They provide a link through which the Reserve Bank of India 
provides credit to the cooperatives and thus participates in the 
rural finance, 

 
(b) They function as balancing centers for the central cooperative 

banks by making available the surplus funds of some central 
cooperative banks. The central cooperative banks are not 
permitted to borrow or lend among themselves, 

 

 
(c) They finance, control and supervise the central cooperative   banks, 
and, through them, the primary credit societies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Capital: 
 
State cooperative banks obtain their working capital from own funds, 
deposits, borrowings and other sources: 
 

Own funds include share capital and various types of reserves. Major 
portion of the share capital is raised from member cooperative 
societies and the central cooperative banks, and the rest is contributed 
by the state government. Individual contribution to the share capital is 
very small; 

 
The main source of deposits is also the cooperative societies and 
central cooperative banks. The remaining deposits come from 
individuals, local bodies and others. 

 

 
Borrowings of the state cooperative banks are mainly from the 
Reserve Bank and the remaining from state governments and others. 
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Loans and Advances: 
 
State cooperative banks are mainly interested in providing loans and 
advances to the cooperative societies. More than 98 per cent loans are 
granted to these societies of which about 75 per cent are for the short-
period. Mostly the loans are given for agricultural purposes. 
 
 

2. Central Cooperative Banks (CCBs): 
 
Functions and Organisation: 
 
Central cooperative banks are in the middle of the three-tier cooperative 
credit structure. 
 
Central cooperative banks are of two types: 
 

(a) There can be cooperative banking unions whose membership is 
open only to cooperative societies. Such cooperative banking 
unions exist in Haryana, Punjab, Rajasthan, Orissa and Kerala. 

 
(b) There can be mixed central cooperative banks whose 

membership is open to both individuals and cooperative 
societies. The central cooperative banks in the remaining states 
are of this type. The main function of the central cooperative 
banks is to provide loans to the primary cooperative societies. 
However, some loans are also given to individuals and others. 

 

 
Capital: 
 
The central cooperative banks raise their working capital from own 
funds, deposits, borrowings and other sources. In the own funds, the 
major portion consists of share capital contributed by cooperative 
societies and the state government, and the rest is made up of reserves. 
 
Deposits largely come from individuals and cooperative societies. Some 
deposits are received from local bodies and others. Deposit mobilisation 
by the central cooperative banks varies from state to state. 
 
 
Loans and Advances: 
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About 98 per cent loans are received by the cooperative societies and 
about 75 per cent loans are short-term. Mostly the loans are given for 
agricultural purpose. 
 
About 80 per cent loans given to the cooperative societies are unsecure 
and the remaining loans are given against the securities such as 
merchandise, agricultural produce, immovable property, government and 
other securities etc. 
 
 
 
3.Primary Agricultural Credit Societies (PACSs): 
 
Functions and Organisation: 
 
Primary agricultural credit society forms the base in the three-tier 
cooperative credit structure. It is a village-level institution which directly 
deals with the rural people. It encourages savings among the 
agriculturists, accepts deposits from them, gives loans to the needy 
borrowers and collects repayments. 
 
It serves as the last link between the ultimate borrowers, i.e., the rural 
people, on the one hand, and the higher agencies, i.e., Central 
cooperative bank, state cooperative bank, and the Reserve Bank of India, 
on the other hand. 
A primary agricultural credit society may be started with 10 or more 
persons of a village. The membership fee is nominal so that even the 
poorest agriculturist can become a member. 
 
The members of the society have unlimited liability which means that 
each member undertakes full responsibility of the entire loss of the 
society in case of its failure. The management of the society is under the 
control of an elected body. 
 
 
Capital: 
 
The working capital of the primary credit societies comes from their 
own funds, deposits, borrowings and other sources. Own funds comprise 
of share capital, membership fee and reserve funds. Deposits are 
received from both members and non- members. Borrowings are mainly 
from central cooperative banks. 
 
 
Loans Advanced: 
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Only the members of the societies are entitled to get loans from them. 
Most of the loans are short-term loans and are for agricultural purposes. 
Low interest rates are charged on the loans. 
 
The societies are expected to increase amounts of loans to the weaker 
sections of the rural community, particularly the small and marginal 
farmers. 
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PROFILE OF THE MARADU SERVICE 
 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK LTD. 43 
 
 
HISTORY 
 
This was registered as a Co-operative Society on 22nd February 1916 and 
started functioning in the next month i.e, March 1916. Though the 
society witnessed only a slow but steady progress in earlier period with 
its limited members, it could within a period of 2 decades construct an 
office building of its own in its own place in the heart of Maradu village 
which was inaugurated by Sri. R.K. Shanmugham Chetty the then 
Diwan of Cochin state. In the year 1962 this was converted into a 
Service Co-operative Society aiming to render various services in a 
wider sense i.e, sanctioning various kinds of loans to members 
especially to needy agriculturist. This naturally roused the conscience of 
the people of Maradu village where this was the only financial 
institution to help the people till 1974. In the year 1981 this society is 
converted as a service bank. 
 
 
 
The bank has introduced a scheme known as ‘Kettuthengu loan’ to help 
an induce the agriculturists to maintain property, the coconut garden to 
extract more nuts. By this scheme the land owners entrust the yielding 
coconut trees to the bank as securities to the loans sanctioned under the 
scheme with authorisation to pluck nuts, market them and credit the 
income thereof after setting off connected expenditure to their loan 
account. This process wipes off the loan within a limited period of 2-5 
years. This bank was first to come forward to give loans under the 
scheme Kudikidappu’ tenants.  
 
 
 
On security of their kudikidappu land and coconut trees they own. 
Arrangements for climbing the tree, plucking the nuts and transporting 
them to selected deposits are being done by the bank at comparatively 
cheaper rates than those to be incurred by individual land owner. 
Marketing of nuts is also done at higher rates than that obtained by 
individual land owner, from local vested dealers in coconut Seeing to 
this advantage land owners who do not enjoy loan facility also have 
come forward to entrust their bearing coconut trees to the society to be 
dealt with according to the scheme. 
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Over and above these activities the Bank had run a Co-operative maveli 
store to check the price level and supply provisions and other articles of 
daily use at controlled price. It checks up the prices of provisions and 
other articles of daily use at controlled price. It checks up the prices of 
provisions and other articles in open market and thus save the people of 
this village from profiteers to a considerable extent. This enterprises 
causes a loss of about Rs.7500 a year to the bank. But the bank does not 
treat this as a loss but as a dividend given to the public. During Onam 
season the bank had conducted Onam chanda with all kinds of 
vegetables and a maveli store with provisions actually needed by the 
public. So that each of the family could celebrate Onam at a limited 
extent This was a valuable service rendered by the bank. But 
unfortunately due to the increase in the loss suffered from this stores and 
tough competition from the other civil supplies maveli stores at Maradu 
itself, had effected adversely the working of these stores. Considering 
these factors, general meetings of the subsequent years decided to close 
these stores gradually. Now the bank has mainly two functions such as 
granting loans and accepting deposits. 
 
 
 
 
 AREA OF OPERATION 
 
The Bank has extented its activities throughout the Maradu village. The 
head office of the bank is situated in its own land in heart of Maradu 
village. During its later years of performance the bank has opened two 
branches at Nettoor, Nettoor Highway and Maradu North (Martinpuram) 
Thus its area of operation is scattered through out Maradu including 
Nettoor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
OJECTIVES OF THE BANK 
 
The important objectives of the bank are the following: 
 

1. To enable the members to act for a common goal. 
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2. To attain self reliance. 
 

3. To provide loans and advances to needy farmers. 
 

4. To provide loans for purchasing agricultural inputs, tools, 
pumpsets, equipments etc. 

 
5. To safeguard the interest of weaker sections 

 
6. To help the small entrepreneurs to start business units 

 
7. To encourage saving habits among the public. 

 
8. To mobilise small and scattered savings for the welfare 

of the society. 
 

9. To undertake welfare measures of the locality 
 

10. To grant short term, medium term loans to 
members and also overdraft facility if necessary  

 
11. Acquire movable and immovable properties for the 

proper functioning of the bank 
 

12. Acquire finance from persons and institutions to 
attain the objectives, 

 

 
 
 
 
DURATION OF INTERNSHIP 
 
 
DECEMBER 15TH  TO  JANUARY 10TH  
 
DAYS: 20  
 
 
 
 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
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ORGANISATION CHART OF THE MARADU CO-OPERATIVE 
BANK LTD 
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FUNCTIONS 
 
The functions of the Maradu Service Co-operative Bank is 
classified into 
 
I. Lending operations and 
 
II Acceptance of deposits. 
 
 
LOANS PROVIDED 
 

1) Gold Loan          @10% interest                       
 

2) Ordinary Loan   @12% interest 
 

3) Education Loan  @10%interest 
 

4) Emergency Loan @10% interest 
 

5) Medium Loan      @10% interest 
 

6) Housing Loan      @12%interest 
 

7) Self Employee Loan @10%interest 
 

8) Personal Loan 
 
DEPOSIT MIX 
 

1) Fixed Deposit 
 

2) Savings Deposit 
 

3) Recurring Deposit 
 
OTHER SERVICES 
 

1) Locker Facility 
2) Death Aid fund 
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   WORK DONE DURING      
INTERNSHIP 
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WORK DONE DURING INTERNSHIP 
 
 

1. Filled up deposit and withdrawal slips 
 

2. Stamped daily transferslip and sort out the receipt and 
payment slip as debit and credit 
 

3. Arrange them accordingly as per the day book 
 

4. Fill application form for fixed deposit, education loan, death 
aid fund, property loan  

 
5. Introduced me about the banking software ’safe and smart 

core banking solutions convenient banking’ 
 

6. Entered pass book using account balance software 
 

7. Get to know more about the software by observing the 
banking transactions 
 

8. Printed out the gold overdue notice and stamp it for posting 
them to the customers 
 

9. Recorded it in the gold loan register 
 

10. Created customer ID and enter the details of A class 
Members in the banking software. 
 

11. Fill the form for NEFT.  
 
 

12. Filled the home for fixed deposit and enter a new FD in the 
banking software.  
 

13. Provides FD receipts to the customer and enter the details in 
FD customer foil. 
 
 

14. Renewed the FD that are mature.  
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15. Entered the opening and closing details of FD. 

 
 

16. Enter new loan in the banking software.  
 

17. Calculate and entered the EMI for House loan, Land 
mortgage loans, Vehicle loans etc.  
 
 

18. Done some of the banking transactions like deposits and 
withdrawals of cash in the banking software. 
 

19. Calculate the total cash receipts and payments in the cash 
book for checking the transactions were tally or not. 
 
 

20. Transferred the fixed deposit interest to saving bank accounts 
of customers who give standing instructions.  
 

21. Observed and study the authorisation process done by my 
mentor.  
 
 

22. Entered the transactions of supplies in the banking software. 
Also entered the details of supplies of Neethi medicals and Co-
operative store in the banking software.  
 

23. Transferred the interest and principal amount of loans from 
SB account to the corresponding loan account with the help of 
standing instructions given by the customers.  
 
 

24. Transferred the installment of GDCS from savings bank 
accounts to the corresponding GDCS (chitty) account using 
standing instructions given by the customers.  
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MY EXPERIENCE AS AN INTERNEE 
 

I have done my internship at Maradu Service Cooperative Bank 
from December 15 , 2021 to January 10 , 2022. 
 
This was my first experience as an internee and it gave me an 
insight of how cooperative bank functions 

 
 

         The working hours of the bank is from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm . 
I had a very good working experience 

 
There was good good staff cooperation . These 20 days  

increased my knowledge about banking and working of 
cooperative banks. More over it gave me an insight on how to 
behave in an organization. 
 
This intership helped me to bring my theoretical knowledge to 
practical knowledge. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
Finance is the life blood of trade, commerce and industry. 
Now a days banking sector act as the backbone of the 
modern business. Cooperative Banks are differ from 
stockholders bank by their organization, their goals, their 
values and their governance. In most country they are 
supervised and controlled by banking authorities and have to 
respect prudential banking regulations, which put them at a 
level playing field with stockholders banks. 
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APPLICATION FORMS:  
 

a) Form for property loan  

 
                      
                                ( Fig :a) 
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b) Form for Personal Loan 
 
 

 
 
                         ( Fig :b) 
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c) Form For Educational Loan 
 
 
 
 

 
 
                        (Fig :c) 
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d) Form For Death Aid Fund 
 
 
 

 
 
                                           (Fig :d) 
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e) Form for” know Your Customer”  

 
 
                       

 
 
      
                                                         (Fig :e) 
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f) Form for Housing Loan 
 

 
 

 
 
                                                 (Fig :f)  
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g) Form for Opening Savings Account 
 
 
 

 
 
                                         (Fig: g) 
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ATTENDENCE SHEET 
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REPORT   
  

1. Company name and profile:  
    Team Everest NGO, Tamil Nadu  

Team Everest NGO, Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India is one of the biggest youth 
run NGO in India with 25000+ volunteers. Their focus is on motivating 
individuals to volunteer at least once a month (12/365) and make a 
difference by providing quality education to underprivileged children 
through volunteering. Team Everest started its journey in 2006 when 
Karthee Vidya, founder of Team Everest finished his engineering and 
joined the corporate world. He donated from his first month salary and also 
collected donations from 3 of his friends. With Rs. 4000 in hand, he visited 
a rural school in Tamil Nadu where 70% of the children were child 
labourers. He paid them school fees, donated uniforms, notebooks and 
other stationaries. From there they have grown to what they are today with 
the help of thousands of Volunteers. The founder has quit his high paying 
corporate job and doing full time social work with Team Everest now.  

  
2. Nature of the work:  

Responsibilities includes attending the online orientation for the activity, 
reading through & following the given handbook for the activity, choosing 
at least 10 kindness challenge acts out of 50 listed and performing them, 
taking pictures of your kindness acts wherever required, following the 
reporting guidelines given in the handbook. I had completed 12 kindness 
challenges instead of 10. Then I submitted the internship report containing 
my personal experiences and picture proofs in performing all those 12 
kindness activities.  

  
3. Duration of internship:  

The internship was for the time period of 2 weeks starting from 19 

December 2021 to 2 January 2022.  



  
4. Skills required and skills gained:  

The most important skills required being a volunteer in team Everest NGO 
was active-listening, patience, creative thinking etc…Communication skill, 

organization, empathy are also other essential skills required for the same.   

During my internship, I have learned some great generic skills like time 
management, accountability, and teamwork.  Additionally, I was able to be 
immersed in the world of social work which helped me develop my 
knowledge about human dignity and worth, how to manage social work 
projects effectively, and about my company’s supply chain.  

  
5. Personal Experiences:  

My experience as a volunteer in Team Everest NGO has mainly been 
focused to inspire everyone to volunteer and create a culture of 
volunteering. During the course of my internship, I have realized the power 
of endless love every person has and want to tap that potential to make a 
difference in this world. Through this social service oriented internship I 
became kind towards others and I make many other peoples also kind 
through me. It was a good experience and learning for me.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6.Certificate from Employee   
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AN STATISTICS 

ST. TERSA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), 
ERNAKULAM. 

 

CERTIFICATE 

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by RITI MARIA 
AB20BMAT021 is a bona fide record of the internship done by her at the 
Digipplus, Software company in West Bengal, India during the academic year 
2020-2023.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEENU SUSAN PAUL                                                                                 Dr.  URSALA PAUL 

(Internal Mentor)                                                                                        (Head of the department) 

Assistant Professor                                                                                                Assistant Professor 

   

 

                                             
   

 

 

 

 



REPORT 

 

1.Company name and profile: 

Digipplus, an entity of Coshell Digital Solution India Private Limited, was 
formed with a vision to connect companies with their target audience across 
industry verticals and help them engage with their customers. They work as a 
content development agency, marketing their client's needs because, content is 
just the beginning, and clients need much more to grow their businesses. They 
believe that ed-tech companies and agencies are the upcoming things in the 
business sector. 

 Digipplus is India’s premier terminal for all-in-one digital marketing place. Their 
services include web development, graphic designing, digital marketing, content 
development, SEO optimization and branding. Their clients include gradeup, 
Jagran Josh, aglasem, EMBIBE,  

toppr and EDUWHERE. 

 

2. Nature of the work: 

Preparing solutions for the assigned chapters for Mathematics of class 12 or 
higher levels by following the guidelines. It is a Subject Matter Expert internship 
(SME) in which we have to solve daily number of questions assigned to me in 
both MathType and LateX form and to upload the answers in drive folder within 
24hrs of assigning the questions. The solutions are supposed to be submitted in 
word format. I selected the subject, Mathematics. An amount of Rs.20 was paid 
for each correct solution. It was a work from home internship. They provided 
flexible working hours.  
 

3.Duration of the internship: 
The internship was for the time period of 6 months, starting from 27th December 
2021 to 1st of July 2022. 

 
4.Skills required and skills gained: 

The most important skill required is the perfect knowledge about the subject 
selected and the ability to write solutions in a good English proficiency that the 



students can easily understand the answers in a better way. Other skills 
demanded includes knowledge in MathType, LaTeX and MS-Word.   
Skills and abilities which I have gained through this internship includes time 
management, speaking skills and was able to work with a great team 
incorporated with peoples from different parts of the country. Moreover, I was 
able to understand the great difference between the syllabus, style and methods 
used by other countries to teach, learn and progress in a subject. Most 
importantly it also improved my self-confidence. 

 
5.Personal Experience: 

Working as a Subject Matter Expert in Mathematics was a great experience for 
me. Through this period, I very much learned to manage time efficiently. It also 
improves my communication skills and interaction with my reviewer also 
improves my problem-solving skills. All together it was a wonderful experience 
for me.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6.Certificate from employee: 
 

 
 
 

 
  

 

 



S. Venugopal & Co. 
Chartered Accountants CA 
67/2840, Second Floor, Kooran's, O1d Rly Sution Road, Kochi 18, Ph: (0484) 4044272, 239:657, Mob: 946569557, swgcacochin@gnail.com, svenugopal.co@gmai.om 

INTERNSHIP CERTIFICATE 

This is to certify that Ms. Riya Ann Kurien D/o Jijo.P.George residing at Palamoottil (H), 

Chingavanam P.O Kottayam, who's doing her graduation at St. Teresa's College Enakulum, 
has undergone intermship training with us from 26th November 2021 to 9t December 2021. 
During the period she learned compiling of financial statements as per schedule Il of the 

companies Act, 2013, procedure for TDs and KYC verification of DP clients. Her conduct and 

character is good. 

For S. VENUGOPAL &CO. 
Chartere Acoun 12073 S) Kochi-18 

11.12.2021 
VEND os CA 

KOCHI-18 

ED ACO UNTA 



Authorised Signatory

CIN : U75357257525KJG855557

Hedge Equities Limited 

06/05/2022
 

ONLINE INTERNSHIP COMPLETION CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that Ms. Roopa Thasho Antony (Reg. No - 3081)

(Hedge ID - HSAE000185) from St.Teresas college Ernakulam has

successfully completed her Online Internship Program at Hedge

Equities Ltd., Cochin from 3rd March 2022 to 30th April 2022 in the

topic "Marketing management".During the internship Roopa Thasho

Antony was exposed to the various activities of our Marketing

Department.
 

During the internship, Roopa Thasho Antony demonstrated

interpersonal and communication skills. Her performance exceeded

expectations and she was able to complete the internship successfully

on time.
 

We at Hedge Equities Ltd., wish her all the very best in her future

endeavours.
 

For Hedge Equities Ltd.

REGISTERED OFFICE : 
B 302 Trade Square, Mehra Compound, Near DSK Madhuban, Sakinaka Kuria Road, Andheri East, Mumbai - 400 072, Tel : 9072530273 

CORPORATE OFFICE : Hedge House, Mamangalam, Kochi - 682025, Kerala, India I Tel: 0484 6130400, Mob : 9349312345 

Email : info@hedgegroup.in I Website : www.hedgeequities.com

mailto:info@hedgegroup.in?subject=&body=
http://www.hedgeequities.com/




CERTIFICATE
OF ONLINE PARTICIPATION

ROSE MARIYA BABU
has successfully completed the Four - days training

program on the topic

Psychometric Testing in Children

THIS IS  TO CERTIFY THAT

Date Of Issue - 26th March, 2022

Dr. Mrigank Aggarwal
Program Coordinator

This training program is for the educational purpose

Dr. Shipra Gupta
Sr. Occupational Therapist, Rehab Psychologist
Director SensAble Child Clinic







SAFNA JALEEL







KR.BAKES 
Baked with love. Since 1969 celebratO 

Date: 14/01/2022 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

This is to certify that Ms. SAHANA PARVEEN T, D/O SAKEER HUSSAIN, 
Reg: No-SB20ND022, St. Teresa's College, Ernakulam has done her 
internship in KR Bakes PVT LTD Ernakulam, from03/01/2022 to 

13/01/2022. 

During the internship she demonstrated good design skills with a self 
motivated attitude to learn new things. Her performnance exceeded 
expectations and was able to complete the internship successfully on time. 

We wish her to all the best for her future endeavors. 

Warm regards, 

VT.LTO 
KR Bakes PVT LTD Ernakulam 

For K. R. BAKES PVT. LTD. 

PALARIVATTOM |COCHIN-682025 

Regional HR 
175A. 

= 

KR BAKES PVT. LTD. 

GROUP 

Since 1969 

32/1175-A, CIVIL LANE ROAD, PALARIVATTOM, COCHIN -682 025. PH. OFF: 2205066, 2349674 

CIN:U15412TZ2000PTC009294 E-mail : krbakescvtm@gmail.com Web : www.krbakes.com



Kerala State Electronics Development Corporation Ltd. 
(A Government of Kerala Undertaking) KEKELTRON 

CIN: U74999KL1972SGco02450 
ITBG Knowledge Services Group 
GSTIN 32AABCK1319E475

Phone: 0471-2724765 || Helpline No: +91 9188665545 || E-mail: iteg@keltron.org l| Website Link: ksg.keltron.in 

KSG/54/INTP/22-03/L1623 05.03.2022

CERTIFICATE 

Certified that the student has completed the Internship Program conducted at KELTRON as per 

the particulars given below: 

Name of the Student Ms. SAIRA SAJITH 

Name & Address of the 
St. Teresa's College, Park Avenue, Marine Drive, 
Ernakulam, Kerala-682011 

College/Institution at which 

the Student is Studying 
University/Board, which the 

Institution is Affiliated to 
Mahatma Gandhi University, Kerala 

Branch/Discipline of Study B. Voc in Software Development 

Student's Registration No. VB20SWD014 

Semester /Year of Study 4th Semester 
Name & Address of the 
Institution/Centre where the 
Internship Program was 

Conducted 
Online Portal Registration No. 

Keltron Knowledge Centre (54), 
Near Govt. Ayurveda College, Trivandrum 

KI015403 

Roll No./Register No. K21541110286 

Program category INTERNSHIP 

Period &Duration of the 

Program 
04.02.2022 to 10.02.2022 (1 Week) 

Domains in Cyber Security, Cybercrime Types, Hackers and 

Hacking Familiarization to, Cyber Security Expert, Threats 
Area of Exposure 

and Motives, Introduction to Networking Devices 

Status COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY 

Hidule 
Keltron Flourse 

VAlayanaiem nvendrU? 
695033 Authorized Signatory 

(Knowledge Services) Temp.No..KSG/INTP/Type- 1/2:01.04.2019 

Regd. Offlice : Keltron House, Vellayambalam, Thiruvarnanthapuram, Kerala State, India. Pin:695 033, Tel: 04714094444 
Visit us at our website :http://www.ketron.org 

Doa No KSGLH03-21/010(2500) 



CERTIFICATE
OF ONLINE PARTICIPATION

SALINI.C.S
has successfully completed the Four - days training

program on the topic

Psychometric Testing in Children

THIS IS  TO CERTIFY THAT

Date Of Issue - 26th March, 2022

Dr. Mrigank Aggarwal
Program Coordinator

This training program is for the educational purpose

Dr. Shipra Gupta
Sr. Occupational Therapist, Rehab Psychologist
Director SensAble Child Clinic





K.R.BAKE^ erda 

ebratior Baked with love. Since 1969 

Date: 24/12/2021 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

This is to certify that Ms. SALONI SANToSH NEVGI, D/O SANTOSH M 
NEVGI, Reg: No-SB2ONDO24 St. TERESA's cOLLEGE, ERNAKULAM has 
done her internship in KR Bakes PVT LTD Ernakulam, from 13/12/2021 
to 23/12/2021.

During the internship she demonstrated good design skills with a self- 
motivated attitude to learn new things. Her performance exceeded 
expectations and was able to complete the internship successfully on time. 

We wish her to all the best for her future endeavors.

Warm regards, 

SPVT L 
KR Bakes PVT LTD ErnakulamARNATTO

COCHIN-682025 

For K,R. BAKES PyT. LTD. 
, CiV' 

Regional HR 

KR BAKES PVT. LTD. 
GROUP 

Since 1969 
32/1175-A, CIVIL LANE ROAD, PALARIVATTOM, CoCHIN 682 025. PH. OFF: 2205066, 2349674 

CIN: U 15412TZ2000PTCO09294| E-mail: krbakescvtm@gmail.com Web: www.krbakes.com 



Baked with love. Since 1969 

Date: 14/01/2022 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

This is to certify that Ms. SANA S V, D/O SHAJI VS, Reg: No-
SB20ND025, St. Teresa's College, Ernakulam has done her internship in 
KR Bakes PVT LTD Ernakulam, from 03/01/2022 to 13/01/2022. 

During the internship she demonstrated good design skills with a self-
motivated attitude to learn new things. Her performance exceeded 
expectations and was able to complete the internship successfully on time. 

We wish her to all the best for her future endeavors. 

Warm regards, 

I 

KR Bakes PVT LTD Ernakl,;! 

For K. R. BAKES PVT. LTD. ~ </~,-.'),. 

h,.., e--Lt .~ 
R~' '-' 

KR BAKES PVT. LTD. 
32/1175-A, CIVIL LANE ROAD, PALARIVATTOM, COCHIN · 682 025. PH. OFF: 2205066, 2349674 

CIN : U 1 5 41 2 T Z 2 O O O PT C O O 9 2 9 41 E-mail : krbakescvtm@gmail.com I Web : www.krbakes.com 





Kerala State Electronics Development Corporation Ltd. 

(AGovemment of Kerala Undertaking) KEKELTRON 
CIN:U74999KL 1972SGco02450 

ITBG Knowledge Services Group 
GSTIN 32AABCK 1319E4Z5 

Phone: 0471-2724765| Helpline No: +91 9188665545 E-mail: iteg@keltron.org Website Link : ksg.keltron.in 

KSG/54/INTP/22-03/L1633 05.03.2022 

CERTIFICATE 

Certified that the student has completed the Internship Program conducted at KELTRON as per 

the particulars given below: 

Name of the Student Ms. SANDRA E DEEPAK 

Name& Address of the 
College/Institution at which 

the Student is Studying8 
University/Board, which the 

Institutionis Affiliatedto 

St. Teresa's College, Park Avenue, Marine Drive, 
Ernakulam, Kerala-682011 

Mahatma Gandhi University, Kerala 

Branch/Discipline of Study B. Voc in Software Development 

Student's Registration No. VB20SWD015 

4th Semester Semester/ Year of Study 

Name& Address of the 
Institution/Centre where the 
Internship Program was 

Keltron Knowledge Centre (54), 
Near Govt. Ayurveda College, Trivandrum 

Conducted 
Online Portal Registration No. KI015407 

Roll No./Register No. K21541110296 

Program Category INTERNSHIP 

Period & Duration of the 
04.02.2022 to 10.02.2022 (1 Week) 

Program 
Domains in Cyber Security, Cybercrime Types, Hackers and 

Area of Exposure Hacking Familiarization to, Cyber Security Expert, Threats 

and Motives, Introduction to Networking Devices 

Status COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY 

nHouse 
moalam Aauls 

Authorized Signatory 

(Knowledge Services) 

Temp.No.:KSG/INTP/Type 1/2:01.04.2019 

Regd. Office : Keltron House, Vellayambalam, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala State, India. Pin:695 033, Tel: 0471-4094444
Visit us at our website :http://www.keltron.org 

Doc No KSGH02-20O09(2500) 



CERTIFICATE
OF ONLINE PARTICIPATION

SANDRA SIVADAS
has successfully completed the Four - days training

program on the topic

Psychometric Testing in Children

THIS IS  TO CERTIFY THAT

Date Of Issue - 26th March, 2022

Dr. Mrigank Aggarwal
Program Coordinator

This training program is for the educational purpose

Dr. Shipra Gupta
Sr. Occupational Therapist, Rehab Psychologist
Director SensAble Child Clinic



Authorised Signatory

CI N : U75357257525KJG855557

Hedge Equities Limited 

11/04/2022
 

ONLINE INTERNSHIP COMPLETION CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that Ms. Saniya Mary v a (Reg. No - SB20ACOM046)

(Hedge ID - HSAE000074) from St Teresa\'s college, ernakulam has

successfully completed her Online Internship Program at Hedge

Equities Ltd., Cochin from 12th February 2022 to 2nd April 2022 in the

topic "Finance".During the internship Saniya Mary v a was exposed to

the various activities of our Research Department.
 

During the internship, Saniya Mary v a demonstrated problem solving

and analytical skills. Her performance exceeded expectations and she

was able to complete the internship successfully on time.
 

We at Hedge Equities Ltd., wish her all the very best in her future

endeavours.
 

For Hedge Equities Ltd.

REGISTERED OFFICE : 

B 302 Trade Square, Mehra Compound, Near DSK Mad huban, Sakinaka Kuria Road, And heri East, Mumbai - 400 072, Tel : 9072530273 

CORPORATE OFFICE : Hedge House, Mamanga lam, Kochi - 682025, Kera la, I ndia I Tel: 0484 6130400, Mob : 9349312345 

Emai l : info@hedgegroup.in I Website : www.hedgeequities.com

mailto:info@hedgegroup.in?subject=&body=
http://www.hedgeequities.com/


Report of Internship 

 
By 

SARAH MARIA SAJU 

 
REGISTER NO: AB19BMAT003 

(2019 – 2022) 
 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS) 

ERNAKULAM, KOCHI - 682011 

2022



DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), ERNAKULAM 
 

 
CERTIFICATE 

 

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by Sarah Maria Saju, 
AB19BMAT003 is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at the  Indian Institute of 
Information Technology, Kottayam during the academic year 2021-2022 

 
 
 
Dr. Susan Mathew Panakkal            Dr. Ursala Paul 

 
          Class Teacher Head of the department  

 
 



REPORT 

Institute of Information Technology are autonomous public technical and research institutes 
located across India. It is under the jurisdiction of Ministry of Education. I worked at Indian 
Institute of Information Technology, Kottayam as an intern. I worked on the topic ‘The 

Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors’ assigned by my internship guide.  

I worked from home as an intern for two months. My tenure of work was from 01-12-2021 to 
21-01-2022. I worked on the given topic and also discussed and reported my activities to my 
internship guide every week through the online google meet platform. At the end of the 
internship period I presented my work as a  power point presentation and submitted a final 
report of my work done throughout internship period to the assigned internship guide. 

The internship was a great learning experience and it was worth for the time I invested during 
this period. Being mentored by the faculty of IIT with good communication skill helped me to 
work the assigned topic comfortably. Working from home helped me to manage my studies 
and internship work flexibly. 

Working under a guide individually on a given topic helped me to gain a good work 
experience and learned how to be punctual without compromising the quality of work.  
Working as an individual person rather in a team helped me to improve my skills and to 
manage and prioritize the work assigned on me. 

 



Certificate from Employee 
 
 
 

 
 

 



VERTEX SECURITIES LIMITED 
(A Subsidiary of Transwarranty Finance Limited) 

Thottathil Towers, II Floor Market Road, Ernakulam, Kochi 682018 
Telephone : 0484 2384848

Fax : 0484-2394209 

Web: www.vertexbroking.com 
Email: vsi@vertexbroking.com 

CIN U67120KL1993PTCO07349 

YS 
vERTEX 

02-05-2022 

INTERNSHIP COMPLETION CERTIFICATE 

This is to certify that Ms. Sasha Ann D'souza (Admission Number 

2993), a student of Department of Commerce (SF), St. Terasa's College 

(Autonomous), Ernakulam under I Year B.Com Degree Course, 

presently doing IVth Semester B.Com. Capital Market C Batch for the 

Academic Year 2021-22 has successfully completed her internship from 

18" April, 2022 to 30h April 2022 in Vertex Securities Limited, Cochin. 

During the course of her internship, she was found to be hardworking, 

inquisitive and attentive and acquired the requisite knowledge 

We wish her good luck in her future endeavours. 

For VERTEX SECURITIES LIMITED 

GUR 

cOCHIN.18 
GEORGE MAMPILLY 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR & CFO 

STOCK/SHARES: DEMAT SERVICES/ INVESTMENT CELL 
MEMBER: NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE, BOMBAY STOCK EXCHANGE, DEPOSITORY PARTICIPANT - NSDL 



HOME, MOTHERPRODUCTS
Koovappady, Perumbavoor, Kerala - 683 544

Ph : +91 (0) 484 - 3254921, 3258203, 3290709
Tele Fax :2649527, E-rnail : mariyaspickles@yahoo.co.in

Ref: Date:"g,,,.. t.....e.,,$,..c.,e .......

ro\A/HQxn llI4AygM

This is to certify that Miss.Bhagyalakshmi.S a student of M.Voc (Food

Processing Technology),St.Teresa's College Ernakulam has successfully

completed 20 Days (from 26'n December zOZLto 14th January 20221

internship program fit our company at Perumbavoor.During the

period of her internship program with us she was found punctual,

hardworking and inquisitive.

We wish her every success in life.

Fqlu' h"$uru.tffi Muther Prwducts

AutH,rorlaffid $imnature

ERffi'$1 PEI

1[r,r.H







MALAYALAM FOODSS 
Koovappady PO., Koodalappadu, Perumbavoor 

Ernakulam Dist., Kerala 683 544 

Email: motherbirds@gmail.com 

MANUFACTURERS OF: PiCKLES, SAUCE, JAM, SqUABH, 9YRUP, CRUSH, SDC, VINEGAR... 

Tele Fax : 0484 2642377 

Mob:9142125943 

Date:25/May/2022 

CERTIFICATE 

This is to certify that Ms. Bhagyalakshmi S, PG First year student of ST. TERESA'S 

COLLEGE Ernakulam, in the trade of M.Voc Food Processing Technology; has 

undergone in plant training for 20 days in our organization from 4 May 2022 

24th May 2022. 

During the above period she was trained in the segment of Squash, Soft Drink 

Concentrate, Lime juice Cordial, Vinegar, Pickles & Sauces 

AA 
For MALAYALAM FOODS GSTIN-32AODPA6459J12ZY 

PHi: 0484-2642377 

VAPPAD 

ALA 

0., PERUMO 
Manager 













 

EXPERIENCE LETTER 

 

 

Date: 09th September, 2021 

 

To Whom It May Concern 

 

This letter certifies that Shafreena was an employee in the role of Business Development 

Intern with WrittenlyHub Private Limited during the period beginning 07th April, 2021 and 

ending 11th August, 2021. 

 

During his/her time at the company, Shafreena has remained dedicated to his/her work and 

fulfilled his/her responsibilities with complete sincerity. He/She has always maintained a 

professional and courteous conduct. 

 

We wish him/her all the best in his/her future career opportunities. 

 

Please contact us for any additional information. 

Sincerely, 

 

Shreelekha Singh 

Chief Operating Officer 

WrittenlyHub Pvt. Ltd. 







Authorised Signatory

CIN : U75357257525KJG855557

Hedge Equities Limited 

13/04/2022
 

ONLINE INTERNSHIP COMPLETION CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that Ms. Shana PM (Reg. No - SB20BCOM046) (Hedge ID -

HSAE000024) from St.Teresa?s College Eranakulam has successfully completed

her Online Internship Program at Hedge Equities Ltd., Cochin from 9th February

2022 to 19th March 2022 in the topic "Wealth Management".During the

internship Shana PM was exposed to the various activities of our Research

Department.
 

During the internship, Shana PM demonstrated problem solving and analytical

skills. Her performance exceeded expectations and she was able to complete the

internship successfully on time.
 

We at Hedge Equities Ltd., wish her all the very best in her future endeavours.
 

For Hedge Equities Ltd.

REGISTERED OFFICE : 
B 302 Trade Square, Mehra Compound, Near DSK Madhuban, Sakinaka Kuria Road, Andheri East, Mumbai - 400 072, Tel : 9072530273 

CORPORATE OFFICE : Hedge House, Mamangalam, Kochi - 682025, Kerala, India I Tel: 0484 6130400, Mob : 9349312345 
Email : info@hedgegroup.in I Website : www.hedgeequities.com

mailto:info@hedgegroup.in?subject=&body=
http://www.hedgeequities.com/


Shana PM

September 2021





Report of Internship    

By    

      BISMI ELIZABETH P. J 

REGISTER NO: SM21MAT004 

(2021 – 2023)    

    

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS    

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS)    

ERNAKULAM, KOCHI - 682011    

2021    

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS    

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), ERNAKULAM    

    

CERTIFICATE    



This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by BISMI ELIZABETH P. J 
Reg.No.SM21MAT004 is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at the E-Lite  
Learning UK,Frenz Consulting Limited, England during the academic year 2022    

NAME OF THE CLASS TEACHER - Dhanalakshmi O M NAME OF THE HOD - Dr.Ursala Paul (Internal  
Mentor-Alka Benny) ( Head of the department )  Designation     

  

  

    

REPORT    

I have completed  internship in the year 2022 at E-Lite Learning UK- an Ed-Tech business 
running under Frenz Consulting Limited. I did my internship as a Teaching Assistant at 
ELite. This was for 5 weeks(1 January 2022 to 31 January 2022).The internship was easier 
if we are acquainted with MS Office. The internship improved my communication skills 
and critical thinking. The intership was good and engaging.      
  
  
  
  
  
Certificate from Employee        



    



Ref. No: HR/078/2022
Date: 08/03/2022

TO WHOMSOEVER IT MAY CONCERN

This is to certify that Ms. Sharissa Marian Hurtis has served as an Intern in Faircode
Technologies Pvt. Ltd. from 01st February 2022 to 28th February 2022.

During her tenure with our Organization, she participated in performing the work with
determination and sincerity. As we observed, she could perform all of the assigned tasks
effectively.

We wish her all the very best in her future endeavors.

Authorized Signatory,

……………………
MGK Vishnu
CEO
Faircode Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

FAIRCODE TECHNOLOGIES Pvt. Ltd. | B1A PAIS AVENUE | WATER LAND ROAD | CHILAVANNOOR | ERNAKULAM | KERALA 682020 |



AMALA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES MEDIC TUTE 

(An undertaking of Amala Cancer Hospital Society) 
(NABH Accredited & ISO 9001:2015 Certified Hospital) 

Amala Nagar, Thrissur - 680 555 
Kerala, India 

Cerlind byS 

THRISsU 

28-08-2021 

TRAINING CERTIFICATE 

This is to certify that Ms. Sharon Mary Davis, Arakal House, Irinjalakuda, Thrissur, had 

undergone training in the Accounts Department of Amala Institute of Medical Sciences, during 

the period from 23-08-2021 to 28-08-2021. 

During the aforementioned period, she has got an overview of Books of Accounts, Rccords and 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

This industrial training report emphasises on the experience and knowledge I 
have gathered as an Intern at the Fortkochi co-operative Society from 13th 
December to 7th January. 

The industrial training is undertaken in the financial sector. This provided an 
excellent opportunity to acquire first-hand experience and exposure to the 
banking activities. The trainings intend to provide a chance to get to know the 
actual applications of all theoretical concepts in real life situations.  

 

OVERVIEW OF COOPERATIVE SOCIETY 
 The co-operative society is active worldwide and is represented in all the 
sectors including agriculture, food, finance, healthcare, etc. The co-operative 
society is formed to protect the interest of weaker sections. It is a voluntary 
association of persons, whose motive is the welfare of the members.  

    The cooperative banks are also regulated by the RESERVE BANK OF 
INDIA (RBI) and governed by BANKING REGULATIONS ACT 1949 and 
BANKING LAWS (COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES) ACT, 1955.The co-
operative banks in India are well established financial service organization.  The 
first legislation of cooperation was passed in 1904.co-operative banks are 
organized and managed on the principal of co-operation, self-help and mutual 
help. They function on the basis of no profit no loss basis. The co-operative 
banks in India started functioning almost 100 years ago. The Co-operative bank 
is an important constituent of the Indian Financial System, judging by the role 
assigned to cooperative bank operate. Though the co-operative movement 
originated in the west, but the importance of such banks have assumed in India 
rarely paralleled anywhere else in the world. The co-operative bank I the urban 
areas also have increased phenomenally in recent years due to the sharp increase 
in the number of primary co-operative. While the co-operative banks in rural 
areas mainly finance agricultural based activities including farming, cattle, milk, 
hatchery, personal finance etc. along with some small scale industries and self-
employment driven activities, the co-operative banks in urban areas mainly 
finance various categories of people for self-employment industries, small scale 
units, home finance, consumer finance, personal finance etc. Co-operative 
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Banks in India are regulated under the Co-operative Societies Act. The co-
operative bank is also regulated by RBI. They are governed by the Banking 
Regulations Act1949 and Banking Laws (Co-operative Societies) Act, 196. 

 

 MAIN FUNCTIONS OF CO-OPERATIVE BANKS OR SOCIETIES 
 Co- organized and managed on the principal of co-operation, Self- help and 
mutual help. They function with the rule of ―no profit, no loss‖ basis. Co-
operative banks, as a principle, do not pursue the goal of profit maximization. 
Co-operative bank performs all the main banking functions of deposit 
mobilization, supply of credit and provision of remittance facilities. Co-
operative banks provide limited banking products and are functionally 
specialists in agriculture related products. However, co-operative banks now 
provide housing loans also. UCB‘s provide working capital loans and term loan 

as well. 

 Co-operative banks do banking business mainly in the agriculture and 
rural sector. However, UCBs, SCBs and CCBs operate in semi urban, 
urban and metropolitan areas also. The urban and non-agricultural 
business of these banks has grown over the years. 

 The co-operative banks demonstrate a shift from rural to urban, while the 
commercial banks, from urban to rural. Co-operative banks belong to the 
money markers as well as to capital market. Primary agricultural credit 
societies provide short term and medium term loans. 

 

ROLE OF CO-OPERATIVE BANKING IN INDIA 
 Co-operative Banks are much more important in India than anywhere else in the 
world. The distinctive character of this bank is service at a lower cost and 
service without exploitation. It has gained its importance by the role assigned to 
them, the expectations they are supposed to full fill, their number, and the 
number of offices they operate. Co-operative banks role in rural financing 
continues to be important day by day, and their business in the urban areas also 
has increased phenomenally in recent years mainly due to the sharp increase in 
the number of primary Cooperative banks. In rural areas, as far as the 
agricultural and related activities are concerned, the supply of credit was 
inadequate, and money lenders would exploit the poor people in rural areas 
providing them loans at higher rates. So, Co-operative banks mobilize deposits 
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and purvey agricultural and rural credit with a wider outreach and provide 
institutional credit to the farmers. Co-operative bank have also been an 
important instrument for various development schemes, particularly subsidy-
based programmes for poor. 

ADVANTAGES OF CO-OPERATIVE BANKS 
 Membership of the co-operative society is open to all, who have a 

common object of providing service without expecting returns on it. The 
member can join and leave the society as per their wish. 

 Capital Invested for the society is contributed by the member and various 
grant and subsidies are received from the government for smooth 
processing of business. 

 A cooperative society is registered under Cooperative Societies Act, it is a 
separate legal entity where the liability of its member is limited. It can run 
the business under its name. 

 Where the cooperative society earns more profit while conducting their 
business operation, it is distributed among the members based on their 
participation in business. 

  

DISADVANTAGES OF CO-OPERATIVE BANKS 
 Co-operative society targets small and medium-size businesses. 
 Due to lack of funds, it is difficult to promote the business operation and 

sales promotion. 
 Lack of management skills to control and monitor the members. 
 Management has to depend on Honesty, Integrity, and loyalty to the 

members. 
 Unavailability of new technology. 
 These are not businesses in true sense. People might not have confidence 

in these businesses. 
 Interference of the government. 
 Lack of business secrecy. 
 Cash trading. 
 Lack of motivation. 
 Political interference. 
 Lack of public confidence. 
 Limited scope for expansion 
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REGISTRATION OF THE COOPERATIVE SOCIETY 
To form a society, minimum 10 Individuals shall be desirous of forming a 
society for mutual benefit. Once the group is formed, a provisional committee is 
established and they elect a chief promoter for the society. The name for the 
society is selected the chief promoter and members mutually. An application has 
to be made to registration authority explaining the business operation to be 
conducted by the members. After submitting documents and confirming, the 
concerned authority issues a certificate of name approval. After name approval, 
the registration fees and the share capital amount has to be collected from 
prospective members. A separate bank account in the name of the society must 
be opened. Registration fees and share capital amount has to be deposited in that 
bank account. The bank will issue a certificate for it. Once the bank formalities 
are completed, the chief promoter has to apply for the registration process with 
all set of documents. The application for registration has to be made in Form No. 
A, which needs to be consent of 90% of the members. Once the documents are 
submitted, the concerned authority will cross verify the documents and decide 
whether to issue a certificate or not. The register of application is maintained by 
the registrar of the particular ward to enter the details of the new forming 
society. An application has to be made in Form B .The Registrar issues a receipt 
for submission of application and provide the status of such application from 
time to time. If there is any discrepancy in the application, it must be sent for 
rectification. The registering authority after being satisfied will notify society 
registration in the gazette and issue a registration certificate to its members. 

PROBLEMS OF CO-OPERATIVE BANK 

Co-operative banks are no exceptions when it comes to problems .As in the case 
of commercial banks, these do have certain problem: 

 The vital link in co-operative credit system namely, the primary co-
operative associations themselves are weak. 

 They suffer from weak quality of loan assets and force unsatisfactory 
recovery of loans. 

 They suffer from infrastructure weakness and structural flaws. 
 They suffer to some extent officially and politically. 
 Limited ability to mobilize resources. 
 Low Level of recovery. 
 High transaction of cost. 
 Administered rate of interest structure for a long time. 
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 Due to cooperative legislation and administration, Govt. interference has 
become are regular feature in the day-to-day administration of the 
cooperative institution. Some of the problem area that arises out of the 
applicability of the cooperatives legislative is: 

                    • Deliberate control of cooperatives by the government 

                    • Nomination of board of director by the government. 

                    • Participation of the nominated director by the government.  

                     • Deputation of government officials to cooperative institution etc. 

 The state cooperative banks are not able to formulate their respective 
policies for investment of their funds that include their surplus resources 
because of certain restrictions. 

 Prior approval of RBI is mandatory for opening of new branches of SCBs. 
The SCBs are required to submit the proposal for opening of new 
branches to RBI through NABARD, whose recommendations is primarily 
taken into consideration while according permission. 
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INSTITUITION PROFILE 
 

Fortkochi Cooperative Society ltd no 687 was established in 1947 as small scale 
mutual benefit society. It initially intended into improving the savings behavior 
of the people of neighborhood. It was incorporated by the then group of local 
leaders as a small financial support for the people. It was primarily incorporated 
as the Mattancherry people’s Co-operative Society. The membership was 
initially restricted to the people recommended by the board of Director. The 
service initially offered was limited to mutual benefit scheme. 

In the late 80’s and the beginning of  90’s the society expanded its service line 
and relaxed the membership conditions. Thus leading to a massive growth in the 
business.  By mid 90’s under the leadership of the ex mayor Mr. K J Sohan the 
society expanded and opened various schemes and offered memberships 
opportunity for the public. 

They mainly function for : 

● The co-operative society is formed to protect the interest of weaker 
sections.  

● It is a voluntary association of persons, whose motive is the welfare of the 
members. 

● They are regulated by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and governed by 
Banking Regulations Act 1949 and Banking Laws (Cooperative Societies) 
Act, 1955. 

● The basic 3  principals of any society are co-operation, self-help and 
mutual help 

 

The society offers 2 classes of membership A class and B class. As on the date 
march 2021 there are 10963 A class members and 23345 B class members. The 
members in the society include both individuals as well as the institutional 
investors.  
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Figure 1 

 

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
The present board of Directors is as follows: 

TITLE  NAME 
  
President K J Sohan 
Vice President P A Bose 
  
Members K Subrahamanian 
 K J Xavier 
 Varghese Joseph 
 Juliet Peter 
 Rose Mary Wilson 
 S B Alibaba 
 K B Ramani 
 Xavier Kurishingal 
 P A Joseph 
  
 Table 1 

 

Secretary upto December 31st 2021:  Mrs Jessy Wilson 

Secretary in charge from 1st January 2022: Mr. Babu C M 

0
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From 1st  November 2014 the society started to work in the newly owned 
building , situated in Amaravathy  Fortkochi . This shift helped in the growth of 
the society’s business. There are 5 permanent staffs and 6 collection agents 
working in the society under the guidance of the secretary. 

The software used in the society is Pacsware. PacsWare is our Total Branch 
Automation (TBA) software developed exclusively for Primary Agricultural 
Credit Societies (PACS). With an experience of 15+years, PacsWare is one of 
the most comprehensive TBA applications in the market catering the end-to-end 
business requirements of PACS in Kerala. PacsWare covers entire functional 
areas of PACS including the non-banking business like fertilizer business, Retail 
Business etc. PacsWare continuously getting updated with new technologies like 
Any Branch Banking (ABB) Tele- Banking, Mobile Collection Device 
integration etc. 

OBJECTIVES 
 To provide support and services to the members of the society. 
 To help each other mutually and not to have competition. 
 To provide easy credit facilities to the members. 
 To practice fair and transparent business activities. 
 To deliver the quality services to the customers. 
 To develop self-reliance, co-operation and self-respect among the 

members. 
 To provide education and support for the members. 
 To undertake activities needed for the welfare and well-being of the 

member and the society. 
  

SERVICES PROVIDED 
 

There are various services provided by the society. The major services offered 
are: 

Normal loan 

As per the circulars and recommendations the basic personal loan amounting 
from Rs 5000/- upto Rs 25000/- for a maximum period of 3 years. And amounts 
exceeding Rs 25000/- upto Rs 200000/- will have a repayment period upto 5 
years. 
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Property loan  

Taking self owned property as mortgage or security with a minimum 2 cent plot 
a maximum amount upto Rs 2500000/- for upto 120 months. 

 

Housing loan 

Loans are given to atleast 2.5 cent of self-owned property for a maximum 
amount of Rs 2500000/-  upto 120 months duration. 

 

Gold loan 

Loans are given at the daily market rate upto Rs 250000 at 10.5% yearly rate. 

 

Mobile scheme 

Special scheme launched during the pandemic season to help financially weak 
students to acquire an electronic gadget to continue schooling. 

 

Saving deposit Account 

Savings bank account is available for both the class members with a market 
interest rate. 

 

Pigmi deposit Account 

Under the guidance of the society 8 collection agents are working within the 
activity limit of the society as the daily collection agents, with a view to improve 
the savings behavior of the members. 
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Fixed deposit Account 

FD Interest Rates 

15-45 days          4.75% 
46-90 days          5.25% 
91-179 days        5.75% 
180-365 days      6.25% 
1-2 years             6.75% 
Above 2 years     6.50% 
Table 2 

Mutual benefit schemes 

Mutual benefit schemes of amounts from Rs 25000/-  to  Rs 200000/- (principle) 
with monthly payment from Rs 1000/- to Rs 5000/- for a duration of 25 to 50 
months. Presently there are 13 MBS schemes. 

 

PROFILE OF THE EXTERNAL MENTOR 

 

Name Of The External Mentor Mr. Babu C M  
 

Designation Secretary in Charge 
 

Experience In The Field Joined as a junior accounting clerk at 
the society in 2007.  
Senior accountant at Fortkochi 
Cooperative Society since 2011. 
Secretary in charge since 1st January 
2022 
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OVERVIEW OF TRAINING 
Work done or skills acquired through industrial training 

    

 Data entry for Mutual Benefit Scheme 

The data was entered in the software as well as the MBS ledger in an 
orderly manner. The data was studied to identify the customer regularity. 

 Data entry for fixed deposit renewal 

The data regarding the fixed deposit interest and closure was entered in 
the software as well as the FD receipt book. 

 Data entry for Pigmi deposit 

The daily collection data from the agent’s portable device was imported in 
to the software and was checked on daily basis, so as to maintain correct 
records. 

 Data entry for savings deposit book 

The savings deposit book was verified with the account balances in the 
software and new entries were made to tally both the books. 

 Data entry for accounts auditing  

The data was entered for the accounts audit. The process such as voucher 
verification, day book check etc. was undertaken. 

 New share issue procedure 

The official processes for the issue of both A class and B class shares 
were done. Assisted the secretary for the member verification. 

 Fixed deposit opening and closing procedure 

The fixed deposit opening and closing procedure was undertaken. The 
data entry for both the society and the customer was done. Issued the FD 
receipt. 
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 Savings deposit opening and closing procedure 

The savings deposit opening and closing procedure was undertaken. The 
data entry for both the society and the customer was done. Issued the 
savings deposit passbook. 

 Pigmi deposit opening and closing procedure 

The pigmi deposit opening and closing procedure was undertaken. The 
data entry for both the society and the customer was done. Issued the 
pigmi deposit passbook and added the customer details in the agent’s 
device. 

 Filling and sending of intimation card 

The intimation cards were drafted and mailed for the defaulting 
customers. 

 Loan opening, data verification and book issue procedure 

Verified the legal documents for the loan issue and issued the loan 
passbook. Assisted in the customer background check. 

 Loan repayment and interest entry 

The loan repayment and interest entry was done. Calculated and accepted 
the loan repayment amount. 

 Mutual benefit scheme book issue 

The passbook was issued for the new MBS scheme members after 
calculating their installments and dues. 

 Cash deposit 

Accepted cash deposit from the customers and entered data in both the 
software and the savings deposit book. Issue voucher for cash deposit. 

 Cash withdrawal 

Accepted cash withdrawal slips from the customers and entered data in 
both the software and the savings deposit book. Issued and passed 
voucher for cash withdrawal. 
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 Minutes writing in the annual general body meeting 

The Annual General Body Meeting was convened during the industrial 
training period, the minutes was prepared for the meeting. 

 Document verification and filing 

The documents were verified and filled during the audit period and daily 
document filing was done. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

The principal purpose of this report is to demonstrate my internship experience, 
which enables me to understand the operations, functions and overall services 
offered by the society to the public. This report also summarises my 
experiences, tasks, observations and realisations from my internship in this 
institution. 

The industrial training was undertaken in the financial sector. Thus, it provided 
an excellent opportunity to acquire first-hand experience and exposure to the 
banking activities. The trainings provided a chance to get to know the actual 
applications of all theoretical concepts in real life situations. 

On the whole, this internship was a useful experience. I have gained new 
knowledge, skills and met many new people. The internship was also good to 
find out what my strengths and weaknesses. This helped me to define what skills 
and knowledge I have to improve. Working with the banking institution helped 
me to understand the working of a bank. This internship was a great experience 
which helped me to apply the theories I learnt into practical situations. I was 
able to understand various concept and applicability of theories. I have learned 
more about pacsware and book keeping methods followed in the society. I have 
learned a numerous new things through my internship experience in this short 
span of time. 

The interaction between the experienced staff at the society helped to monitor 
and learn the communicative skills and etiquettes required to manage the diverse 
customers at the organisation. The training helped to improve my interactions 
with people and learn new things required for working in a team. Under the 
guidance of my experienced mentor and other staffs, I was able to acquire a 
deeper understanding regarding the services provided and impact it can make in 
the lives of the customers. The external mentor monitored my day to activities 
and made relevant corrections time to time, and helped me identify my strengths 
and weakness.  

 This internship has given me new insights and motivation to acquire more 
knowledge in the banking sector and pursue a career in the same field. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

This internship report emphasises on the experience and knowledge I 
have gathered as an Intern at PEOPLE’S URBAN CO-OPERATIVE 
BANK, THIRUVANKULAM from 17th December 2021 to 13th 
January 2022. 

Internships are generally thought of to be reserved for college 
students looking to gain experience in a particular field. However, a 
wide array of people can benefit from Training Internships in order to 
receive real world experience and develop their skills. An objective 
for this position should emphasize the skills you already possess in 
the area and your interest in learning more. Utilizing internships is a 
great way to build your resume and develop skills that can be 
emphasized in your resume for future jobs. When you are applying 
for a Training Internship, make sure to highlight any special skills or 
talents that can make you stand apart from the rest of the applicants so 
that you have an improved chance of landing the position.  

The principal purpose of this report is to demonstrate my internship 
experience, which enables me to understand the operations, functions 
of the Co-operative Bank to which I was assigned. This report also 
summarises my experiences, tasks, observations and realisations from 
my internship in this Bank.  

I have included company profile, and the services provided by the 
company, objectives and experiences gained from internship along 
with conclusion. 
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 OVERVIEW OF COOPERATIVE BANK 

 

Co-operative banks are financial entities established on a co-operative 
basis and belonging to their members. This means that the customers 
of a co-operative bank are also its owners. These banks provide a wide 
range of regular banking and financial services. 

 

The main function of the central cooperative banks is to provide loans 
to the primary cooperative societies. However, some loans are also 
given to individuals and others. Capital: The central cooperative banks 
raise their working capital from own funds, deposits, borrowings and 
other sources. 

 

The sole shareholder of the Co-operative Bank Finance plc is the Co-
operative Bank Holdings Ltd which is a private company limited by 
share capital. According to the Bank's 2019 accounts, the holding 
company is owned by hedge funds and other asset management 
companies. 

The Co-operative Banks in India are governed as per the Banking 
Regulations Act 1949 and Banking Laws (Co-operative Societies) Act, 
1955. 

These Banks have been opened with the motto of ‘no-profit-no-loss’ 

and thus, do not seek for profitable ventures and customers only. As the 
name suggests, the main objective of Co-operative Banks is mutual 
help.  

few important features of Co-operative Banking in India: 

• They work on the principle of ‘one person, one vote’. Since these 

banks are owned by the members, a Board of Directors is chosen 
democratically and then they are responsible for controlling the 
Organisation 

• Farmers can avail agricultural loans on minimum interest rates 
from the Co-operative Banks 
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• Providing easy and accessible loans and credit benefits in the 
rural areas with scarce banking facilities 

• The annual profit earned is spent on financial reserves and 
required resources and a part of it is distributed among the Co-
operative members, as per the prescribed limitations 

These institutions play a critical role in last-mile credit delivery and in 
extending financial services across the length and breadth of the 
country through their geographic and demographic outreach. 

Advantages of Co-operative Banks 

The Co-operative banks have acted as a boon to various sectors of 
Indian society and also played an important role in the development 
of the economy. 

few advantages of the Co-operative Banks in India: 

• These banks have provided aid to the rural population by 
granting loans and credits with interest rates, lower in 
comparison to that asked by local money lenders 

• They have their reach at every corner of the country and have 
managed to maintain a personal rapport with the customers 

• Since the bank is owned and governed by the members 
themselves, they do not seek huge profits and believe in mutual 
help 

• The interest rate on deposits is high and on loans is low 
• They promote productive borrowing, in order to reduce the risk 

of loss 
• Co-operative Banks have helped the farmers by providing them 

agricultural credits to buy basic products like fertilizer, seeds, 
etc. 

Disadvantages of Co-operative Banks 

few disadvantages of the Co-operative Banks in India: 

• To lend money, they need investors which are tough to find 
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• Over the years, the number of NPAs and overdues have been 
increasing 

• Since the lack of investors and money, few of them have not 
been delivering the credits and money to the rural population 

• Rather than small industrialists, the benefits from Co-operative 
Banks have been enjoyed by rich landowners 

• The Co-operative Banks across the country are not equally 
developed. A few states have more functioning and beneficial 
units, while some states have faced loss 

• Political interference has also been observed in these banks 
• With new types of banks opening up, the Co-operative Banks 

are facing the risk of losing their customers 
To overcome this loss, the RBI must take up steps regarding audit 
facilities and implementation of strict rules must be followed. 

Co-operative Banks – Key Points 

few points of takeaway to understand the Co-operative Banking in 
India even better. 

• Based on the current situation of the Co-operative Banks in 
India the regulating body, RBI, under the guidance of former 
Deputy Governor of RBI, R. Gandhi has decided to merge few 
co-operative banks with small financial banks 

• It has also been advised that a special committee must be 
assigned only to monitor the proper functioning of these 
financial entities 

• With PMC Bank coming under the radar of RBI, other co-
operative banks need to gain back the confidence of the 
common public to invest and borrow from them 

• Strict rules, as followed by other banks, must be implemented in 
this case as well, to reduce the risk factor 
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COMPANY PROFILE 
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           PEOPLE’S URBAN CO-OPERATIVE BANK 

 

                                          

        

 

Started in 1917 at a central place in Tripunithura which was then the 
seat of the Cochin Royal family, the institution was one of the pioneers 
of the co-operative movement. The main function of the Bank then was 
to lend money at reasonable rates of interest to the common people in 
order to save them from the clutches of money lenders who used to 
charge usurious interest and extort the common people. 

The Bank is a pioneer institution of its kind in the State which had the 
unique honour of hosting the FATHER OF THE NATION for a public 
speech at its own premises in 1932. Also, the Bank had the privilege of 
hosting the national leaders like the late Rajendra Prasad and the late 
Jayaprakash Narayan and making it a venue to address the people and 
instill in them the urge for national freedom and make them work for 
it. 

The activities of the Bank in relieving the hardship of the common 
people, though not in a large measure, earned for it a good name among 
the people of the locality. The credit worthiness and reputation of the 
Bank at that time are evident from the fact that even the Quilon National 
Bank, one of the leading banks in South India at that time used to 
deposit its surplus cash with this Bank. The reputation of this institution 
and its activities had enabled it to play a worthy role in the political, 
Social and cultural life of the people of the locality. 
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Five decades ago, Pandit Devadar, an expert on co-operation who 
visited the Bank, in his report to the Government stressed that the Bank 
was an institution worthy of emulation by other Co-operative Banks. 

The Peoples’ Urban Bank is a licenced Special Grade Urban Bank 

which comes under the purview of the Banking Regulation Act and 
controlled by the Reserve Bank of India. The registered office of the 
Bank is at TRIPUNITHURA, apart of the metropolitan city of 
COCHIN, which is known as the Queen of Arabian Sea. Tripunithura 
is famous for the unique festival "Atha Chamayam" in several 
foreigners used to participate in the festival every year. 
The Bank is graded as "A" in audit for the last 16 years. The deposits 
of the Bank are insured with THE DEPOSIT INSURANCE AND 
CREDIT GUARANTEE CORPORATION, BOMBAY. The Peoples’ 

Urban Co.operative Bank is considered as one among the top five 
Urban Banks in the state. At present the bank is having about 57000 
shareholders and half a million customers. The bank is a member of the 
Mutual ArrangementScheme of Kerala and AII India Mutual 
Arrangement Scheme, so that the Bank can utilize the services of a 
wide net work of co.operative banks throughout the country for the 
issue of DEMAND DRAFTS, MAIL TRANSFERS, COLLECTION 
OF CHEQUES etc. We have very attractive schemes of Deposits, 
Loans and Advances. 
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MANAGEMENT OF PUCB 

 
 
 
                                      

                                      
 
C N Sundaran                                   K. Jayaprasad 
CHAIRMAN                                 GENERAL MANAGER 
 

 

 

 

                                                                           

 
Gopikrishnan C                                       Babu M        
DIRECTOR                                                     DIRECTOR 
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SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE BANK 

 

 Fixed deposit (Domestic) 
 Vehicle loan  
 Housing loan 
 Housing loan EMI 
 Mortgage loan 
 Business loan  
 Industrial loan 
 Consumption loan 
 Pensioner’s loan 
 vypari vyavasayi gold loan 
 People’s Easy Trade Scheme (PETS) 

 

 

OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIETY 

 

• Provide short term and medium-term loans to the members 
• Provide gold loans 
• To provide services to the members of the society 
• To provide credit facility to members 
• To deliver quality serives 
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WORKS DONE 

 

• DAYBOOK SORTING 
 

A daybook is a book of original entry in which an accountant records 
transactions by date, as they occur. Sorted each days daybook 

 

• KYC UPDATION 
 

Know Your Customer is the process of verifying the identity of 
customer. Fill details of cutomer’s 

 
• IBC & CTS RECORDING 

 

Inward bills collection is a trade service provided by the Bank, as a 
Collecting/Presenting Bank to handle and inform customer 
(buyer/drawee) incoming shipping documents from their supplier 
(drawer). Wrote IBC&CTS transactions onto the register 
 

• NEFT&RTGS 
 
Wrote NATIONAL ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER 
(NEFT) & 
 Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) happened onto the 
register 

 
 

 
• SPECIMEN SCANNING 

 
A copy of your name written by yourself that a bank or other 
organization keeps so that they can be sure that your name on 
a cheque or other document was also written by you. Scanned 
each member’s photographs and signature through software 
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• WROTE AD CARD AND OTHER NOTICES 

 

Wrote notices for due of gold auction statement, mortgage loan etc. 

 
• CUSTOMER CONTACT 

 

In banking, one of the most effective means to keep consumers 
coming back is to provide excellent customer service. Contact 
customers for collection of their new passbook and cheque book 

 

• SEAL STAMPING 
 

It is used mainly in banking, cash in transit, and courier delivery. Seal 
stamped to SB forms 
 

• WITHDRAWAL & TRANSFER CHEQUE 
 
Distribute Withdrawal & Transfer cheque to the customers 
 

• PASSBOOK PRINTING 

 
     Pass Book is a record of transactions taken place between a          
banker and customer. updated customer’s passbook 

 
• 15G/h FILE SORTING 

 

   Form 15G and Form 15H are submitted to prevent banks from 
deducting TDS on the interest earned on a      Fixed Deposit (FD) if 
the total interest income is not more than the prescribed limit. 
Calculated interest amount and sorted SB forms 
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SUMMARY OF MY LEARNING 
 
 
 

• Able to understand the working of a bank 
• Learned about how to behave towards customer on bank 
• Learned to handle printing machines 
• Learned more about banking operations 

 
 
LIMITATIONS 
 

• Office space needs to be renovated 
• There is time lag while handling customers queries and duties 
• There is no enough staffs 
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SUGGESTIONS 

 

 

• The bank should recruit more staff since they don’t have 
enough staff for customer service 

• They do not have suitable and well-maintained printers, pass 
book printers or copy machines, It is therefore preferable that 
they purchase new ones, as these would be beneficial in 
future 

• It would be recommendable if they completed their duties 
and activities quickly so that customers will be satisfied with 
their services without wasting much of time 

• The bank is out of dated in terms of technology. They are still 
utilizing outdated software; thus, it is ideal that bank 
modernize their technological infrastructure and switch to 
current software system on a regular basis 
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CONCLUSION 

 

On the whole, this internship was a useful experience.it helps to 
enhance and develop my skills, abilities and knowledge. It was a good 
experience and memories as not only I have gained experience, but 
also new friends and knowledge. People’s Urban Co-operative bank 
also a good place to do the internship since it provides numerous 
benefits and advantages to trainees. The friendly welcoming staff and 
the space they have created for an intern allowed me with full 
opportunities to learn and know myself as a worker. This experience 
brought out my strength and also the areas I needed to make up. It 
added more confidence to my professional approach built a stronger 
positive attitude and taught me how to work in team as a player. The 
primary objective of an internship is to gather a real-life working 
experience and put their theoretical knowledge into practise. As a 
human being, I noticed many changes in my attitude. I am more 
confident and more likely to do any work now. 

Working with a Co-operative bank, it helped me to understand the 
working of a Bank. This internship was a great experience which 
helped me to apply the theories I learnt into practical situations. I was 
able to understand various concept and applicability of theories. I 
have learned a lot through this internship in this short span of time. 
There is still a lot to discover and to improve. At last, this internship 
has given me new insights and motivation to pursue more knowledge 
in finance career. 
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External Examiner 

j 



HIGHRANGE FOODS PVT. LTD., 
IX/119,.Panamattom Temple Road, Panamattom.P.O, 

Ponkunnam,Kottayam,Kerala-686522. 
CIN:U15205KL1987PTCO004739, GST No:32AAACH6076L1ZH. 

Tel: 04828-297155, E-mail: hrp.manager@lazza.co.in 

Date: 28 May, 2022 

TO WHOME SO EVERIT MAY CONCERN 

This Is to certify that Ms.Sradha Prabhakaran, student of St. Teresa's College, Emakulam has 

successfully completed 20 days internship at Highrange Foods(P)Ltd.(Lazza Icecreams), 

Panamattom.P.O, Ponkunnam, Kottayam. 

She has been regular in attendance and her conduct during the period was good. We wish all 

the best in her future endeavors. 

M 
Thanking you, 

Yours Truly 

For Highrange Foods(P)Ltd. 

Director 

O0DS (P 
EPONWUNNAM

PANAM TOM 

Administrative Office: 28/3030, Cheruparambath Road, Near Old Post Office, Kadavanthra ,Cochin-20. 

LTD NFAH 



Authorised Signatory

CIN : U75357257525KJG855557

Hedge Equities Limited 

11/05/2022
 

ONLINE INTERNSHIP COMPLETION CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that Ms. SREE LAKSHMI V (Reg. No -

SB20CCM055) (Hedge ID - HSAE000090) from St teresas

(autonomous) College, Ernakulam has successfully completed her

Online Internship Program at Hedge Equities Ltd., Cochin from 15th

February 2022 to 16th March 2022 in the topic "Induction and

training".During the internship SREE LAKSHMI V was exposed to

the various activities of our Human Resource Department.
 

During the internship, SREE LAKSHMI V demonstrated interpersonal

and communication skills. Her performance exceeded expectations

and she was able to complete the internship successfully on time.
 

We at Hedge Equities Ltd., wish her all the very best in her future

endeavours.
 

For Hedge Equities Ltd.

REGISTERED OFFICE : 
B 302 Trade Square, Mehra Compound, Near DSK Madhuban, Sakinaka Kuria Road, Andheri East , Mumbai - 400 072, Tel : 9072530273 

CORPORATE OFFICE : Hedge House, Mamangalam, Kochi - 682025, Kerala, India I Tel: 0484 6130400, Mob : 9349312345 

Email : info@hedgegroup.in I Website : www.hedgeequit ies.com

mailto:info@hedgegroup.in?subject=&body=
http://www.hedgeequities.com/






09/09/2021

H.Q : E3/115, Vardhman Mall, 10  No.  Market,  Bhopal, (MP)

This is to certify that Sreelakshmi Jayaprakash Pillai D/O Mr. Sreekala Jayaprakash     
, has successfully completed 1 Month Internship in Social Media Marketing

 
 

at CollegeTips.in. During the period of this internship with us

 
  she was found punctual, hardworking and inquisitive.

                           
We wish her every success in life.

SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 2021



Report of Internship

By

SREELAKSHMI K ANIL

REGISTER NO: AB20BMAT046

(2020 – 2023)

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS)

ERNAKULAM, KOCHI - 682011

2021

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), ERNAKULAM



CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by
SREELAKSHMI K ANIL , AB20BMAT046. is a bonafide record of
the internship done by her at the BODDHI TREE FOUNDATION
,J-8/85, Ground Floor ,Rajouri Garden, New Delhi-110027 during the
academic year 2022

NEENU SUSAN PAUL                                                                                               Dr. URSALA PAUL

(Internal mentor)                                                                                                (Head of the department)

Assistant Professor                                                                                                  Assistant Professor



REPORT

1. Company name and profile

Company name: Boddhi Tree Foundation.

Company profile:

Mission- Better world for underprivileged  through education and
diffusion of                    knowledge.

Vision- Better Education for underprivileged.

Boddhi Tree Foundation is not for profit organization registered on
11th August 2016 with the Ministry of Corporate Affairs, the
Government of India as a company under subsection (2) of section 7
of the Companies Act, 2013 and rule 8 of the Companies
(incorporation) Rules, 1914. The past work includes projects in rural
areas related to non-conventional energy and working with women
groups to train them for their livelihood enhancement. At present , its
engaged in providing free online classes across 17 states of India .
Students from class 1 to 10 , children who have never gone to
school are also included.

2. Nature of the work
Teaching slum children online for 2 hours daily from class 1 to 10.



3. Duration of internship
Duration : 3 months
From      : 3rd January 2022
To           : 2nd April 2022

4. Skills required
● Communication
● Creative thinking
● Confidence
● Patience
● Leadership

Skills gained.
● Time management
● Dedication
● Improved communication skills
● Presentation skills
● Interpersonal skills

5. Personal experience.
Working with an NGO is a real-time experience.  This was the first time

I took up an internship and it helped me a lot to gain experience. It
improved my teaching skills and I got good feedback from the students
which helped me to gain more confidence as a teacher. I was also able to
manage time between my academics and internship. It was also a great
opportunity to work with faculties all over India.  Being a part of the
NGO, I’m glad that I could help the underprivileged students.



Certificate from Employee



CERTIFICATE OF INTERNSHIP

━━━━━━━━━━

KARTHEE VIDYA

Founder & CEO, Team Everest  

 

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT

Sree Lakshmi Menon

has successfully completed curriculum
 

development internship from 25-Sep-2021 to 09-Oct-2021

and developed a curriculum book for teaching
 

English to children.

www.teameverest.ngo

Our Vision: Inspiring everyone to volunteer



STUDY ON PREMENSTRUAL SYNDROME 

AMONG COLLEGE GOING WOMEN IN 

KERALA WITH REFERENCE TO DIETARY 

AND LIFESTYLE HABITSS 

OF THE LORD 
HME FEAR 

EeE 
NINS 

ST. TERESA'S COLLEGE 
(AUTONOMOUS) 
ESTD 1925 

DISSERTATION SUBMITTED 

In partial fulfillment of the requirement for the award of the degree of 

MASTER'S PROGRAMME IN 

CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

BY 

SREELEKSHMI.M 

Register No:SM20MCNO21 

DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

WOMEN'S STUDY CENTRE 

ST.TERESA'S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS) 

ERNAKULAM 

MAY 2022 
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STUDY ON PREMENSTRUAL SYNDROME 

AMONG COLLEGE GOING WOMEN IN 

KERALA WITH REFERENCE TO DIETARY 

AND LIFESTYLE HABITS 

THE LORD DE FEA 

is THE BEON Gor wSDOM 

ST. TERESA'S COLLEGE 
LAUTONOMOUS) 
ESTD 1925 

DISSERTATION SUBMITTED 

In partial fulfillment of the requirement for the award of the degree of 

MASTER'S PROGRAMME IN 

CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

BY 

SREELEKSHMI.M 

Register No:SM20MCNO21 

DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 

WOMEN's STUDY CENTRE 

ST.TERESA'S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS) 

ERNAKULAM 

MAY 2022 

Signature of Internal examiner Signature of External examiner 



Kerala State Electronics Development Corporation Ltd. 
(A Governnment of Kerala Undertaking) KEKELTRON 

CIN U7400OKL 197250CO02A5%0 ITBG Knowledge Services Group 
GSTIN 32AABCK1319E4Z5 

Phone: 0471-2724765 || Helpline No: +91 9188665545 || E-mail: tegO keltron.org || Wobsite Link ksg.køltron.in 

KSG/54/INTP/22-03/L1630 05.03.2022 

CERTIFICATE 

Certified that the student has completed the Internship Program conducted at KELTRON as per 

the particulars given below: 

Name of the Student Ms. SREYA BRIDGIT K B 

Name & Address of the 

College/Institution at which 
the Student is Studying 
University/Board, which the 

Institution is Affliated to 
Branch/Discipline of Study 

St. Teresa's College, Park Avenue, Marine Drive, 

Ernakulam, Kerala-682011 

Mahatma Gandhi University, Kerala 

B. Voc in Software Development

Student's Registration No. VB20SWD019

Semester/Year of Study 
Name& Address of the 
Institution/Centre where the 
Internship Program was 

Conducted

4th Semester 

Keltron Knowledge Centre (54), 
Near Govt. Ayurveda College, Trivandrum 

Online Portal Registration No. KI015401 

Roll No./Register No. K21541110293 

Program Category INTERNSHIP 

Period&Duration of the 

Program 
04.02.2022 to 10.02.2022 (1 Week) 

Domains in Cyber Security, Cybercrime Types, Hackers and 
Hacking Familiarization to, Cyber Security Expert, Threats 

and Motives, Introduction to Networking Devices 

Area of Exposure 

Status COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY 

Keltren House 
yombalm 

805033 

Authorized Signatory 

(Knowledge Services) 
Temp.No.:KSG/INTP/Type- 1/2:01.04. 2019 

Regd. Office: Keltron House, Vellayambalam, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala State, India. Pin:695 033, Tel: 0471-4094444 
Visit us at our website :http://www.keltron.org 

Doc. No KSGALH02-20/009(2500) 



Date: November 17, 2021
Employee ID: TEN/PM/1156
Document No: TEN/LOR/1223

To whom it may concern

Sreya Joseph  worked in The Entrepreneurship Network as a Program Management-Associate  from 
August 1, 2021 to November 1, 2021. During that time, I developed a very high regard for her based on the 
outstanding contributions that she made to our company throughout the internship.

 Sreya Joseph    was part of Program Management Team and developed MVPs, Resource estimates, Raw 
mockups etc on new project ideas.. she has excellent communication skills. In addition, she is extremely 
organized, reliable and computer literate. she can work independently and is able to follow through to ensure 
that the job gets done. she is flexible and willing to work on any project that is assigned to her.

As you can tell by now, I am quite impressed with this outstanding young woman and give her my strongest 
recommendation for roles that require intelligence, organization, communication skills, service and a positive 
attitude. Sreya Joseph  would be a tremendous asset to your company and has my highest recommendation.

Please feel free to contact me if you need additional information or perspective.

 

Sincerely,

 

Swetha Sabu
Chief Human Resource Officer

 The Entrepreneurship Network





CIN-U72200KL2019PTCO56527 

STAC CYBERARK PVT LTD 
No.44/1688 F, Palarivattom, Kochi, Kerala 682025

Tel: 0485 282 4447 Email: mail@cyberarkservices.com Website: www.cyberarkservices.com 
STAC CYBERARK PUT LTD

Cortificate 
This is to certify that (Ms/Mr/Mrs. Fathima. A Student of St. Teresa's College, Ernakulam has

successfuly completed internship in the field of Cyber Security from June 1st to June 30th under guidance 

of Mrs. Suma Rangappa 

During the period of her / his internship program with us, she / he had been exposed to different processes 

and was found dlligent, hardworking and inquisitive. 

We wish her / him every success in her / his life and career. 

A Mrs. Suma Rangappa

30-06-2021 (Director) 
DATE SIGNATURE 

A na R 

STAC CYBERARK PVT LTD











Kerala State Electronics Development Corporation Ltd. 
(A Government of Kerala Undertaking) KEKELTRON 

CIN: U74999KL 19728GCo02450
ITBG Knowledge Services Group 
GSTIN 32AABCK1319E4Z5 

Phone: 0471-2724765 || Helpline No: +91 9188665545|| E-mail: iteg@keltron.org Website Link ksg.keltron.in 

KSG/54/INTP/22-03/L1632 05.03.2022 

CERTIFICATE 

Certified that the student has completed the Internship Program conducted at KELTRON as per 

the particulars given below: 

Name of the Student Mr. STEFFI CHACKO MELAPARAMBIL 

Name & Address of the 
St. Teresa's College, Park Avenue, Marine Drive, 

Ernakulam, Kerala-682011 
College/Institution at which 
the Student is Studying 
University/Board, which the 

Institution is Affiliated to 
Mahatma Gandhi University, Kerala 

Branch/Discipline of Study B. Voc in Software Development 

Student's Registration No. VB20SWD020 

Semester/ Year of Study 4th Semester 
Name & Address of the 
Institution/Centre where the 
Internship Program was 

Conducted 

Keltron Knowledge Centre (54), 
Near Govt. Ayurveda College, Trivandrum 

Online Portal Registration No. KI015402 
-

Roll No./Register No. K21541110295 

Program Category INTERNSHIP 

Period & Duration of the 
04.02.2022 to 10.02.2022 (1 Week) 

Program 
Domains in Cyber Security, Cybercrime Types, Hackers and 

Area of Exposure Hacking Familiarization to, Cyber Security Expert, Threats 

and Motives, Introduction to Networking Devices 

Status cOMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY 

etron Mouse eeyab Tvanfrum 695033 Midula 

Authorized Signatory 

(Knowledge Services) 
Temp.No.KsG/INTP/Type 1/2:01.04.2019 

Regd. Office: Keltron House, Vellayambalam, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala State, India. Pin:695 033, Tel: 0471-4094444 
Visit us at our website :http://www.keltron.org 

Doc. No: KSGLH02-20/009/(2500) 



STELLA	STANLEY	THOMAS
Markets	Division	(Sales	and	Trading)	Virtual
Intern	Experience	(Asia)
Certificate	of	Completion
September	30th,	2021

Over	the	period	of	September	2021,	STELLA	STANLEY	THOMAS	has	completed	practical	task	modules	in:

Prep	before	starting	your	Modules
Prepare	and	lead	the	Trading	Floor	Morning	Meeting
Identify	and	summarize	a	key	article	from	a	financial	news	resource
Develop	a	short	sales	pitch	on	a	unique	trading	idea	or	opportunity	
Build	and	construct	an	analytical	model Citi	APAC	Campus

Team	
Citibank

	

Tom	Brunskill	
CEO,	Co-Founder	of
Forage

Enrolment	Verification	Code	3ZQmCJdKZBD8GcpKN			|			User	Verification	Code	jDwuoxu56g7itsNnb			|		Issued	by	Forage

	

Inspiring	and	empowering	
future	professionals

http://theforage.com/
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K.R.BAKES 
Baked with love. Since 1969

Date: 24/12/2021 

TO WHOMIT MAY CONCERN 

This is to certify that Ms. SUSANNE GEORGE, D/O GEORGE MATHEw, 
Reg: No-SB20ND031 St. TERESAS COLLEGE, ERNAKULAM has done 
her internship in KR Bakes PVT LTD Ernakulam, from 13/12/2021 to 
23/12/2021. 

During the internship she demonstrated good design skills with a self 
motivated attitude to learn new things. Her performance exceeded
expectations and was able to complete the internship successfully on time.

We wish her to all the best for her future endeavors. 

Warm regards,

KR Bakes PVT LTD ErnakulamARve
COCHIN-682025

For K. R,BAKES PVT. LTD. 

Regional HRR 

KR BAKES PVT. LTD.
GROUP 32/1175-A, CIVIL LANE ROAD, PALARIVATTOM, COCHIN -682 025. PH. OFF: 2205066, 2349674

CIN:U15412TZ2000PTCO09294| E-mail : krbakescvtm@gmail.com Web: www.krbakes.com 









Swetha	Denesh
Human	Resources	Program
Certificate	of	Completion
February	1st,	2022

Over	the	period	of	February	2022,	Swetha	Denesh	has	completed	practical	task	modules	in:

Give	constructive	feedback	to	motivate,	change	and	inspire
Learn	about	Lean	Mindset	and	Practice	Lean	Principles	to	Improve	Processes	
Coach	a	leader	on	Compensation	&	Benefits	approach

Imola	Richards	
Global	Program
Manager	-	HR
Leadership	Program	at
GE

	

Tom	Brunskill	
CEO,	Co-Founder	of
Forage

Enrolment	Verification	Code	vtyprGoohdRh29Gmz			|			User	Verification	Code	fxKXJBTSiRPpwXqKp			|		Issued	by	Forage

	

Inspiring	and	empowering	
future	professionals

http://theforage.com/


Swetha	Denesh
Commercial	Banking	Virtual	Experience
Certificate	of	Completion
February	27th,	2022

Over	the	period	of	February	2022,	Swetha	Denesh	has	completed	practical	task	modules	in:

Enter	a	company’s	most	recent	financial	statement
Prepare	a	Capitalization	Table
Prepare	a	company	and	industry	overview	page
Prepare	a	deal	structure	overview	page	while	considering	quantitative	and	qualitative	analyses	
Prepare	a	10-year	Financial	Model	Forecast

Enrolment	Verification	Code	xcdw8syCwBe5YLdH5			|			User	Verification	Code	fxKXJBTSiRPpwXqKp			|		Issued	by	Forage

	

Inspiring	and	empowering	
future	professionals

http://theforage.com/




Report of Internship 

 
                                                By 

                              TANIA P R 

 
                         REGISTER NO: SM20AS022 

                                      (2020 – 2022) 
 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE, (AUTONOMOUS) 

ERNAKULAM, KOCHI - 682011                                                    

2022



DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), ERNAKULAM 
 

 
CERTIFICATE 

 

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by TANIA P R, SM20AS022 is a 
bonafide record of the internship done by her at the The Sparks Foundation, India during the 

academic year 2020-2021 

 
 
 

             ANU MARY JOHN                           SHANTI B P 
 

(Internal Mentor) ( Head of the department ) 
 

                Class Teacher                    HOD 



REPORT 
The Sparks Foundation is an educational not-for-profit organization trying to 
help students hope for successful future. This startup was co-founded by 
people who believe that every student should have a chance at greatness, and 
they have created multiple programs to help students reach their maximum 
potential. The first program that they have successfully put into play for 
about three months now is their Graduate Rotational Internship Program, or 
GRIP. This internship program is based completely online as a part-time 
internship for students. GRIP offers internships for the areas of tech, 
marketing, and human resources. 

                                      I have completed my internship with sparks 
foundation in the domain of data science and business analytics during the 
period from may 2021-june 2021. It was a new experience for me, it gave 
me an opportunity to put my learnings into an actual task. The main tasks of 

this internship was aimed at learning different machine learning algorithms. 

This internship required analytical skills and knowledge in python 

programming language. This internship helped me to gain greater 

understanding of data handling, data cleaning and data visualization. I was 

able to learn the basics of python and the implementation of machine 

learning algorithms in python. The tasks done were posted on my GitHub 

and LinkedIn profiles. The codes of the tasks done were posted on my 

GitHub public repository. For each task a video was needed to be created to 

showcase the work done and it was posted in my LinkedIn profile for peer 

evaluation. This internship helped me to improve my LinkedIn profile. Peer 

evaluation helped me to connect to more people and see the projects they 

create. There was an active and responsive LinkedIn group to help in 

answering the queries related to the internship tasks. Overall, this internship 

was a great learning experience for me. 

 
 
 

 



Certificate from Employee 
 
 

 
 
 















Kerala State Electronics Development Corporation Ltd. 
(A Government of Kerala Undertaking) KEKELTRON

CIN: U74999KL 1972SGco02450 
ITBG Knowledge Services Group 
GSTIN 2AABCK13 19E4Z 

Phone: 0471-2724765 l Helpline No: +91 9188665545 || E-mail: iteg@keltron.org | Website Link: ksg.keltron.in

KSG/$4/INTP/22-03/L1627 05.03.2022

CERTIFICATE

Certified that the student has completed the Internship Program conducted at KELTRON as per 

the particulars given below: 

Name of the Student Ms. THANUSREE K K 

Name &Address of the 
College/Institution at which 

St. Teresa's College, Park Avenue, Marine Drive, 

the Student is Studying 
University/Board, which the 

Institution is Affiliated to 

Ernakulam, Kerala-682011 

Mahatma Gandhi University, Kerala 

Branch/Discipline of Study B. Voc in Software Development 

Student's Registration No. VB20SWD021 

Semester/Year of Study 4th Semester 
Name & Address of the 
Institution/Centre where the 
Internship Program was 

Conducted 

Keltron Knowledge Centre (54), 
Near Govt. Ayurveda College, Trivandrum 

Online Portal Registration No. KI015408 

Roll No./Register No. K21541110290 

Program Category INTERNSHIP 

Period & Duration of the 
04.02.2022 to 10.02.2022 (1 Week) 

Program 
Domains in Cyber Security, Cybercrime Types, Hackers and 

Hacking Familiarization to, Cyber Security Expert, Threats 

and Motives, Introduction to Networking Devices 

Area of Exposure 

Status COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY 

ltron Hovs 
alam 

dule 

Authorized Signatory 

(Knowledge Services) 
Temp.No.KSG/NTP/Type /2:01.04.2019 

Regd. Oiice: Keltron House, Vellayambalam, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala State, India. Pin:695 033, Tel: 04714094444 

Visit us at our website :http://www.keltron.org 
Doc No: KSGLH03-21/010(2500) 



Tharaka Sajikumar

October 2021
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CERTIFICATE
OF ONLINE PARTICIPATION

TRAICY PLACKATTU
has successfully completed the Four - days training

program on the topic

Psychometric Testing in Children

THIS IS  TO CERTIFY THAT

Date Of Issue - 26th March, 2022

Dr. Mrigank Aggarwal
Program Coordinator

This training program is for the educational purpose

Dr. Shipra Gupta
Sr. Occupational Therapist, Rehab Psychologist
Director SensAble Child Clinic





U.S Gourikrishna

October 2021
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Report of Internship

By

NANDANA P R

REGISTER NO:AB20AMAT026

(2020– 2 0 2 3 )



 

 

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 

ST.TERESA’S COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), ERNAKULAM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
    

  

                                           
 

        

  (Internal Mentor)                   (  Head of the department )          

Designation            Designation                                         
    

 

  

CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that the Internship Report submitted by  NANDANA P R ,
AB20AMAT026 is a bonafide record of the internship done by her at the NGO 
organisation UMEED-A DROP OF HOPE,C-67,JAWAHAR PARK,KHANPUR,NEW 
DELHIring the academic year 2021

Betty Ma'am Ursala Ma'am



 

 

REPORT 

 

   
  
  
  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

                     

 

I have done an internship under 
the NGO organization,UMEED-A 
DROP OF HOPE from August25,
2021-September 24,2021.The 
work was related to social work,
HR,Marketing, environment and 
finance.The skills required were 
social media marketing and PPT 
presentation making.I was able 
to gain some knowledge in MS 
word and got an opportunity to 
interact with people and know 
about their problems.This 
internship was helpful.It helped 
me to gain confidence in facing 
an interview and helped me to 
learn about how to do an online 
presentation infront of online 
audience.



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Certificate from Employee



VASUDEVAN



Megafoods Products Madras (P) Limited 
RO & Factory: D3 Ambattur Industrial Estate, Chennai 600058 India 
Tel: +91-9884304481 Email: rhea@megafoods.in 
An ISO 22000:2005 Certified Company CIN : U32301TN1988PTC015941 

 
 
 

Certificate of Completion of Internship 
 

 

This is to certify that  

 Ms Vaijayanthi Vasudevan 

 student of 

St. Teresa’s College, Ernakulam 
 

M.Voc Food Processing and Technology 

having distinctive roll number – VM21FPT021 
has successfully completed the Industry Based Learning Internship 

from03-May-2022 to 24-May-2022 

For, Mega Foods Products Madras Private Limited 
 

 

Amit Vaishnav 
Managing Director 

24-May-2022 
Chennai 

mailto:rhea@megafoods.in


Vaishnavi  Pramod

October 2021



Vaishnavi  Pramod

October 2021



Santa monica 
Study 

Abroad Pvt Ltd. 

CIN. U80302KA2011PTCO59241 

To whom so it may our concern 

This is to certily that Ms. Varna V, D/O Vinayan D, a BVoc software 

development second year student at St. Teresa's College, Ernakulam, has 

Successtuly completed a 07 days (from 17th Feb 2022 to 25th Feb 2022) short 

internship program in basic SEO strategies (keyword research, link 

acquisition, 301 redirects, content optimization etc at our organization 

Authorised Signatory 

For Santamonica Study Abroad Pvt Ltd 

Sherly Reji 

Chief Operating Officer 
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GSTIN : 32AAQPT4452M 124
TAN No : CHNG00397F
PAN No: AAQPT4452M

fr Office ' 0484-2808233, 2808273, 2808274
Factory. 0484 - 2809754
Fax '. 0484-2808273
E-mail : f ruitomansl g5T @ gmail com

MALABAR CANNII{G
Office:33/1885 87, COCHIN BYPASS ROAD, ERNAKULAM, COCHIN - 682 028, KEHALA, INDIA

Factory :33 I 622A, VENNALA, KOCHI - 682O28

23.06 .2022

TO WHOMSOEVERIT MAY CONCERN

This is to certify that Ms. VijnanaVishu, Bvoc Food Processing

Technology student of St. Teresa's College (Autonomous), Ernakulam,

Kerala has undergone an internship of 7 days from 13th June 2o22to 20th

June 2022.

She has completed the internship and we have explained and

experienced operations related to fruit processing.

We wish all success in her future endeavours.

For

hg Executive

www.fruitomans.com





VISHNUPRIYA



Elizebeth Joseph

from St. Teresa's College - Science Block has successfully secured Volunteering
internship at Youth Empowerment Foundation through Internshala.

March 02, 2022

Certificate Number: BAA5E1E2-6BE8-5C0A-5656-F7F4C3E32F78
For certificate authentication please visit https://internshala.com/verify_certificate



HIGHRANGE FOODS PVT. LTD., 
IX/119,Panamattom Temple Road, Panamattom.P.0,

Ponkunnam,Kottayam,Kerala-686522. 

CIN:U15205KL1987PTCO04739, GST No:32AAACH6076L1ZH. 

Tel: 04828-297155, E-mail: hrp.manager@lazza.co.in 

Date: 28h May, 2022 

TO WHOME SO EVER IT MAY cONCERN 

This is to certify that Ms.Vrindha Vinoj, Student of St. Teresa's College, Ernakulam has 

successfully completed 20 days internship at Highrange Foods(P)Ltd.(Lazza Icecreams), 

Panamattom.P.0, Ponkunnam, Kottayam. 

She has been regular in attendance and her conduct during the period was good. We wish all 

the best in her future endeavors. 

For Highrange Foods(PLtd. M JM Thanking you, 
Yours Truy 

Director.

OLD GHRANG 

PONUNNAM 

FOO 

NAMA P.O 

Administrative office: 28/3030, Cheruparambath Road, Near Old Post Offce, Kadavanthra ,cochin-20 

ODS (P 



Elizebeth Joseph

from St. Teresa's College - Science Block has succesfully participated in India's largest online learning

event - 'World Education Day Fair 2022' organized by Internshala Trainings.

We wish Elizebeth all the best for future endeavors.

Date of certification: 24th January, 2022





Authorised Signatory

CIN: U75357257525KJG855557

Hedge Equities Limited 

25/04/2022
 

ONLINE INTERNSHIP COMPLETION CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that Ms. Wini Maria (Reg. No - SB20CCM057) (Hedge

ID - HSAE000094) from St. Teresa\'s College, Ekm. has successfully

completed her Online Internship Program at Hedge Equities Ltd.,

Cochin from 15th February 2022 to 16th March 2022 in the topic

"Wealth Management".During the internship Wini Maria was

exposed to the various activities of our Research Department.
 

During the internship, Wini Maria demonstrated problem solving and

analytical skills. Her performance exceeded expectations and she was

able to complete the internship successfully on time.
 

We at Hedge Equities Ltd., wish her all the very best in her future

endeavours.
 

For Hedge Equities Ltd.

REGISTERED OFFICE : 
B 302 Trade Square, Mehra Compound, Near DSK Madhuban, Sakinaka Kuria Road, Andheri East, Mumbai - 400 072, Tel : 9072530273 

CORPORATE OFFICE : Hedge House, Mamangalam, Kochi - 682025, Kerala, India I Tel: 0484 6130400, Mob : 9349312345 

Email : info@hedgegroup.in I Website : www.hedgeequities.com

mailto:info@hedgegroup.in?subject=&body=
http://www.hedgeequities.com/


K.R.BAKES
Baked with love. Since 1969 celebratigr

Date: 14/01/2022

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

This is to certify that Ms. ZAINAB YASIN, D/O YASIN HARRIZ, Reg: No- 

SB20ND032, St. Teresa's College, Ernakulam has done her internship in 

KR Bakes PVT LTD Ernakulam, from03/01/2022 to 13/01/2022.

During the internship she demonstrated good design skills with a self- 

motivated attitude to learn new things. Her performance exceeded 

expectations and was able to complete the internship successfully on time. 

We wish her to all the best for her future endeavors. 

Warm regards, 

VT. LTD 
KR Bakes PVT LTD ErnakulamoPALARIVATTOMCOCHIN-b0L04°/b 

For K. R. BAKES PVT. LTD. 

Regional HR 2/1175 
CVIL 

= 

KR BAKES PVT. LTTD. 

GROUP 
32/1175-A, CIVIL LANE ROAD, PALARIVATTOM, COCHIN - 682 025. PH. OFF: 2205066, 2349674 

CIN:U15412TZ2000PTCO09294| Email : krbakescvtm@gmail.com Web: www.krbakes.com Since 1969 




